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ABSTRACT
EVALUATION OF THE OPPRESSED: A SOCIAL JUSTICE APPROACH TO
PROGRAM EVALUATION
FEBRUARY 2003
MOHAMED IBRAHIM, B.Sc., AIN SHAMS UNIVERSITY, CAIRO, EGYPT
M.Sc., UNIVERSITY OF KHARTOUM, SUDAN
Ed.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Robert Miltz
In this dissertation, I explore a different concept in program evaluation. There is
little literature on using evaluation research as a tool for social justice. The Oppression
Evaluation Approach I am introducing is about an alternative method in conducting
program evaluation under dominant political conditions, simply dealing with the ethical
question: whose side are the evaluators on? The study is based on the experiences of
environmental activists in Sudan who have worked under oppressive environments for
decades, and how this reflected on the microenvironment of projects run by
authoritative managements.
The purpose of this study was:
1) To critically review the concept of educational evaluation, with a focus on
areas that are not usually tackled, e.g., evaluation abuse. I introduce a number of
illegitimate purposes for doing program evaluations in addition to the ones cited in the
U.S.A evaluation literature. I also highlight major contemporary models and
approaches, which have emerged during the past three decades.
2) To introduce a new approach or model, tentatively called Oppression
Evaluation, to develop its theoretical framework based on my experience with
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evaluation projects in the Third World. I accomplished this and introduced the distinct
characteristics of this approach (pre-starting conditions, evaluators’ role, covert agenda,
power relationships, type of data, risk factors, etc.). This was a major achievement of
this research.
3) To explore similarities and differences of this approach in two environmental
social justice projects in Sudan and Massachusetts, using a comparative case study
design. The key findings were similar methods used in both cases, even with different
political environments, due to the shared environmental vision by the two organizations.
The adopted methodology in this research was qualitative, focusing on detailed
descriptions of the two case studies. I relied on my role in the Sudanese case on
reviewing its literature and documents, and introducing a distinguished data gathering
technique that is used among left movement in Sudan, and called “Zameel Network.” In
the second case, I gathered data via email, media documentation, in-depth interviews,
direct and participant-observation, and photography.
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CHAPTER 1
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
Introduction
“The radical, committed to human liberation, does not become the prisoner of ‘circle of
certainty’ within which reality is also imprisoned. On the contrary, the more radical the
person is, the more fully he or she enters into reality so that, knowing it better, he or she
can better transform it.” Paulo Freire (1996. p. 21
)
In the dusty heat of one afternoon in the suburbs of Hasahisa town in the Central
region of Sudan the smell and strong odor of chlorinated pesticides (e.g. DDT) was
unbearable. It was pervasive, not confined to the agrochemical shed some 1000 feet
away from where I was interviewing one of the farm laborers in early 1990. He told me
that his wife had miscarried three times over the past five years, and
. . . interestingly enough when I send her to continue her pregnancy at her
parents’ home in the North she safely delivers the baby as she used to do
before we moved to this area. The paramedic said it must be something in
the climate of the area, he advised me to immediately get her out of the
area after the first signs of pregnancy, which I did this time. However, she
is due in more than five months.
I was one of few people who knew at that time that there was something wrong in the
soil, and not the air of the area. The careless technocrats of the Gezira Agricultural
Scheme, the largest cotton cultivation project in Africa, had secretly dumped huge
amounts of obsolete pesticides somewhere in that area in the mid 1980s. The challenge
was then how to carry out an investigative inquiry to explore and assess the
environmental hazard without getting into extreme trouble with the authoritative
management of the project, or get harassed by the new military regime, which seized
power in 1989 and established fanatic theocracy.
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Sudan Development Association (SDA), a progressive local non-governmental
organization (NGO) committed to social justice and empowerment of the oppressed
selected an experienced team to plan the difficult research inquiry after securing a
budget from Oxfam (UK & I). Oxfam bravely funded the project in spite of the
i
possibility of getting into trouble with the oppressive regime. Based on the experience
of the political left movement in dealing with dictatorships, the “Hasahisa Pesticide
Graveyard” research team was informed to use different strategies to achieve its goals.
A major task for the team was to neutralize the vicious covert stakeholder “The
2
Security.” Overall, this effort was successful, at least until the final report was
3
published. Recruiting allies within the technocrats and officials of the government
departments and organizations was possible when the team involved them in the
research participatory action plan. Soon, the picture about the serious hazard they were
living in became crystal clear for them. Even the Popular Committee chapter, the
regime-created sole permitted political organization, strongly criticized the local
authorities and became active in the mass mobilization efforts to cleanup the graveyard.
Apparently their disapproval of SDA ideology did not prevent them from supporting the
research team. They did not buy the propaganda spread out by the government agents
that the research goal was to distort the image of the Islamic government.
*SDA was founded by a group of progressive development workers, who were also
active in the political movement calling for a secular constitution for the Sudan.
2
It is the same Orwellian Thought Police (Orwell G., 1949) and has different names in
the Third World dictatorships. It is Savak in Iran, Mabahith in Egypt, and just The
Security in Sudan.
After a series of accusations of distorting the image of the Islamic government, a tact-
finding committee was formed in 1993 by the government’s parliament, and confirmed
the findings of SDA (Ibrahim, M.1994).
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That early experience of what might be called ‘survival research methods’- due
to skillfully played tactics and politics- relied on the rich authentic knowledge of “secret
inquiry,” in which the Sudanese left movement excelled. The Hasahisa Pesticides
Graveyard project (Ibrahim, 1993; Ibrahim, M., 1993) was an implementation of the
new policy adopted then by the environmental movement in Sudan of ‘working with the
enemy.’ The ‘enemy’ was defined as the consecutive military dictatorships that ruled
the country since its independence in 1956, and was responsible for major irreversible
environmental catastrophes through their ‘destructive’ development plans.
Living under authoritative oppressive systems is always very difficult, in particular for
those development workers who devote their lives to social justice and change. For
politicians the choice is easier; to work with the tyrants and be part of their oppression
tool, or to oppose them openly or secretly until the next uprising of the people sweeps
them out.
Environmentalists in Sudan, as committed social justice development workers,
had a difficult choice. They had tried to stay politically clean and rejected any
cooperation with the oppressors and dictatorship governments over the past turbulent
half-century. However, they were not happy with the results. During the period of the
former African dictator Numeri (1969-1985), the shortsighted development policies led
to vast degradation of the natural resources, soil erosion, deforestation, and
desertification. Sudanese environmentalists have resentfully watched the destruction of
the fragile ecosystem of the country, and the domination of development mentalities
that do not cater for the needs of local communities. This was when they decided to
reevaluate their stance. Dictators come and go (especially in Sudan) and the political
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system might get reformed quickly, yet environmental destruction is usually difficult to
reverse. To do nothing besides watching, criticizing and opposing the destructive
development programs of the oppressive government was not, for many including
myself, much different than the behavior of those opportunist politicians who sold
themselves out to the oppressors.
The Oppression Evaluation Approach is a good example for how theory and
research are informed by praxis and field experience. I have identified, labeled, and
developed its theoretical framework a long time after it was successfully tested in the
field. Environmentalists in Sudan used this approach in the late 1980s without
recognizing that they were shaping up a new concept in program evaluation, as I’m
going to argue in the next chapters.
In the following chapters I will discuss this new approach in program evaluation
that has been emerging from the experiences I lived while working under oppressive
macro and micro political environments in Sudan. This approach, which temporarily I
call Oppression Evaluation, “is a task for radicals” exactly as Paulo Freire had said
about his remarkable work, The Pedagogy of The Oppressed (1996). Those who label
themselves neutral professional evaluators can’t carry it out. It is a biased process
towards social justice and empowerment of the oppressed; a task embraced by number
of environmentalists in Sudan. I’m showing in this research project how this approach is
distancing itself from some mainstream evaluators, who claim fake neutrality in
conducting an evaluation when they are actually taking sides and advocating on behalf
of the powerful stakeholders in the project under evaluation.
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In this research I’m dealing with an area not commonly researched in the field of
program evaluation. This is primarily due to the fact that most of, if not all, the
frequently used approaches of evaluation were originally coined by Western
researchers, in a Western environments, where blatant oppression was usually
uncommon. As a matter of fact, most of the Western evaluation texts and resources do
not include much references or experiences from the Third World. A widely used text,
Utilization-Focused Evaluation by Patton (1997) does not include any references from
the Third World among the 579 references cited at the end of the text! This is generally
noticed in most of the American evaluation texts of other popular scholars such as
House, and Guba & Lincoln. It is one ofmy intentions to develop this research into an
evaluation reference that contributes to this lacking area on the role of Third World
evaluators in this field (although I admit the scarcity of references and logistic difficulty
to access these resources). In general, the constantly present theme in all the chapters of
this dissertation is oppression, how it is imposed on social justice activists and
development workers and how they fight it back.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this research project is to study a new emerging approach of
conducting evaluation under politically oppressive conditions, and to explore its
theoretical framework in regard to the major evaluation models used in the US. A
tentative definition of this approach, which I call Oppression Evaluation, is described at
this early stage of the study as the use of an evaluation process to advocate for
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alternative activities, application methods, and outcomes of the project under
evaluation.
The objectives of this study are of multiple folds. It is highlighted in the
following:
1 ) To critically review the concept of educational evaluation (e.g. definition,
purpose, differentiation with research), highlight the major contemporary models or
approaches, and types introduced during the past three decades of the last century. The
three decades (1970s, 1980s, and 1990s) were chosen because they have witnessed a
tremendous development in this relatively new research area, i.e. evaluation.
2) The second fold is to introduce a new approach or model and develop its
theoretical framework based on my experience with a number of evaluation projects in
the Third World.
3) To explore similarities and differences of this approach between two
environmental social justice projects in Khartoum (Sudan) and Western Massachusetts
(USA), using a comparative case study design.
Significance of the Study
In this dissertation research I’m developing and building a theoretical
framework for a non-Westem perspective of doing program evaluation. It is a new
approach espouses program evaluation and social justice activism. It is tentatively
called Oppression Evaluation (OE). It is an empowering process for those who work
under authoritative program managements, helping them to make their voices heard and
have a say in their projects. At the same time it advocates for lobbying- rather than
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confronting- the oppressor to leave and abandon those hurtful methods and goals
adopted in the project under evaluation.
The study focuses on an important area for social justice researchers and
evaluators who work with oppressive stakeholders, especially those harassing project
managements in the Third World countries. It also focuses on how the macro political
oppressive environment is negatively affecting the microenvironment of the project.
Through a critical literature review, I will explore areas of evaluation abuse and misuse
that are not heavily researched in academia. This focus in particular would be included
in the area of evaluation purposes of the study.
The study is claiming and recognizing a different role for evaluators in
deconstructing oppression from within. This is not an experimental study because it was
successfully tested in the field. It brings a challenge to Western evaluators in how they
benefit of Third World experiences, and try to adapt it to their program settings.
The result of this research should be of interest to development organizations and
individual researchers who work under similar environments. The results could also be
of interest to Western donor organizations, especially progressive ones (e.g. Oxfam,
World Education, Grassroots, Inc., Alternatives) who really care about helping
grassroots NGOs rather than indirectly helping the oppressive systems of the Third
World. The study is also, modestly; giving voice and political support to the argument
that evaluators should advocate on behalf of the oppressed voices in the project, as
strongly brought up by House (cited in Patton, 1 997).
I strongly believe that this study, will encourage researchers in general, and
evaluators in particular, of the Third world to develop theoretical frameworks, within
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the Western context, for their different applied methods and techniques in the field. It is
of my hope that this study will generate further reflection on the field of evaluation
abuse throughout the many examples I’m using to show that every single model in the
field of evaluation is possible to be abused and twisted by perpetuators.
The research project has already drawn attention and interest of a number of
reputable forums of education and evaluation research. These are: Voices From the
Field (VFF) at the Graduate School of Education in Flarvard University, the Freirean
Legacy conference at the Education College of Florida International University, and the
Center for International Education (CIET University of Massachusetts at Amherst. The
VFF, a reputable forum for research and professional evaluators led by the prominent
evaluation guru Carol Weiss, invited me to present at their monthly symposium in 1998.
I received a very positive feedback especially in regard to replication of the model in a
Western environment. In the same trend, the Publication Department at CIE has
selected this research for publication.
Implication of the Research
Developing a theoretical framework for this approach-which already has been
tested and implemented- would recognize the contribution of Third World evaluators to
the field. The most commonly used and frequently mentioned in the evaluation texts are
those dozen or so of models/approaches that had been developed mainly in North
America. Ernest House (1980), an authority in this field, stated that he excluded some
potential models- in his comprehensive taxonomy- because they were not employed
enough. He predicted that more models/approaches to be emerging in the future. In this
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sense, this research hopes to encourage more researchers and evaluators that are
committed to social justice to use this approach, ot course within the appropriate
context, and establish its credibility in the field.
Limitations/Delimitations of the Study
In conducting this study I’m aware ofmy biases against the fanatic religious
right movement in the Third World, especially the Islamic countries. This would reflect
directly on my research focus to cover examples of oppression that I spent most ofmy
life revealing and fighting in Sudan, Middle East, and the US. Eve already confined
myself to deal with progressive organizations when I picked the case studies (both in
Sudan and the US). I don’t see any limitation to this study because of the fact that I
played a principal role in one of the chosen case studies. As a matter of fact I see this as
delimiting factor since I will play the insider/outsider role in the case analysis.
The evaluation model suggested here in this study is primarily aiming to be used under
oppressive environments of the Third World, and only for the benefit of progressive
evaluation teams who work in social justice areas. However, I’m aware that abusing this
proposed model is quite possible by the oppressors as the case in most of other models.
Although the study will be limited to the field of evaluation research, yet it is possible
to modify the suggested model so it can be generally working in the research field, too.
This study does not intend to address any thing for those who call themselves
‘neutral’ evaluators nor does it deal with them, with no apology from my side!
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Research Inquiry Questions
This dissertation research project is designed and built around the following
assertion: Alternative evaluation approaches are needed in situations where
authoritative, powerful groups dominate the project scene and exclude the interests of
the powerless majority. This domination becomes possible due to the umbrella of
political oppression embedding the whole system, on the macro and micro levels, and
leads to preventing the actual representation of the oppressed.
The research strategy in use is Case Study, therefore “How” and “Why”
questions are the major foci ofmy inquiry (Yin, 1994). However, some “What”
questions are answered, too. The research seeks to address this assertion through several
inquiry questions:
• How are current definitional approaches of evaluation different compared to the
new proposed Oppression Evaluation Approach?
• How the unacknowledged purposes of evaluation might be different in the Third
World?
• Why this new approach has emerged within the Sudanese environmental
movement?
• What are the major characteristics of the new proposed alternative approach of
Oppression Evaluation as tested in Sudan?
• Are there any similarities between Oppression Evaluation Approach in Third
World, and other approaches in the West?
• Why and how the Western Massachusetts Save The Mountain case was
launched? What kind of methods used to defend the local environment?
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• What are the limitations, problematic situations, and ethical concerns that might
be raised in the West against the use of Oppression Evaluation Approach?
• How do major stakeholders act on the project scene as seen by evaluators
applying Oppression Evaluation Approach?
• Why some evaluators would reject the Oppression Evaluation Approach?
• How can Oppression Evaluation Approach be applied in the West?
This research project aims at developing a theoretical framework for this new
approach, which was successfully tested and implemented under one specific
environment in the Third World. These questions are answered directly and indirectly in
the following chapters.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
How Do we Define Evaluation?
Evaluation is an elastic word that stretches to coverjudgments ofmany
kinds... What all the uses ofthe word have in common is the notion ofjudging
merit.
”
Carol H. Weiss (1972, p. 1)
The monotheistic religions, for example, Judaism, Christianity, and Islam are all
advocating for one God (or Allah) and that He (yes, not She!) exists everywhere, and at
all times. However, followers of these religions would not speculate His features, shape,
color, sex, and other physical characteristics. This is true at least for Moslems whose
different religious schools don’t permit this luxury of imagination freedom! Koran, the
holy book of Moslems, mentioned 99 image-like descriptions of Allah yet, no Moslem
would dare to outline a shape for these descriptions! Their logic was summarized in
abstract by my elementary school teacher of the Islamic Education class “It is
impossible for a machine to have an idea about the machinist who made it!” I must
confess that his logic at that time ofmy age was strong and fascinating to my rebellious
mind against all religious thought restrictions, but that was only for a while. When I
studied physics in high school I was struck by the strong similarities between God and
Energy! I almost screamed in the classroom “I found Him, I found Him. Allah is energy
and energy is Allah.” He, Allah, exists everywhere and at any time (Koran), and most
important there is nothing that would exist without energy (physics textbook). I stayed
happily satisfied in that state of mind for a longer period, but of course I can’t speak
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about the next stage of my thought that follow ed the dichotomy of Allah/Energy to
avoid a possible fate like that of the British writer Salman Rushdie'.
But what all this has to do with evaluation? \\ ell. my thought went back to this
personal reflection when I imagined how deeply rooted the concept of evaluation is in
every single aspect of our lives, and the fact that "we can evaluate anything including
evaluation itself’ as eloquently expressed by Shadish. et al. (1991. p. 19). The power of
the oneness and the issue of existence evenwvhere and at all times of that Islamic
studies class came up fresh to my mind when I imagined the limitless shape of the
evaluation science!
So, how' do we define evaluation? Well, as usual this is an area in which you
read a lot of debates and arguments, and still feel something is missing. You w ant to
add your own version to the definition. Alkin (1974. p. 106) defined evaluation as "a
process of gathering information, which will be used mainly to make decisions about
alternative courses of action.” One of Gephart’s definitions, cited in Patton (1982. p.
34), for evaluation describes evaluation as a “problem-solving strategy.” Patton (1982.
p. 34) confirmed this by reviewing a number of definitions, revealing that there are
variations in definitional content as presented by different researchers:
a) Evaluation is the process of determining the extent to which the goals and
objectives of a program are being attained.
b) Evaluation involves primarily the application of rigorous social science methods
to the study of programs.
The Iranian spiritual leader Ayotoallah Khomeni issued a Fatwa (Islamic decree i
condemning Rushdie of heresy, and that he should be killed. The Fatwa w as recently
lifted after ten years of terror for the daring writer.
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c) Evaluation is the process of comparing the relative costs and benefits of two or
more programs.
d) Evaluation is the process ofjudging a program's value.
e) Evaluation is the generation of data for decision-making and problem solving.
Patton (1982, p. 35) concluded the definition review by introducing his own
approach, which emphasizes the systematic collection of data about a broad range of
topic for use by specific people for a variety of purposes.' He called this a user-focused
approach to evaluation.
In How Are We Doing: An Evaluation Handbook for Education Programs
(1987), the authors claimed that they reached a more complete definition: To evaluate is
to make an explicit judgment about the worth of all or part of a program by collecting
evidence to determine if certain acceptable standards have been met. The acceptable
standards set by the program might be different from those of evaluators, as can be seen
in the proposed Oppression Evaluation Approach.
However, a legitimate question arises here: is this the end of it? Of course it is
not. A person's assumptions and beliefs regarding evaluation would enter into this
debate and suggest a definition. We will see more in the coming pages about how
different approaches carry with them different evaluation definitions.
In Fourth Generation Evaluation
, Guba & Lincoln (1989, p. 263) have shed
light on the strong relationship between evaluation and evaluators. They argued that
evaluation is a process whereby evaluators and stakeholders are jointly and
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collaboratively creating or moving toward a consensual valuing construction of some
2
“evaluand.”
The definition of the American Council of Voluntary Agencies for Foreign
Service (ACVAFS, 1979) focuses on identification of strengths and weaknesses,
assessment of the project in regard to the community members; and analysis of results
for application in the project. In the Evaluation Thesaurus . Scriven (1980, p. 47) defines
evaluation as “ the process of determining the merit or worth or value of something; or
the product of that process.” He reported that the word evaluation is used narrowly to
mean only “systematic and objective evaluation.” Weiss (1972) has eloquently
described evaluation as a holistic process that covers judgments of many things from
job performance to movie scripts. Riecken (1974) has confirmed this statement by
emphasizing that evaluation is “ the measurement of desirable and undesirable
consequences of an action.” Rutman and Mowbray (1983, p. 12) have preferred a
traditional definition “the use of scientific methods to measure the implementation and
outcomes of programs, for decision-making purposes.” On the other hand, Elsayed
(1985), an experienced corporate evaluator from Sudan, put more emphasis on the role
of monitoring as a database for project evaluation. He preferred that evaluation should
be inclusive of all project activities such as operation schedules, manpower, budget,
project equipments, etc in order to explain any pitfalls and suggest methods of
correction. He also stressed on the qualifications of the project director as a key issue in
the success of evaluation.
This means whatever is being evaluated, according to the Evaluation Thesaurus
(Scriven, 1980, p. 47).
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Indeed, evaluation is a widely used process in all of the life venues. We use it
when shopping for a new car; reading the sky to predict weather; analyzing programs of
politicians before voting; and, screening students throughout school tests. These are just
a few examples of the presence of evaluation in daily life decisions.
I agree with Guba & Lincoln (1989, p. 21) that there is no “right way” to define
evaluation, and that it is difficult to suggest one definition of evaluation as reported by
Ali (1999). Definition depends on the different models and approaches of evaluation
that have emerged over the previous decades, in addition to the evaluators perceptions,
beliefs, goals and biases. The evaluator’s stance is critical to the whole process, and
particularly, in this case, in regards to social justice issues, and commitment to an
agenda of working with the oppressed. This issue will be discussed in detail in Chapter
Four.
Differences Between Evaluation and Research
Distinguishing evaluation from research was always an issue debated among
scholars. Kushner (2000, p 37) describes evaluation as an activity that “reduces the
freedom for the pursuit of personal agendas of enquiry,” and that it is “saturated with
political and ethical consequences.” In his quantitative evaluation text, Nutt (1982)
argued that evaluation is used to explore the relationship between an intervention
program and the benefits and the costs that occur following its application. On the other
hand, Nutt continued, research seeks to explore why an intervention program has certain
results. Weiss (1972, pp: 6-9) added more to this issue when she reported that all
methods and principles that are applied to social research are also applied to evaluation.
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for example, design, measurement, data collection, and analysis. However, she
identified seven differences between research and evaluation. These are:
1 ) Evaluation is for decision-making, whereas the emphasis in research is on
knowledge production.
2) Evaluation uses program-oriented questions rather than evaluator’s hypotheses.
3) Evaluation contains a judgmental quality of comparing “ what is” with “what
should be” according to the program goals, and the evaluator remains objective
and unbiased.
4) Action Setting: the evaluation takes place in an ongoing program, which has
priority to continue if there is conflict with the evaluation process.
5 ) Role Conflicts. The chance of friction is most likely to happen between the
evaluator and the program staff. In comparison, there are fewer chances of these
types of conflicts in research.
6) Research findings are more likely to be published than an evaluation report.
7) Allegiance: The evaluator has a triple allegiance: to the organization responsible
for the study; to social change, and to his/her own profession.
On the other hand, there are lot of similarities between social research and
evaluation including methods for collecting data, both quantitatively and qualitatively.
The commitment of the evaluator to social justice and to the vulnerable group rather
than the powerful owner/stakeholder is another area of similarity to Participatory Action
Research (PAR). Involvement of the researcher in any act of advocacy towards the
oppressed is a controversial area in evaluation, and always finds resistance among
mainstream evaluators. Stake (1995, pp. 93-94) advises researchers to restrain
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themselves from advocacy, and let their findings carry the message they wanted to
convey. This area will be discussed within the Oppression Evaluation section in Chapter
Four.
Evaluation, Auditing, and Monitoring
To some extent evaluation is confused with auditing and monitoring. As
previously reviewed, evaluation is a systematic examination of an on-going
project/program to determine its impact, worth and merit. On the other hand the
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) (1980, p. 35)
defines auditing as “determining whether, and to what extent, the measures, processes,
directives, and organizational procedures of the donor, and its mission in the Third
World, conform to norms and criteria set out in advance.”
Internal or external auditors could carry out auditing. However, in the case of
internal auditors it is usually a separate division within the same department that run the
project. In general, from my personal experience, auditing is more feared by program
staff than evaluation, and this is due to the former has a direct impact on the staff while
the latter affects the project in general. The Third World auditors, especially in North
Africa and the Middle East are badly reputed as terror dispersing agents in the program
to be audited. In western Sudan where I worked in the late 1970s, one emotionally
disturbed program manager attempted suicide when he heard that the auditing team had
been on their way to his project for a routine auditing. In Egypt, auditing is usually
linked to arson fire in the government departmental stores scheduled for auditing.
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Ironically, the media in Egypt called the end of fiscal year, when most of the
governmental department stores carry out stocktaking, the “season of arson fire.”
The consequences of auditing and evaluation are different. While evaluation
produces a set of recommendations, the auditing teams, especially in Third World
countries pay attention to financial assets more than project goals, and take immediate
action in the case of negative auditing results.
Evaluation varies from monitoring in that it traces causes to outcomes, whereas
monitoring tracks the progress of implementation, as reported by Ezemenari, et al.
(2000). Monitoring is usually set up by an internal evaluator to provide a flow of
information in order to assess progress in the project/program according to the work
plan. Rossi, et al. (1982) reported that monitoring is an undertaken activity at many
different points in the development of a program. An ideal example of this was the
Distribution Program of Locust Control Poisoned-baits in Darfur region of Western
Sudan, which I ran in the late 1970s. Information provided through monitoring helped
in saving the project a great deal of time and money. It was only one week before our
poisoned-baits would become invalid for use against the insect stage. The distribution
schedule was far behind although many efforts had been made to contact the target
group of farmers in that remote area of the country. I discovered that neither the time of
the day nor the location of distribution was convenient with farmers. Through
monitoring, we were able to make a quick modification in the program that saved the
program and the area problems in regard to that ferocious insect, which was a major
pest of sub-Saharan crops.
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Monitoring human rights situations, especially after the Cold War era has
frequently become a political weapon used to impose sanctions on a specific regime, or
to show favor, for example the US, the UN, China, Iraq, and Sudan. The Clinton
administration, for example, made sure that the Chinese regime had undergone specific
steps in improving human rights, and releasing some of democracy dissidents before
giving China a favorite status in commerce with USA.
Monitoring can be useful, but there are problematic issues, which relate
primarily to the funding structure of projects in Third World countries. The funding
agencies usually send their representatives to watch that funds are properly spent, and
provide information about the project progress according to the funding plan.
Monitoring is one of the areas that projects have to pay high cost for, since the favored
monitors by foreign funders are usually stationed in the West. It costs the project budget
a lot to support them during their short stay to monitor the funded project.
It is important to distinguish clearly between evaluation, auditing, and
monitoring. I witnessed a number of evaluators that acted like auditors, in scaring
project staff while collecting data in ambiguous, accusative ways, focusing on mistakes,
and completely ignoring positive achievements of the project.
Purposes of Evaluation
Postponement Purpose
During the period of June-August 1992 in Juba, the capital city of Southern
Sudan, 230 men were arrested by government agents and “disappeared"- some of them
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were employees of the United States Agency for International Development (USAID),
the United Nations Development Program (UNDP), and the European Union (EU). In
responding to pressure from the international community, the government appointed a
five-member committee to study the allegations of extra-judicial executions carried out
by security forces. The committee commenced investigation in 1992 and by the time the
Human Rights Watch published its report in 1996 the investigation was not finished
(Ron, 1996, p. 88).
Evaluation is carried out for different reasons, acknowledged and unacknow-
ledged, to provide important information to decision-makers. Yet, in some cases there
are illegitimate reasons for doing evaluation, as in the previous case of the Juba
massacre. The Investigative Evaluation Committee in that case was formed by the
government of Sudan, which was solely responsible for the incident, and definitely did
not want the world to know about what had really happened to the 230 disappeared
people. The committee’s work was always postponed for logistical reasons, or due to
war conditions in the area of investigation. To this date, the report of that committee
was never published.
In addition to this postponing reason of doing evaluation or inquiry, there are
other illegitimate purposes, which were reported by Weiss (1972, p.l 1). These include:
Ducking Responsibility
In a project that belonged to a small NGO in Sudan, the conflict between the
executive director, and the secretary of the board had escalated to the maximum. The
director was complaining of interference with his way of running the project; while the
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board secretary explained that he wanted to make sure the policy set up by the board
was followed. It was clear that he was hurting the project by such interference, yet
instead of stopping him the board decided to hire an independent evaluator to make the
decision for them. In this example, the board of trustees wanted the decision of stopping
the powerful secretary to come from an independent person instead of bringing another
conflict into their own board.
Public Relations Evaluation
This is a prototype evaluation that takes place sometimes in totalitarian
countries, in which the project management believes, or wants the people to believe,
that they have a very successful project. In Sudan during the mid 1980s when the
National Islamic Front (NIF), an extreme religious party, was taking part in the elected
government, their media used to publish lot of these kinds of evaluations. They used to
run a number of investigative journalism evaluations focusing only on specific data in a
project, without giving the readers the whole picture, aimed at glorifying their role in
the government. The infamous African dictator Numeri of Sudan (1969-1985) used to
do the same kind of cheating, especially when he presented his dream project of the
Jonglei Canal in the South. He made no mention of the great damage that would have
been caused to the environment and the indigenous population in that specific region.
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Finance-Required Evaluation
This is another less legitimate purpose for doing evaluation because it involves
the pre-requisite condition of being evaluated as required by the grant, and has nothing
to do with the actual need of the program. This is an area where projects in Third World
countries suffer since a large percentage of the budget has to be spent on highly paid
evaluators, usually hired by the grant sponsor.
There are other reasons besides those mentioned by Weiss. These include times
when evaluation is undertaken for other covert purposes targeting specific results,
intending to hide or shed less light on other areas. Here are some examples from around
the world.
Image-Distortion Focus
During the former president Sadat’s regime in the 1970s, the Egyptian political
right movement waged fierce campaigns against the previous era of the Nasser regime.
This included the regime’s development projects, which were in general pro-people and
against capitalist corporations. The then emerging corporate system sponsored a number
of the so-called scientific evaluation studies to tarnish Nasser’s biggest achievement, the
High Dam irrigation project in Aswan, southern Egypt. Those “scientific” studies
focused on one negative impact of the project, that is the fertile silt that comes with the
floodwaters, which got caught behind the dam. They completely ignored the project’s
positive socio-economic impact on the life of the impoverished rural people. It was no
surprise at all to know that these studies were either conducted by anti-Nasser corporate
groups, or by the so-called neutral researchers.
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Another example from the US is the case of the right-wing Center for
Monitoring the Impact of Peace (CMIP). Their website' and paid advertisements in
newspapers have deliberately distorted translation of Palestinian school textbooks to
claim they were calling “for the destruction of Israel or teach to hate Israel” as reported
by Christison (2002) in the Washington Spectator.
Mislead Purpose
This is a familiar issue in totalitarian countries. Assume that a project was
suffering and dragging way behind its targeted goals, or it was plagued by rumors of
corruption/embezzlement. The project management, or the individual held responsible
for this pitfall, would do a quick temporary fix up, then arrange for another quick
evaluation, usually carried out by those known as “neutral” experts. The evaluation
report would conclude with something like “ we found all these rumors/accusations
were baseless.” Another common example, not only in the Third World, is the kind of
inspection evaluation carried out by departments of education in schools. Usually the
Education Inspectors, as called in most of the Middle Eastern countries, visit schools
only after teachers get enough time to prepare their classes, and assign a number of
well-prepared students to be part of the inspection process. The Inspectors leave and
everything goes back to its normal disorder!
3
http://www.edume.org/reports/index.htm
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Scapegoat Purpose
“We know definitely there is something wrong in this project, but let's make
clear it was not due to the national policy or ideology we’ve adopted. Let’s find out
who's the person responsible for sabotaging the project.” This was a typical
methodology used during the five-year development plans of the Russian dictator
Stalin, and was repeated frequently in most African dictatorships. The scapegoat
approach is widely used and favored by Moslem right movements everywhere. The
continuous failure of political and militant Islam that makes Islam the core of every
thing in life is being constantly justified by this concept. Moslem extremists consider
the model of Sudan (or Iran, Afghanistan, Pakistan) is failing because their current
governments are not formed of sincere believers, but when ‘we, Ansar Alsunna for
example, take over the country we will implement the ideal model and follow the right
path of Islam, and at that time it will definitely work.’
Divert Purpose
The Christian right and Pro-Life movements in the US are fiercely opposed to a
woman’s right to have an abortion. They hired the best researchers and produced a
series of short documentary videos, “using deceptive and inflammatory propaganda” as
noted by Luby (2000), to prove that the embryo feels the pain, and that it is cruel to kill
it by abortion no matter what was the stage of the pregnancy. Or, as in the case of using
the "partial-birth abortion" phrase in waging media wars against a medical procedure in
order to intentionally twist the facts and does not describe the recognized medical
procedure. “Rather, it is an inflammatory term invented by abortion opponents to
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provoke legislators and the public’' as noted by American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU.
4
2002) . At the same time this cruelty-basis judgment is completely ignored, and not
even talked about when the same conservatives strongly advocate abortion if the
pregnancy occurred as a result of an incestuous relationship, even when the embryo is
completely formed in shape (more than three months).
There are a lot of other examples of these demagogic purposes for doing evaluation.
Sometimes they are even used by groups with good intention such as some
environmental groups who advocate for the immediate cessation of fuel use because of
the Green House effect. They ignore the chaotic impact of such advocacy on the global
economy, which is completely dependent on this source of energy. Another example is
the banning of the “Dirty Dozen” pesticides use in the USA, and the subsequent
diversion of attention from the fact that it is still produced here in the US and shipped to
other countries.
Arbitration Purpose
This is somewhat a similar concept to the Ducking Responsibility of Weiss. Yet,
instead of espousing one side of the conflicting factions in the project the
arbitrator/evaluator brings the best of each stance to the table and suggests alternative
plans to be followed. A good example for this intervention evaluation is the latest 5-
year evaluation report of the Sudanese National Democratic Alliance-NDA (Khider,
2000).
4
http://www.aclu.org/action/pba 1 07.html
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Evaluation and Politics
Cohen (1972) strongly emphasized that evaluation is a political activity because
of its potential political impact on people involved in specific project or programs-
especially large scale ones. Because evaluation produces important information for
decision-making in regards to resources, authority, and power relationships the process
is subjected to a lot of manipulation and often compromised. In the early 1970s, the
Department of Education in Sudan conducted a quick evaluation of school systems at
the elementary, middle, and secondary stages. A switch was made to a 6, 3, and 3year
(respectively) plan instead of the old one, which was 4, 4, and 4. It was clearly known
to be a political decision and the purpose of that quick evaluation was to give it kind of
professional legitimacy. Another example was reported in the 1 995 Human Rights
Watch report when the government of Sudan announced that it had closed down the
infamous “Citibank Ghost House,” a paralegal torture center, after the strong criticism
disclosed in the UN human rights rapporteur monitoring report. The UN rapporteur had
been assigned to evaluate the human rights situation in that African country.
Perpetrators have always used evaluation as a major tool to serve their nasty
agenda. However, this seems to be not an area that is covered enough in the evaluation
field. In the horror world of politically instigated torture, evaluation was constantly used
by torturers in the past and recent history, to the extent that a whole text could be
written on this topic. In the following examples I’m focusing on this issue because of its
importance in the daily struggle of those who are bravely resisting it, especially among
grassroots activists.
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One of the most disgusting purposes for doing evaluation in tyrannical regimes
is the one used, and which is still in use, by fanatic Islamic dictatorships like the one in
Sudan. The testimonies of torture survivors (SVTG, 1995) report that prisoners go
through organized and special planned “torture menus” in the Ghost Houses system
created by the regime in 1989. Along with horrific physical torture goes the brain
washing methods, including the use of the Koran (the Moslem holy book) as the sole
available and permitted reading materials in the prison. The more you are seen reading
the Koran, the more the guards are convinced you are responding to their “treatment”
plan, as an indicator of leaving the thought of apostasy and “return to the text” of God
(Roy, 1994, p. viii) and origins of Islam. Simultaneously your own “torture menu” gets
reduced or even stopped. The prisoners, after spending enough time in the Ghost
Houses, quickly respond to this hidden method of evaluation and convince the
oppressors that they were converted back to religion, and will stop opposing the Islamic
government . It is an absurd satire and unbelievable reality but it does exist as I have
personally witnessed and used it. The recent incident of mass torture of the citizens of
the Egyptian Kasheh village is another example of using evaluation illegitimately.
According to the Egyptian Human Rights Organization (EHOR, 1998) an ordinary
homicide crime used as justification to expose the whole Christian population of the
village to mass punishment and horrific physical torture in the hands of the police. Their
disgusting evaluation of the crime scene concluded that one member or more of the
Christian ethnic majority of the village must had committed the crime; simultaneously
they had submitted them to torture to get a confession!
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The prisoner was pulled out of the water, allowed to recover his breath, and
asked the question again, and then, when he produced no information, he was again
submerged.” This was a confession of one Uruguayan torturer explaining how the
systematic torture was conducted under supervision of an instructor and in the presence
of a medical doctor who were both acting as evaluators (Conroy, 2000, pp. 103- 104). In
Figure 1
,
a similar situation of such unethical evaluator is displayed in this drawing that
resembles a fanatic religious medical doctor who is supervising torture by electric
shocks in Sudan. Another way of practicing this ugly evaluation is “The Party” or the
softening-up phase where unsystematic torture and beating up of the new prisoners at
the Ghost House is taken place upon their arrival. “The Party,” as it is called by the
Sudanese torturers, is conducted usually by a group of guards outnumbers the prisoners,
under supervision of a high rank torturer. Acting in the capacity of an outsider
evaluator, he instructs the junior torturers on when, how, and to whom they should
focus on to reach the weak person in the group (SVTG, 1995). In Figure 2,
5
the artist
tried to approach this absurd reality, when s/he adapted the famous painting of the
Danish artist Claus Christensen in Jacobsen and Vesti (1992, p 15), and created a
Sudanese version to represent the Islamic Torture School.
The Nuremberg Tribunals, which were set up for the Nazi crimes had looked in
depth to the issue of using medical evaluation during horrific “scientific” experiments.
6
On-line research (Mazal, 2000) shows that more than 700 pages of Volume (I) of
5
For fear of persecution by the current terrorist religious regime in Sudan, this artist
preferred to be anonymous.
6
http://www.mazal.org/NMT-HOME.htm
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Figure 1. The purpose of torture is to cause maximum pain and not to kill the prisoner.
A medical doctor, who shares the same ideology of the torturer is usually supervising
and acting as an evaluator to intervene when his services needed.
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“In every group you succeed to arrest its members
,
there is a weak ring or circle you
have to single it out... carefully study the groupyou brought in tonight while you are
working on it, and Insha Allah (God Willing) you will get useful information. ”
Acting Director of General Security Apparatus, Khartoum- Sudan, 10:00pm, April
13
th 1992
,
instructing a “torture party” [[SVTG, 1 995n
Figure 2. “The party” is the softening up phase characterizes the Islamic torture school
in Sudan, where a high rank officer works as an outside evaluator!
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Nuremberg Military Tribunal were dedicated to describe how scientific
evaluation research was used to collect data on human being capability of living under
specific harsh environment. In the infamous Auschwitz camp thousands of Jews (males,
females, children, adults, elders) had undergone lethal medical experiments, such as:
high altitude, freezing, extreme seawater depths, poison, epidemics, mustard gas, and so
forth
Number of evaluators including Rutman and Mowbray (1983) have cautioned
against the dangers of having hidden purposes for evaluation. We have seen discussions
of this previously, in Weiss' illegitimate purposes, and those derived from actual
experiences in the Third World and the Nazi era. Although covert purposes or agenda
were always representing malicious intentions but we will see that they can occasionally
be used in a positive way to back up the oppressed, and fight back against the oppressor.
This will be discussed later in Chapter Four.
On Models, Approaches, and Types of Evaluation
“Socialjustice requires that the interests ofall individuals and groups in society he
served.... Evaluators cannot be value-neutral in these matters. ”
Ernest E. House (1993, p. 126)
Choosing an evaluation model is an important step in determining “when and
from whom measurements will be gathered during the course of evaluation” as was
suggested by Fitz-Gibbon and Morris (1978). However, as in the case with definitions
there are several evaluation models in practice. Patton (1982) mentioned that one of his
students submitted a seminar paper to him describing forty distinct approaches to the
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practice of evaluation. House (1980) describes eight evaluation models in the following
text.
1
. System Analysis, which quantitatively measures program inputs and
outcomes to look at effectiveness and deficiency.
2. The Behavioral Objective Approach, which focuses entirely on clear,
specific, and measurable goals.
3. Goal-Free Evaluation, which was originally introduced by Michael Scriven
in 1 972. It examines the extent to which actual client needs are being met by the
program under evaluation.
4. The Art Criticism Approach, which makes the evaluator’s own expertise-
derived standards of excellence a criterion against which programs are judged.
5. The Accreditation Mode, where a team of external accreditors determine the
extent to which a program meets professional standards for a given type of program.
6. The Adversary Approach, in which two teams do battle over the summative
question of whether a program should be continued or terminated.
7. The Transaction Approach, which concentrates on program processes.
8. The Decision-making Model, in which the evaluation is structured by the
decisions to be made.
In his review of the models, House stated that he excluded some potential
models because they were not, at that time, employed enough, and he expected more
models/approaches to be emerging in the future. The famous scholars Guba and Lincoln
(1981) have also reviewed two other widely used models: the Context-Input Process
Product Model (CIPP); and The Responsive Model, which both came out in the early
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1970s. Stufflebeam’s model, CIPP, does not require information about the project
objectives but about what decisions are to be made. It involves four types of evaluation:
Context, Input, Process, and Product evaluations. The Responsive Model of Stake
(1975, p. 14) focuses on producing information that audiences want and need, and
“orients more directly to activities than to program intents.”
A new concept of evaluation, as House has predicted would emerge, was the
Empowerment Evaluation. It was presented at the annual meeting of the American
Evaluation Association in 1993. It is defined by Fetterman (1996, p. 4) as “the use of
evaluation concepts, techniques, and findings to foster improvement and self-
determination. It is also a collaborative democratic process involving program
participants - including clients - in conducting their own evaluations with the
coaching/facilitating role of an outside evaluator.
In The Evaluation Source Book (Pietro, 1983), the evaluation models are
organized into five “persuasions”: Goal-based, Decision-making, Goal-free, expert
judgment, and Naturalistic. This book, which was written to represent the American
Council of Voluntary Agencies for Foreign Service (ACVAFS), claims that other
models/approaches not included may adequately serve a particular need, and one not
relative to the Public Voluntary Organization (PVO) community. Alves (1994), in his
dissertation thesis, compiled over forty evaluation models under four categories: goal-
based models; responsive models; decision models; and connoisseurship models. The
proliferation of evaluation models is a natural result of evaluation research, which is
informed by practice and experience. The previously mentioned models were all
developed in the West. The South has not yet presented its share. We should expect
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more models to come out, taking advantage of the free publishing facility over the
Internet. An important issue in the concept of evaluation models/approaches is their
validity and utility as pointed out by House. In the following section, and because of its
importance to the purpose of the proposed approach I will highlight one of House’s
models.
The Adversary Approach
Quasi-legal procedures have long been used in evaluation and decision-making
as reported by House. These procedures for evaluation borrow from the concepts of
mock trials, and authoritative court rules, in presenting the case against or in favor of
the program under “trial.” The presentations are made by two teams of evaluators
whose goal, as explained by Scriven (1980), is to provide the strongest possible case for
or against a particular viewpoint- in regards to the evaluated program. This technique
was developed in the 1960s but was used extensively in the early 1970s. It emerged out
of the concern that one evaluation team would not be neutral and give equal attention to
negative and positive findings of the evaluation (Patton, 1982). The semi-legal hearing
is based on the supposition that the facts in a case can best be ascertained if each side
strives as hard as it can to bring evidence to the attention of the court (Owens, 1973).
This model was first used in Hawaii to judge whether to adopt a specific curriculum for
Hawaii public schools (House, 1980). The Adversary Model was originally called the
judicial or jurisprudential model (Wolf, 1975), for the metaphorical role of law in this
concept of evaluation. Patton (1982), among others, has pointed out many problems and
limitations of this model: a) the two teams of evaluation require to add extra cost to the
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project; b) the model works better in summative evaluations than in formative ones,
because the hearing debate focuses on continuation or termination of the project; c) if
you have a good lawyer, you have a better chance to win, because it depends on how
good each team is in presenting its case, rather than the effectiveness or ineffectiveness
of the project; and d) evaluation questions are to be presented in dichotomies and
opposites, that is, either to support or oppose. Patton also highlighted the “danger” in
this method, of a tendency to take sides and become committed to looking at only one
side of the picture. A way to avoid these problems, as suggested by Patton, is to run the
evaluation normally during the first stage of data collection. During the next steps of
data analysis, interpretation, and so forth, different teams might be formed of the project
stakeholders, and under supervision of the evaluator. One team to look at the negative
findings, and another team to focus on the positive findings of the program. The third
suggested team is to take a balance stance and bring the most important data gathered
by team one and team two, which need to be catered into the final evaluation report. A
legitimate question arises in regard to Patton’s suggestions: would this be the same
Judicial Model established by wolf in the early 1970s? It is interesting to examine the
linkage Patton had made between the “devil’s advocate” approach of the Catholic
Church, and the Advocacy/Adversary Approach of evaluation. Patton (1982, p. 251)
linked this approach to the role played by the “devil’s advocate” in canonizing saints in
the Catholic Church.
An important point to be emphasized here, for the purpose of introducing the
new approach in Chapter Four is that both teams involved in the Judicial/Adversary
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Model of evaluation should be working openly with no hidden agenda, and with full
support and cooperation from all stakeholders of the project.
Evaluation Types & Approaches
Patton (1982) eloquently differentiated between evaluation models and types as
basically prescriptive and descriptive , respectively. The increasing number of
evaluation types was a result of the different foci and questions specific to each program
under evaluation. In other words, different types of program serve different purposes for
evaluation. Also in the same text, Patton reported that the Evaluation Research Society
Standards (ERS) Committee, based on the purpose of the evaluation, identified six
categories of evaluation:
1 . Front-End Analysis: In this category we find evaluations that are carried out
to give guidance in planning and implementing the program, as well as in deciding
whether the program should be implemented (feasibility studies are good example of
this category).
2. Evaluability Assessment: To assess feasibility of various evaluation
approaches and methods. It is considered a casual evaluation type run prior to
undertaking a more comprehensive evaluation.
3. Formative Evaluation: To provide for program improvement, modification,
and management (it is also known as developmental or process evaluation).
4. Impact Evaluation: Summative, Outcomes, and Effectiveness evaluations are
aimed at determining program results, especially for making major decisions about the
program future (continuation or termination).
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5. Program Monitoring: This category has been identified by ERS as the most
practiced category in the field of evaluation. Activities involved include periodic checks
of compliance with policy, and tracking of service delivered.
6. Evaluation of Evaluation, also known as Meta-evaluation
. Secondary
evaluation, and Evaluation Audit
. This category includes professional critiques of
evaluation reports, reanalysis of data, and reviews of internal evaluations.
As we may notice here, within each category there are many types of
evaluations, which in my opinion are correctly based on the purpose for doing the
evaluation. Patton (1981, pp. 186-1 93) made a list of 132 evaluation types, based on
specific purpose and focus, yet he reduced the list to 33 in his text Practical Evaluation
(1982). However, he compiled 58 types in his latest edition of the popular reference
Utilization-Focused Evaluation (1997), including 17 types which were not mentioned
before. It is by no means definite that these 149 types are the ultimate ends, and it
should be expected that more types would emerge in the future. This is true in the case
of evaluation models, when Third World evaluators get a real chance to be part of the
international research institutions currently monopolized by the Western evaluators
and/or their concept of program evaluation.
An important point deserves mentioning here is what Patton (1982, pp. 47-51)
has observed on the confusion between models and types of evaluation, and that
sometimes the same type is used to refer to another type. For example, Impact
Evaluation and Process Evaluation; Effective Evaluation and Goal Attainment
Evaluation; and Summative Evaluation and Outcomes Evaluation are similar. I'm in
total agreement with Patton in his point, and I can refer to many personal field
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experiences in which Monitoring Evaluation was confused with Formative Evaluation,
Auditing with Investigative Evaluation, Periodical Reporting with real field evaluations,
and in many cases Personnel Evaluation with Personality-Focused Evaluation.
Some Evaluation Types
In the following section, a number of evaluation types are highlighted, which
have emerged during the important previous three decades in the field of program
evaluation. These types, which are selected from Patton’s list, are particularly important
to this research paper, which is claiming the emergence of a new approach and type of
evaluation. The types reviewed were mostly discussed from the point of view of how
they used and abused in countries dominated by totalitarian regimes, or implemented in
projects run by authoritative managements. I provided number of examples from the
Third World to explain each type.
Formative Evaluation
Third World dictatorship regimes are known to use a specific precautionary
evaluative method to protect themselves from any possible uprising of the oppressed.
Prior to any nationally celebrated occasion, especially their anniversaries of seizing
power, they carry out the precautionary step of rounding-up all dissidents, and
democracy activists, and lock them up until the end of the celebration or festival. The
way this absurd step is carried out, as I’ve always noticed, is very similar to formative
evaluation techniques in social educational projects. To avoid any surprising incidents
during the period of “their” festival day, such as riots or graffiti in the place of
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celebration, the security police of the regime makes night raids and arrests most of the
“dangerous elements;' as they call democracy activists. Case (1987, p. 9) indicates that
the purpose of doing Formative Evaluation is to improve the project's operation, and to
catch shortfalls early enough to make adjustments or re-formulate goals.” Patton
(1980, pp.69-71) explains that Formative Evaluation is particularly useful for collecting
qualitative data about a program whose purpose is to improve its operations and
procedures. Patton also notices that Formative Evaluation focuses on a specific period
of time during the start up or pilot phase of the project, to improve implementation.
Summative Evaluation
When the National Islamic Front (NIF) seized power in Sudan in 1989, they
created different levels of security organizations to protect their illegal regime. The
Security Popular Committee (SPC) in Riyadh neighborhood, where I used to live, was
supposedly watching out for democracy activists, and keeping an eye on opposition
leaders. One day, the streets and shopping areas were flooded by political fliers (known
as Manshourat in Arabic), and graffiti against the NIF regime. Scared of such
developments in a situation they thought was under control, the headquarters of the
Security Apparatus decided to make radical changes in the structure of their SPC and
the security plan in that area. That was a Summative Evaluation of the SPC work, which
was done by external evaluators (Security Apparatus) to make radical decisions about
the fate of SPC.
From the previous example, we conclude that Summative Evaluation is usually
carried out for making a judgment about the merit and worth of any program, and it
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tends to focus on the outcomes rather than the process as in the Formative Evaluation.
Robert Stake - cited in How Are We Doing? ( 1 987, p. 8) - made this distinction very
clear when he stated. “ when the cook tastes the soup it is Formative Evaluation, and
when the guests taste the soup it is Summative”
Empowerment Evaluation
This newly emerged type of evaluation was first initiated by David Fetterman,
and served as the theme for the 1993 annual meeting of the American Evaluation
Association. In his latest book, which is still in press
,
Fetterman (2000) defines
Empowerment Evaluation as “ the use of evaluation concepts, techniques, and findings
to foster improvement and self-determination.” It is a collaborative activity, which uses
qualitative and quantitative methods in helping people and improving their programs
with assistance and coaching from the evaluator. The worth and merit of a program is
not the end point of the evaluation, but is part of an ongoing process of program
improvement” as Fetterman explains, and which is often true in most other program
evaluations. Patton (1997, p. 101) argues that Empowerment Evaluation is most
appropriate when the program goals state that they are “helping participants to become
more self-sufficient.” A wide range of such programs includes HIV prevention, crime
prevention, environment protection, Welfare Reform, battered women’s shelters, along
with many others. An important aspect of Empowerment Evaluation is democracy,
which prevails throughout the whole process, to enable stakeholders, participants, and
evaluators to be democratic, and self-critically engaged in making the best out of the
7
http://www.stanford.edu/~davidf/empowermentevaluation.htm
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evaluation. This necessarily changes the role of evaluator from that of a neutral judge to
an explicitly committed agent of social justice. However, a word of caution was spelled
out here by Patton (1997. p.103) that such an agenda must be negotiated and “formally
approved by primary intended users.”
Collaborative & Participatory Evaluation
Brunner & Guzman (1989) described Participatory Evaluation, as a learning
process “through which a social groups produce action-oriented knowledge about their
reality.” Generally, these social groups would work closely with some professional
facilitators who are usually the principal evaluators of the project. There is truth in what
Fetterman has noticed about the clear overlap between Collaborative, Participatory, and
Empowerment evaluations. In the Collaborative approach the evaluator works directly
with the project stakeholders (Patton, 1982, p.55), while in Participatory Evaluation
stakeholders and intended users “own the evaluation” and make the major focus and
design decisions (Patton, 1997, p.100). Both types are also utilization-focused
evaluations where the planning, designing, questions, and data focus on the utility of the
whole process. The evaluator in these types, as in the previous Empowerment
Evaluation, is a social justice motivated person who believes in working with people
rather than distancing himself and working only with the “key” stakeholders, that is
those who hired him/her. According to the continuum of evaluation approach,
Fetterman considers Empowerment Evaluation at the furthest end of this continuum in
regards to participation and stakeholders’ control, and Participatory Evaluation is
second along the continuum.
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It is worth mentioning here that the group approach in evaluation was called
Collaborative Approach in the early 1980s, and Participatory Evaluation since the mid
1980s and on (Patton, 1982), while Empowerment Evaluation seems to be the theme of
the 1990s Fetterman, et al. (1996).
As in Empowerment Evaluation case. Collaborative and Participatory evaluators
work together with participants to help them gain self-reliance in running their own
project through the process of participatory self-evaluation. The concern and limitation
of doing participatory evaluation is the people. Without enthusiastic, or at least willing,
stakeholders to participate in the process the evaluator finds him/herself falling back on
traditional non-col laborative approaches. In this regard, participatory evaluators should
have patience, good facilitation, and skills besides commitment to participatory
techniques. Another limitation in using the group consultation approach (as
Participatory Evaluation also called by Patton) is that it is time consuming and very
expensive compared to the one-man show of traditional evaluations. However, all these
limitations should not be a big concern if we want to focus the evaluation outcomes
towards utilization. Democratic environments and a willingness to accept critical views
are necessary pre- conditions for the participatory evaluation approach, especially at the
decision-makers level. The example of the Plant Protection Directorate (PPD) in Sudan
explains this point. For many decades the PPD has used one method to control the early
stages of locust pests by using special poisoned-baits made of groundnut shells mixed
with a chlorinated pesticide. The criteria for evaluation used by PPD depended on two
things: a) the chemical poison was tried successfully by experts in the central lab of
PPD; and b) the number of requests submitted by farmers to receive the poisoned-bait
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sacks. Had PPD run a participatory evaluation, and listened respectfully to the local
farmers, it would have never adopted that costly technique. The major reason behind the
farmers requests for the poisoned-baits was because they wanted to use the empty
sacks for other farm purposes!
Investigative Evaluation
Investigative inquiry is used in evaluation to examine, leam about, and explore
something complex or hidden from public view, in cases in which using a direct
measurement tool probably would not disclose it. Smith (1992, p. 4) argues that all
evaluations can be considered investigative in nature, especially with the rise of
qualitative research use. The Investigative Approach was generated and developed at
the North-West Regional Educational Laboratory in Portland, Oregon (Pietro, 1984,
P-1 10). The laboratory is a distinctive center that emphasizes “metaphoric adaptation”
to provide new perspective, which traditionally are not linked to inquiry methodologies.
Investigative Evaluation was adapted from investigative journalism and both share a
number of similarities, as reported by Guba and Lincoln (1981, p. 170). They include
data collection and analysis techniques, and the use of observations, and interviews.
However, Guba characterizes the difference between the two inquiries in the following
ways: 1) the purpose of the evaluator is to highlight the worth of the project, while the
reporter (journalist) seeks to expose “some situations or condition inimical to the public
interest” 2) the evaluator usually operates in an open environment with cooperation of
the subject, while on the contrary the journalist operates in a very secretive atmosphere,
and zero cooperation of the subject under evaluation 3) there is no conflict of interest,
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theoretically, between the evaluator and the subject, unlike in the case of the journalist
evaluation 4) the evaluator generates new information, while the journalist is usually
limited to information already available in records or in the minds of people 5)
evaluation reports are usually judged on scientific bases, as opposed to the journalistic
ones.
Mangano (1992, p. 41) argues that evaluators and criminal investigators can
work together for project reform since the first seeks to improve the effectiveness of the
program, and the latter targets those who abuse or fraudulently rob the project funds and
assets. On methodology and how this type of evaluation is used, Pietro (1984) explains
that it assumes conflict of interest or wrong doing, and then the evaluation sets out to
prove this assumption correct. The constraints of this type of evaluation were presented
by Guba (1981, pp. 201-204): high cost, legal barriers (libel suits), and even risk of life
when dealing with criminal activity, especially in the case of investigative journalism.
This is true particularly in Third World countries when the reporter is harassed, or even
physically attacked, by those responsible for tapping funds or by those who try to cover-
up the subject under investigation. An example for this risk factor is a recent incident
when security agents beat up a journalist in Sudan when he started to run a series of
articles in his column on corruption of the head ofNIF religious party in Sudan
(Ahmed, 2000).
The Fudge-Factor Evaluation
In this type of evaluation, Patton (1981, pp. 112, 181) suggested that the major
question asked is “ How can we fudge the data to make the results come out the way we
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want them to?" Evaluation generally is very political in nature and use, as we have
discussed earlier in the purpose of doing evaluation section. The Fudge-Factor type is
based on the Machiavellian evaluation suggested by Krenki and Saretski in 1973 (cited
in Patton, 1981, p. 1 12), where the evaluator starts the evaluation, selects the instrument
and sample, implements the instrument, and then analyzes results. If the results were
desirable then s/he will proceed to write and publish the report after getting approval
from the project director. If the results were not desirable, for example not approved by
the director, the evaluator will retest under “better" testing conditions, many times, until
they become very close to those desired results. Here’s where data fudging comes to
portray the desired outcomes! If the evaluator succeeds in this Machiavellian process,
that is data fudging then s/he will reanalyze the data and present the desired outcome for
publishing. If not, then the evaluator may need to reselect a more “appropriate” sample.
An ideal example of this “type" is the case of the Omdurman women’s prison in
Sudan (Ron, 1996, p.l 12). In 1993 the UN special rapporteur was scheduled to visit this
overcrowded prison as part of his mission to investigate human rights abuses by the
government of Sudan. The prison administration evaluated the deteriorated prison
condition (lack of hygiene, infectious diseases, etc) and knew for sure what the results
of the visit would be. They hastily did a quick temporary fix-up: cleaned up the
premises, issued mattresses to inmates, and even borrowed indoor flower pots from a
neighboring plant nursery to improve the look of the place. The underage detained street
boys (a.k.a. Shammasa) living in the women’s section of the prison were taken for a
truck ride that day until the rapporteur left the prison. The visit ended and everything
returned back to normal, but not before the fudging operation served its purpose and
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nothing of the actual violations of human rights in the Omdurman prison was in the
final report.
Personality-Focused Evaluation
In this value-problematic and questionable type of evaluation, Patton (1982,
P-47) sarcastically referred to the major question asked as “would program staff make
good scouts? Are they warm, friendly, clean, neat, trustworthy,..., and do they do their
best to do their duty to God, Country, and Program?.”
Although it seems absurd that such kinds of evaluation exist, but they do in the
ludicrous reality of the totalitarian regimes. In 1989 the NIF, an extreme religious party
in Sudan, took over the government through a military coup, and wanted to implement
their political Islamization program in the civil service. They set up evaluation teams
(primarily consisting ofNIF members) in each governmental department to check and
classify all civil servants based on loyalty to the regime, political neutrality, or
oppositional activity to their political program. Hastily, the NIF teams prepared their
findings in thousands of names that were found not to be loyal enough to the new
regime, and immediate action was taken by termination thousands of contracts- no
matter how they were needed, or what might happen in terms of complete paralysis of
services offered in some departments. In one case I witnessed a competent person got
fired after his department spent tens of thousands of dollars on special technical training
for him abroad. He was supposed to start training other staff members according to the
contract with him, but apparently he was not “doing his best to do his duty to God,” that
is, the NIF’ God!
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CHAPTER 3
DESIGN AND RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The validity and reliability ofqualitative data depend to a great extent on the
methodological skill, sensitivity, and integrity ofthe researcher. ”
Patton (1990, p. 1 1)
The adopted methodology in this research is qualitative in nature, focusing on
detailed descriptions of case studies from the Third World and First World countries.
Qualitative methods, when espoused in evaluation, usually allow more depth study
because of its holistic perspective in data collection (Patton, 1990). Qualitative Inquiry
initiates questions that always come from the real world observations of the researcher’s
direct experience in the field, as pointed out by Marshal and Rossman (1995).
I chose the Case Study approach in my research project because it permits the
intensive study of the background of each case, and an in-depth search for patterns and
themes to investigate. Case study is the “the study of particularity and complexity of a
single case,” and we study a case when it represents to us a very special interest in itself
(Stake, 1995). Stake also reported that Case Study research is not sampling research,
that is, a sample of one or more cases are unlikely to be strong representation of others.
Yet, this representation and 'generalizability’ of case studies can be increased by
selecting critical cases, that is, having strategic importance to the general problem, as
voiced by Flyvbjerg (2001).
The Case Study research strategy, as cited by Yin, 1994, is an empirical inquiry
that investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real life context, and it relies on
multiple sources of evidence. Schwandt (1997) reported that Case Study research puts
the case at “center stage” and seeks understanding of issues inherent to the Case itself.
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Isaac and Michael (1995) argued that Case Study research is “vulnerable to subjective
biases.” This argument is not valid here in my research since I advocate for stronger
commitment of evaluators to line and stand up with the oppressed group under study,
not the oppressor. I see the researchers “preconceptions” and biases as assets, not
weaknesses as considered by Isaac and Michael.
The qualitative measurements I’m using in my research are citing and
documenting project experiences that took place in two different locations to highlight
the patterns, and carrying out an in-depth analysis of each case. Based on personal
experience in conducting the Oppression Evaluation Approach in a number of
environmental projects in Sudan (East Africa), I believe this will help to grant me
access and entry to similar project settings in the First World to do an in-depth study of
these situations. This in particular was true in the case of those progressive
organizations in the West, which generally share the same methods, tactics and politics
of the Sudanese environmental movement.
In this core part of the research, I planned to achieve and produce two things:
Firstly, to critically review the Sudanese evaluation experience, which tentatively I
called Oppression Evaluation Approach, and to develop its theoretical framework
within the evaluation research field. This is to include, but not limited to, definition,
characteristics, conditions, concerns, limitations, problematic situations, and ethical
considerations.
Secondly, I planned to gather comprehensive detailed information and in depth
review of two case studies, one from Sudan and the other from the US in order to
closely look at any patterns of similarities or differences of the methods used in each
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one. The cntena in selecting these cases depends on two themes of human rights: social
justice, and environmental protection. The data of the two case studies were collected
from different multiple sources to establish a panoramic picture, and illustrating the two
case studies.
Data Gathering Techniques
Bearing in mind the controversial evaluation approach I'm presenting here, I
depended on multiple data gathering techniques to make my case very strong. These
included the following:
1 . Extensive research of records, reports, references, news (including newspaper
clippings, electronic media) on the two case studies. This data have given me a detailed
acquaintance on the background of each organization involved in carrying out its
project.
2. Email correspondence and letter writing were used to communicate with each
case community and participants.
3. In-depth interviews with project leading participants and some of the
stakeholders, in addition to informal discussion with other project/campaign staff.
4. Direct observation by making field visits to the American Case Study site, to
increase my understanding and interpretation of the case setting.
5. Participant-Observation: Instead of being a passive observer, I did take part
in one of the task forces and participated in the activity of the American Case Study.
6. Using still photography to document Case activities, outcomes, and impacts,
which helped to present glimpses of the real environment of the two cases to the outside
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observers. Using photos in evaluation were considered visual vignettes by Pietro. 1 984
and proved to be very useful in my previous evaluation works.
Case Studies
Information from all these sources were brought together to produce a highly
readable narrative that I hope to bring the reader into the case situation, and allow the
comparing and contrasting of each case (Patton, 1990). In the following part I will give
an overview of the general features of each Case Study.
The Malaria Control Project in Khartoum State (Sudan)
The first Case Study is chosen from the Sudan. It will discuss one of the
governmental public health programs that have been considered by the environmental
movement in Sudan as an ideal example for ‘destructive development’ approaches.
These are government's programs that aim to tackle an immediate problem, yet at the
same time create another one in the long run. Examples are: the mechanized farming
system that created rapid soil erosion in the rain-fed lands; poor planning of agriculture
and pasture that leads to violent competition and tribal conflicts; and over-use of
chemical pesticides that created insect resistance.
As a key player, and co-author of the project report I was a direct and participant
observer in this case, and I’ve used multiple source evidences in reviewing the project
report. Case data and information were primarily accumulated from the project
documents and many other materials available at the Sudanese Environmental
Conservation Society (SECS), which had carried out the evaluation study of the Malaria
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Control Project in 1993. 1 have used this case primarily to develop the theoretical
framework of the proposed Oppression Evaluation Approach. Generally, the following
areas are being covered in this case study:
a. Introduction: brief background on the socio-cultural and political setting of
the country, the role of the political left within the environmental movement, features of
environmental degradation, and background on SECS.
b. The Malaria Control Project: general background, purpose of the evaluation,
overt and covert issues (as seen by the evaluation team), evaluation team, identification
of major stakeholders, and the risk factors that affected the evaluation.
c. Methodology: why tending more towards quantitative than qualitative
methods?
d. Tools and techniques: questionnaires, field survey, formal and informal
l
interviews, Zameel Network, observations, and still photography.
e. Findings and Data Analysis (qualitative and quantitative): answering the
question “why the adopted aerial spraying technique by the project management was a
total failure, on the short and long run?”
f. Reporting the findings: writing a report to a politically powerful and
oppressive project management.
g. Developing a flowchart for the evaluation project based on the Oppression
Evaluation flowchart
A term created by this writer. The Arabic word ‘Zameef means comrade, which is
commonly used in Sudan by communists and the left movement. Here I heavily
borrowed from Cooper’s (1998) concept of “Sista Network.”
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Save The Mountain Campaign in W. Massachusetts (USA)~
Save The Mountain, or STM as it is known for short, is a group of citizens
dedicated to the protection and preservation of the Mt. Holyoke and Mt Tom Ranges of
western Massachusetts. The Ranges are glacial in origin and run east to west for almost
20 miles across the Connecticut River Valley, rising up to 900 feet from the valley
floor. They are a beautiful mix of rock cliffs, mixed forest, streams and ponds, with
reservoirs and related watersheds. These mountains are also home to hundreds of plants
and animal species, with over a dozen listed as rare or endangered. They are laced with
hiking trails including the Metacomet-Monadonock Trail, a section of which runs the
length of the Ranges and was recently designated a National Recreational Trail. The
ranges are the single most prominent natural feature of the Pioneer Valley and provide a
backdrop to the daily lives of citizens throughout the region. The Mt. Holyoke Range
borders the towns of Hadley, South Hadley, Amherst, Granby, and Belchertown to the
east of the Connecticut River and rises again to the west of the river as the Mt Tom
Range, bordering Northampton, Holyoke and Easthampton.
“Save the Mountain” came together late in 1999 in response to a sudden specific
threat to the Mount Holyoke Range, a planned purchase of mountainside land and
proposal for a huge subdivision of large homes to be built on the northern slopes of the
Range in Hadley, Massachusetts. The houses and roads would have stretched far up the
mountainside and been the first such intrusion on the unbroken natural line of the
Range, requiring large scale tree cutting and earth moving. Besides ruining views of the
2
The background information of STM was extracted from the website:
http://www.savemtholyokerange.com, and other public flyers and brochures of the
group.
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Range from throughout the region, the site would have directly abutted the Holyoke
Range State Park, including Skinner State Park and Mt. Holyoke proper with its picnic
grounds and historic Summit House. There were also many technical problems with the
site (slope, drainage, and so forth ) and the project would have had negative impact on
established habitats, both animal and human. STM helped raise awareness of this threat,
and public response was overwhelming. Hundreds of citizens flooded their officials and
media with letters and calls, attended and testified at hearings, contributed time and
money, and helped in countless other ways. By getting the attention of the parties
involved, the state and a generous donor, this threat was largely averted late in 2000
with a ‘friendly taking’ by the state of the largest and most scenic upper slopes of the
parcel, adding it to the adjacent State Park. Even better, there are signs that this crisis
has helped to spur a wider concern about regional and local planning and land
preservation.
The strong parallel between the Sudanese case and Massachusetts one was the
preconceptions and opponent views brought in by two environmentally- conscious
groups, who wanted to stop an act of powerful authority against their local
environments. Both SECS and STM have used research and evaluation strategies to
build up and present their cases against the authoritative offensives. I have chosen and
used this case primarily to determine whether there were any similarities in the
techniques used by each group. The impact of political situation on the macro and micro
levels was also examined in each case. In general, I reviewed the following in the STM
case:
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• Background: to intensively study the background and current situation of the
STM campaign, including socio-political map of the area.
• Methodology that has been used by STM to build its case.
• STM Tools and techniques: flyers, front yard signs, newspapers, TV, electronic
media (internet), lobbying (local and statewide), aerial photography, mass
mobilization, taskforce activities, etc
• My data gathering tools and techniques: interviews, direct observations,
participant- observation, photograph.
• Findings and data analysis: answering the question “why the proposal of
developing and building homes on the northern slopes of Mt. Holyoke would
have had negative impact on established habitats, both animal and human?”
• Reporting the findings: how STM reported its strong findings? Oral, written,
aired, and Internet data.
Data Collection Method
As mentioned before, the research is designed for a qualitative data collection
through case study research strategy. Evidences for the two case studies were collected
from multiple sources: documents and records; interviews; direct observations; and
participant-observation. This multiple sources method will allow and permit me to
achieve the research goals.
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Documentation
Relevant data were collected on each case from documentary records such as
reports, letters, correspondences, memos, official documents, newspaper clippings, TV
news, Internet, and so forth Data collected from all these documents were used to
corroborate evidence from other sources (Yin, 1994). Any contradicting data were
subjected to inquiry before considering it in the case. Gathering data from records
should serve the research questions raised earlier.
Email Correspondence and Letter Writing to Request Information
and Clarifications from Each Case Participant
I used this method at the beginning to introduce my self to the STM List Serve,
and also throughout the research period. This was in particular very useful in the
Sudanese Case because of the slowness of the mail in that country, in addition to the
high expense of international phone calls to the Sudan.
Interviews
Interviews were used to get a closer look at the inner perspectives and provide
better understanding of the case understudy. Patton (1990), and Yin (1994) reviewed
three interviewing strategies: a) the standardized open-ended style where a set of
“carefully worded questions” presented with intention of seeking each key respondent’s
opinion about the questioned matter. I used this strategy mostly in email questions; b)
the informal, yet focused conversational interviewing where generating questions are
depending on spontaneity of the event. In this method, questions are typically generated
during participant observations and no predetermined questions; and c) the general
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interview guide approach in which a list of issues to be explored and covered equally
with all interviewees. Although I prepared a set of predetermined questions to be
followed in all interviews, there was no strict order with each respondent. As a matter of
fact I used a combination of the three strategies in interviewing my audience of the
STM case, which I found to be more flexible with any important issues that might arise
during interviews.
Direct Observation
1 live in one of the towns adjacent to Mt. Holyoke range where the STM case is
located. By making field visits to the site, I was able to increase my understanding and
interpretation of the case setting. I was already started using this data collection strategy
during my group weekly hiking on the Northeastern trails of the range. Abundant
observational evidences were collected on the wildlife of the range through direct
observation such as birds, animals, snakes, trees, pond and lake habitats, and so forth In
addition, I was able to be physically present at number of important meetings and
activities of the STM organization to gather relevant case data. Very important
equipment I was able to use, as a direct observational tool was the binocular. It did help
in bringing lot of wildlife information close to my eyes, simultaneously to be
documented. This tool, and to some extent cameras, usually put researchers in a lot of
troubles in Third World tyrannies when used in the field. When I was collecting data on
wildlife for the Sudanese case ten years ago I faced a lot of trouble from the NIF
security thugs in Khartoum who regarded this equipment as used only for spying
purposes!
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Participant-Observation
As I mentioned before, I had played a key role in the Sudanese case. 1 followed
the same trend in the STM Case by taking part in one of their community taskforces,
and participate in one of the functional activities. Being a resident in one of the adjacent
communities of the Mt. Holyoke Range, this helped in introducing and integrating me
naturally within the STM membership. I joined the wild life taskforce and availed my
experience as a Bird Watcher in this area. The strategy of Participant-Observation
helped in providing a variety of information and opportunities usually available only for
the insider participants. The concern of neutral scientific researchers on the bias of this
technique was not relevant here. As a Participant-Observer in the STM setting I’m fully
committed to the protection of the mountain range and I share the same advocacy
perception of STM.
Still Photography
As in the case of binocular observation, my 35mm camera was a powerful tool
to document case evidences yet; it could bring the researcher into lot of trouble under
harassing environments. You will need written permission from many governmental
departments even if you want to photograph trees and wildlife. I took full advantage of
the non-harassing environment of the STM case to document number of evidences in
the natural habitat of the mountain ranges. This has helped to present glimpses of the
real environment of the STM case exactly as in the few photos I managed to sneak in
the Sudanese case.
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Data Management and Analysis
The purpose of this research is to look for similarities between the Sudanese
evaluation case study and the Western Massachusetts grassroots case of STM. Are there
any similar covert actions taken in the Western case study? Are evaluation approaches
used to support the argument against the development plan of the mountain slopes? In
particular, I’m interested to see whether the metaphor of ‘working with the enemy’ has
been used in some way in the STM case as in the Sudanese one. Marshal & Rossman
( 1 995) reported qualitative data analysis is a search for general statements about
relationships among categories of data.’’ In this stage of the research, interpretation and
analysis were ongoing activity of the analytical writing procedure throughout the
research period. The gathered data and findings through the six method tools were
interpreted rather than just described. I was open to any different possibilities and
contrary results. The collected data were organized and managed by using color-coded
tracking system such as Post-it notes, file folders, and notebooks (Joseph-Collins,
1998). Notes on information collected and brainstormed, in Arabic and English, were
highlighted in different highlight pens according to their part in the research color-
coded system. Using this technique proved to be very useful especially in the initial
stage of any research paper I developed during my doctoral study. Interviews were
recorded on 90-minute tape cassettes, using battery-powered recorder. I transcribed all
interviews immediately to identify the case evidences. Identified themes throughout
interviews were color coded, too. The same technique was used for collected data in
other methods, that is, documentary records, email correspondences, and observations.
The photos that I took during the field visits or those from the case records were
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included in the results chapter, and interpreted to address the initial questions of the
research. Based on the critical review of the evaluation literature, and the Sudanese case
materials I strongly believe that I would be able to identify a theoretical framework for
a new advocacy evaluation research model. I also expect to find few patterns between
the Western Massachusetts and the Sudanese cases. A list of reference materials were
maintained by using ProCite 4, which is powerful computer software that makes
citation and reference work much easier for researchers.
Role of the Researcher
\ ou said environmental pollution? Pollution comes only from such communist
ideas in your head. Tell me, what about all these meetings and mobilizingpoor people
in Hasahisa had to do with your scientific research project? ”
NIF Security interrogator at Citibank Ghost House (1992), Khartoum, Sudan.
I have a strong stake and motivation in conducting this study. As a social justice
and environmental activist, I feel committed to developing alternative ways to deal with
oppression as a cruel fact of every day life in the Third World. My personal experience
in the world of oppression proves that while dictatorship is a dominant phenomenon in
Third World, progressive activists should find ways to help the oppressed population,
and at the same time continue deconstructing oppression from within. My research is
deeply motivated and fueled by personal experience of physical suffering under tyrant
political regimes. I spent four months in a Ghost House, the Concentration Camps
version of the current fanatic Islamic regime of Sudan. I was severely tortured for
collecting data on human rights violations, and partially because of the consequences of
conducting action research. Apparently, the interrogator in the above personal testimony
had considered the participatory action research I was then carrying out to reveal a
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clandestine chemical dump an act of the banned political opposition in the country.
Initially, my role in the research was strongly tending to be of an insider rather than an
outsider. I played a principal role in conducting one of the case studies, and the focus of
the second study, environmental protection, is my area of expertise. I have seen this role
as informing and empowering the research rather than a biased factor according to those
advocating for research neutrality.
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CHAPTER 4
OPPRESSION EVALUATION APPROACH
“Never in history has violence been initiated by the oppressed How could thev be the
initiators, ifthey themselves are the result ofviolence? How could they be the sponsors
ofsomething whose objective inauguration calledforth their existence as oppressed?
There would be no oppressed had there been no prior situation ofviolence to establish
their subjugation. ”
Paulo Freire (1996, p. 37)
Introduction
Living under oppressive systems is always very difficult, in particular for
development workers who devote their lives to social justice and change. For political
activists the choice is easier; to work with the tyrants and be part of their oppression
tools, or to oppose them openly or secretly until the coming uprising sweeps them out.
Environmentalists in Sudan, as committed development workers, had a difficult choice
since they had tried to stay politically clean and rejected any cooperation with the
oppressors and dictatorship governments of the past half-century. However, they were
not happy with the results. During the period of the former dictator Numeri, (1969-
1985) his short sighted-policies led to vast degradation of the natural resources, soil
erosion, deforestation, and desertification. Environmentalists watched the destruction of
the fragile ecosystem of the country, and the domination of development mentalities
that “ do not cater for the needs of local communities” as, stated by Suliman (1999, p.
36). This is when they decided to reevaluate their stance. The dictators come and go,
especially in Sudan (thanks to the Intifadas of the people), and the political system
l
This term, which means uprisings, was used for the first time by the Sudanese
progressive movement to describe the 1 0-day mass civil disobedience that toppled
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might get reformed quickly, yet environmental destruction is difficult to reverse. Doing
nothing beside criticizing and opposing the destructive development programs of the
government was not, for many, much different than the deeds of those opportunists who
sold themselves to the oppressors.
Fetterman et al.(1996, p. 24) discussed this issue from the angle of the need for
new approaches in evaluation “and even new ways of knowing to expand our
knowledge and respond to pressing needs”. Working with the enemy was the adopted
approach in the 1980s by the Sudanese environmentalists, in order to protect the natural
resources of the oppressed people. From that specific experience the concept of
Oppression Evaluation (OE) emerged yet, it was not labeled or named as an approach. It
distinguishes those who believe of the ethical obligation of the evaluators in considering
the interests of the oppressed people, and that they should advocate on their behalf
during the process.
Defining Oppression Evaluation tOF/i
Based on the previously discussed definitions in Chapter two, I find it is
important to add my own perspective to explain this approach precisely. It is not enough
to describe OE as a process of determining the merit and worth of something, or as “ the
use of scientific methods to measure the implementation and the outcomes of program
for decision-making purpose” as defined by Rutman and Mowbray (1983, p. 12). Even
the thorough six-category definition of Gebhart, which was discussed earlier by Patton,
is not quite descriptive of OE, nor the other many definitions reviewed in the major
down the dictator Numeri in 1985. The term became globally known when the
Palestinians used it in 1988 to describe their resistance against the Israeli occupation.
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evaluation texts. As Patton (1982, p. 35) correctly pointed out there is no single-
sentence definition that will fully capture the practice of evaluation, and that different
definitions serve different purposes.
Oppression Evaluation in this regard may be defined as a political process that
involves two contradicting ideologies that uses evaluation process to advocate for
alternative goals, methods, and/or outcomes. It is initiated and used primarily by one
progressive group, and involves systematic collection of data about the program’s
negative impact in the long run rather than those immediate positive ones adopted by
the other authoritative group in the project under evaluation.
Oppression Evaluation approach is an empowering process for those who work
under oppressive program managements, helping them to make their voices heard. At
the same time it advocates for lobbying the oppressor rather than confronting him/her to
leave and abandon those hurtftil methods and goals. The oppressor is usually the
authoritative management, or the single stakeholder in control of the project under
evaluation. OE is a highly political process done by evaluators who are politically
committed to social justice, and believe that in order to eliminate oppression, the
oppressed have to be empowered. OE is definitely not a neutral-oriented process; it is a
biased operation toward social justice.
Oppression Evaluation as a Model
An evaluation model is an ideal type as House (1980, p. 21) noted in his
comprehensive taxonomies of the major evaluation models. He reported that new
models would be emerging. They would be judged depending on their validity and
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usefulness. Within that comprehensive taxonomy, OE stands distinguished among other
models. However, it shares with them a number of similarities in regards to the typical
questions asked. In particular, with the Quasi-legal (adversary) approach it shares the
argument that the program is ineffective. From the beginning of the process, the
evaluator that using this approach is known as an advocate against specific components
in the project he was called upon to evaluate, as it would be reviewed in the discussion
of the Malaria Control program in Khartoum, Sudan. Within the categories of
evaluation identified by the American Evaluation Society that is based on evaluation
purpose and activity, OE may be considered Summative evaluation. It is aimed at
determining program results and effects, for the purpose of making a decision. In
addition, it is also a formative evaluation since it provides information to improve and
modify the program activities on a limited scale.
Acronym of Oppression Evaluation
Michael Q. Patton is considered by many as one of the most important
contemporary gurus in evaluation science over the past two decades. This is partly
because of his comprehensive writings, in a clear simple language, which made this
field possible to understand by nonacademic audiences. In most of his evaluation
textbooks he starts each chapter with a metaphorical piece of literature (a folk story, a
biblical tale, a poem, etc) as a self-explanatory introduction of the topic to be discussed.
It is a wonderful method of writing, which he follows to simplify the most complex
topics. In his important textbook. Creative Evaluation (1981), he discusses ways to
make our thinking in creative evaluation stimulating and energizing. He claimes that
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using an acronym, for example a word formed from the first letter of several words,
stimulates creative thinking and makes the evaluation concept or model memorable and
easy to identify from among other models and types. Following this advice, I created an
acronym for the Oppression Evaluation Model, which can be reviewed in the following
page. The major characteristics of Oppression Evaluation are communicated in one
word, which consists of ten letters, and each highlights one component of the approach.
O.P.P.R.E.S.S.I.O.N
Evaluation Model
O: oppressive environment approach.
P: power abuse is dominant and serious concern.
P: political evaluation.
R: risky process to the evaluators.
E: evaluators are politically committed to social justice.
S: Sudan was the country where this approach developed.
S: security apparatuses are key covert stakeholders.
I: initiated, always, by an outsider group or evaluator.
O: overt and covert purposes behind doing such evaluation.
N: numbers count, i.e. quantitative data are mostly used in this model.
Figure 3. Oppression Evaluation Model
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The Major Characteristics of OF.
Oppression Evaluation shares a number of similarities with other social science
models. However, as pointed out in the acronym, there are specific characteristics that
distinguish it among other models and approaches.
Power & Ideology
Oppression Evaluation Approach was developed in situations where
authoritative, powerful groups dominated project scenes and excluded the interests of
the powerless majority. This domination becomes possible due to the umbrella of
political oppression imbedding the whole system, and creates imbalances of power by
preventing the actual representation of the oppressed in any decision-making issue. The
power issue is not limited to a single ideology, but exists all the way along the spectrum
of the political rainbow. In the first years of the African dictator Numeri, late in 1969,
the Sudan’s political left movement was supporting some of the political themes raised
by the regime. Deconstructing the Idara Ahlevah (a political and legislative
management system in rural areas consisted of the heads of tribes) was a major target
for the regime and its left movement allies. They both wanted to ease the strong grip of
the traditional religious parties in those remote areas, and simultaneously to bring over
the new ideas of revolution and change. Both the left and the regime then assumed that
the social system of Idara Ahlevah might have slowed down what the oppressed
community wanted because of the awkward tribal system that made all rural electoral
constituencies closed monopolies to the extreme political right movement. House
(1980, p. 179) eloquently explained similar situation by stating “ the conflict can be
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latent between the interests of those exercising power (here is the Idara Ahleyah) and
the real interests of those excluded” i.e. the oppressed rural community. The conflict
would have prevailed earlier had the oppressed become aware of their interest. This
seemed then enough of a legitimate reason, at least for the left movement, to intervene
on their behalf in the elimination of the Idara Ahleyah. A problematic situation was then
created because an alternative system did not emerge, not one that was initiated by the
oppressed. It came down from the urban centers, carrying different and complicated
level of management, which was always difficult to accept or not preferred over the old
one. The Idara Ahleyah was at least part of their local culture.
On the other far end of the ideology continuum comes the stance of the religious
right, as is shown in this example. As of 2002 the civil war had displaced most of the
Southern population of Sudan, and pushed them towards major cities in the north. They
live in slums and shanty sheds such as the Jebel Awlia displacement camps, some 40
km South of Khartoum. The National Islamic Front (NIF), a fanatic Moslem group,
which dominated the ruling military regime in the country, had been given full authority
to manage relief operations and distribute food in these camps. They exploited, as was
expected, the needy poor by limiting food distribution only to Moslems and those who
converted to Islam. When a Moslem community leader protested this inhuman
behavior, he was arrested and sent to Citibank Ghost House (where I shared with him
one cell in 1 992). In both previous examples, we notice that the dominated ideology and
power relationships in any program determine what decisions are made, and to what
extent they are imposed over the wills of others. The strategy of an Oppression
Evaluation team, in cases where there is an imbalance in power relationships and a
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dominant oppressive ideology, is to avoid confrontation and blatant antagonism, and
tty diplomacy, lobbying, and advocacy with the authoritative management of the project
under evaluation. This was found to be very useful in helping to reach out to the
oppressed majority in the project, simultaneously give them a voice, and may be ease a
little the grip of oppression.
Covert Agenda
The covert agenda in social projects and programs is not something new or used
only in this specific left-created evaluation approach. It was used extensively during the
Cold War time. Two currently significant NGOs in the field of international
development aid had been increasingly tangled with the covert network of the CIA
immediately after the World War II. Chester (1995, pp. 21-53) reported that the
International Rescue Committee (IRC), and Ford Foundation were integrated into the
covert operations of the CIA’s psychological and political warfare against Communist
movement in Europe. The U.S. Congress, Senate, and Select Committee to Study
Governmental Operations with regard to intelligence activities (Agee, 1980, p. 47) had
defined the “covert action” as “clandestine activity designed to influence governments,
events, organizations or persons in support of U.S. foreign policy conducted in such a
way that the involvement of the U.S. government is not apparent”. However, covert
actions of CIA and its affiliates have always aimed at destroying or weakening of
institutions that posed a threat to certain perceived interest of the political, religious, and
economic right systems. The target of these covert actions is usually a wide range of
civic society organizations, such as political parties, student and youth organizations.
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and trade unions. In the first postwar national elections in Italy in 1948, the CIA poured
millions of dollars in forms of covert bribes to politicians, conservative and moderate
parties, and newspapers to defeat the Italian Communist party (Chester, 1995, p. 25).
In the previous discussion on evaluation purposes in Chapter II we reviewed
how the process outcomes might be used legitimately, and illegitimately, for decision-
making about programs. In the Oppression Evaluation Approach there is a different
concept of legitimacy depending on the angle from which you look at the whole process
whether from the oppressor’s side or the oppressed. The scenario goes like this: the
authoritarian oppressive management agrees upon doing an evaluation for their project
using this approach as an “eye wash” process or as a public relations maneuver in order
to beautify their image as if they are telling the public “ we listen to, and include the
other opinion in the project we run and own”. Their untold hidden agenda “ we don’t
care about their findings since we are not going to use them”. On the other side, the
oppressed are manipulated and are often kept from realizing the destruction made by the
oppressor. However, a progressive organization that adopts this evaluation approach
recognizes this problematic situation and recruits a team of evaluators. They know very
well that the authoritative project management considers their process as an “eye wash”
evaluation. In some cases the evaluators do not wait to be called. They find ways to be
invited or included in the project of the oppressors. Their stance is clear in regard to the
argument in use with the management that there is a better way to achieve the project
goals and objectives than the current one in use by the management. Their untold
hidden agenda is to penetrate the oppressor’s camp, recruit allies, collect concealed data
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Of corruption, and to empower the oppressed members in the project and let their voices
be heard.
Recruiting allies within the “enemy’s camp” is crucial for unwelcome outside
evaluators who know their decorative presence in the project. They know that at any
point they could get hurt or kicked out if they step on areas designated by the oppressor
as restricted. In addition, the evaluator’s presence during the ongoing project activities
gives him/her a chance to intervene and negotiate ways to reduce some of the
destructive impact of these activities. This negotiating role is an important part of the
evaluator’s hidden agenda. It is very useful in environmental projects because much of
the negative impact is difficult to reverse. In the malaria project control, which is one of
the two case studies of this research and which was run by an oppressive management
in Sudan, the evaluators succeeded in convincing the management to reduce some
negative impacts of the method in use by excluding aerial spraying in two wild bird
sanctuaries located within the project map of activity (Merghani, et al„ 1993 ).
In brief, covert agenda and actions are frequently used by the immoral power,
not only in Third World dictatorships, but also in the Western democracies. So, why
shouldn’t the moral progressives have their own covert agenda? The oppressors are
abusing any project or program under their control. The social justice evaluators are
simply resisting this abuse covertly. They are not hurting the “integrity” of the
evaluation field as some scholars are claiming.
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Stakeholders
The stakeholders are considered to be any interested party in the evaluation
performance, outcomes or impact. By holding a stake they are considered to have a
right to be consulted, their issues and concerns honored by the evaluator, and to receive
reports or feedback that address those concerns (Guba & Lincoln, 1981). In doing
consultative/collaborative evaluation, Patton (1982) discussed the “stakeholder
assumption” in involving key people who have a stake in the evaluation by shaping it to
increase the likelihood of utilization. He emphasizes that stakeholder “should be
actively and meaningfully involved” at the beginning of the evaluation, so the
likelihood of utilization is increased.
In Oppression Evaluation, the roles and assumptions of stakeholders are a little
different, at least in regard to the strong presence of covert stakeholders, which may
considered in itself enough reason to distinguish this approach from other types. The
covert stakeholder is usually a powerful authority outside the project, assigned to secure
and protect the interests of the dominant oppressive regime, in which the project under
evaluation is a part. This feared stakeholder might not be identified by the oppressed in
the project however; it can be identified in other areas of their lives. The evaluation
team that adopt this approach, as social justice activists, are very aware of this hidden
antagonistic stakeholder, and carefully calculates each action taken during the
evaluation process to avoid getting hurt or ordered to leave the project.
What is the stake of this stakeholder? In Third World totalitarian regimes, the
secret police or the Security Apparatus, as it is infamous known in Sudan, usually plays
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this role. A major stake for its hidden presenee in a project is to watch the social justtce
activist evaluators, and the organization behind them: how they work and get financed,
especially from international funders. The evaluator team communicates and gives
feedback (including a final report) to all stakeholders except the covert one. However,
at some problematic point the latter may disclose its presence and call the evaluators, or
even the foreign funder, for an informal discussion on the project, which usually
includes a connotation of warning and threat if they go beyond the “limit”. The
-limit’ is
seen as any threats to the authoritative management, such as revealing part of their
corruption in the project.
The Evaluator’s Role
Patton (1982, p. 58) identified three role options for evaluators: the auditor role;
the value-free scientist role; and the collaborative, consensus building role. Also the
issue of considering an internal or external evaluator is highly discussed in the planning
phase of each project, and the pros and cons for each should be weighed before making
a final decision. The evaluator in this approach is necessarily an external collaborative
member in the project. It is almost impossible to be an internal one otherwise the whole
process would be a public relations evaluation, like in most of the projects run by
oppressive management. A distinct role of the evaluators who embrace this approach is
their prior commitment to a decision on the project, and through their participation the
evaluation focuses on validating that prior decision. Examples for such prior
commitment are: raising kids against the same homophobic principles that their
immigrant parents were used to in their conservative Moslem communities before
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immigration to the West; promoting income-generated activities that hurt fragile
environments; and applying methods to control malaria that threaten urban
environments.
Their collected data must be highly authenticated, collected from sources
approved and recognized by the oppressor to avoid rejection. The other major distinct
role of the evaluator in this approach is “his”
2
advocacy for changing the destructive
practice adopted in the project. Advocacy for social change is a driving force for the
whole team participating in such evaluation. It is different from the advocacy used by
the “Advocacy team” in the Adversary-Advocacy evaluation approach, which assumes
neutrality of the evaluator who may opt to be on either advocacy or Adversary team. In
addition, the Adversary-Advocacy Approach works best in Summative Evaluation
(Patton, 1982), while the Oppression Evaluation approach works in both Summative
and Formative evaluations. It works especially well in the latter because the evaluator is
encouraged (not by the management) to step into the project, advocate for
modifications, and if succeeded (even partially) it would positively reflect on the
oppressed majority.
Type of Data
Two major methodological paradigms are competing in social research: the
quantitative, and the qualitative paradigms. Quantitative measures strive for precision
by focusing on things that can be counted (Patton, 1997) such as statistics, experimental
2
Because the religious right, where OE initially introduced in Sudan, has always looked
down at women; the evaluation team did not include women, especially in regard to the
member assigned to serve on the oppressor's task force of the project under review.
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designs, control groups, variables, random sampling, etc. Quantitative data come from
questionnaires, tests, standardized observation instruments, and project records.
Quantitative methodology seeks the facts or causes of social phenomenon with little
regard for the subjective states of individuals (Pietro, 1984, p. 8). In the other paradigm.
Qualitative data focuses on program experience by offering detailed, rich holistic
description of situations, events, people, and observed behavior. Valuing quantitative
methods over qualitative has always been a trend among traditional social researchers
who prefer to work with ‘clear’ specific and measurable goals. In the Oppression
Evaluation Approach, evaluators have to use these quantitative methods, too. This is
because totalitarian regimes usually prefer quantitative hard numbers to “soft” data, i.e.
qualitative narratives. Their disrespect for in-depth interviews with project participants
(the oppressed), for example, connotes their resistance to involving them in any
decision-making. It is part of their political program, which values domination rather
than participation. In Sudan, the Plant Protection Directorate (PPD) organizes annual
campaigns against harmful birds (Quella Sp.) using aerial pesticides spraying, and the
evaluation reports usually carry graphs and number of birds killed (e.g., 20 million red-
billed weavers were killed this season). The holistic impact of the campaigns on the
local environment were never mentioned, or even other alternative control methods ever
discussed with the indigenous population. In Oppression Evaluation, where the external
evaluator is unwelcome and his role is hardly recognized by the oppressor he should be
armed with strong data to challenge those produced by the program management.
Evaluator should be ready to produce empirical data to challenge the quantitative one
claimed by the project management.
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Risk Factors
In the following metaphorical folktale
3
, 1 highlight the multiple risk situations
that the Oppression Evaluation team find themselves in, when using this approach and
adopt the "working with the enemy” strategy, which had been used in one of the case
studies in this research.
H.lat Hamad is a quiet middle class neighborhood located on the banks of
Baladiyah River, a tributary of the Blue Nile River in Khartoum North, Sudan. Kaddeis.
a wild street cat was living in the area on what he could steal from chicken and pigeon
fledglings, which are raised by the tenants in their backyards, and also on mice if he got
lucky and captured one of these smart creatures. Pharr, a nice little well educated mouse
built his house (a multiple exits burrow) in the same neighborhood, was living on the
abundant vegetarian food remaining in the area. Life was getting hard for Pharr and his
folks because of the continuous harassment of Kaddeis when they went out for any
errand. It took him a long time of discussion and dialogue to convince Kaddeis to
become a vegetarian (since it is possible for cats under scarcity to abandon animal
protein), and enjoy with them the beauty of vegetarian life. In celebration of this peace
convention, Pharr invited Kaddeis for a picnic in Tuti Island on the other bank of the
river, a place known as paradise for vegetarian folks. Crossing the river on a wooden
board with Pharr, Kaddeis started to re-think the whole scenario to find how stupid he
was to sign such an absurd agreement. Why on earth should I become vegetarian? Who
is going to snatch those small birds from the unattended cages? And how can I forget
3
This is based on a Sudanese children folktale. I follow here the steps of Patton (1981)
in using metaphorical writing, which is a major theme in most of his texts especially
Creative Evaluation.
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the delicious taste of the small mice meat? Why should I leave that for cucumbers,
beans, and onions? These were some of the struggling thoughts Kaddeis was having.
"No l Sh0Uld find a soon back ou, of that absurd peace convention”, he though,
almost loudly. “Ha, I found if he smiled happily. In the middle of the Baldiyah River
Kaddeis started angrily to argue that Pharr, during his exciting dance on the wooden
board, had agitated the soil and le, the dir. get into his eyes. Innocently, Pharr replied
“my dear Kaddeis, how can I get dust into your eyes and I’m here on water? Logically
speaking, in order for such an assumption to take place I should be standing on dusty
ground, i.e. on the shore, which is not the situation right now” And happily Pharr
continued his dance on the board not aware that Kaddeis was getting furious because of
the defeat in that argument. In a sudden move, Kaddeis jumped over Pharr and caught
him between his strong claws and said, “you know what, this is what I hate about you
smart one when you use those big sophisticated words and ridicule me... I can’t believe
you’ve almost switched me to become vegetarian”. The next moment poor Pharr had
gone between the strong sharp teeth of Kaddeis.
This typical Walt Disney cartoon represents reality to a maximum degree under
oppressive regimes in the Third World, where the evaluators in such situations should
know their limits and that they do not have as big a say as an outsider in the project. If
the oppressive stakeholder felt any threat due to an action taken out side the implicitly
drawn limits, the evaluators would end up in the same unfortunate fate of Pharr. The
evaluator s mission in the project could be easily terminated, especially with no binding
contract with the authoritative management. Or, the worst could happen, and he could
get detained under the precautionary detention laws, which are always included in the
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'•constitution" that created by the regime. This worst situation usually happens when the
evaluator starts to make too much noise, specif,cally about a corruption case s/he
discovers during the process, and there is always one in such projects. A wise
Oppression Evaluation team should not even let the oppressor feel that they know about
the corruption however; they may leak that piece of info to a third party (e.g„ the
opposition media) and thus serve the evaluation, with minimum risk. Some might ask
how dare the evaluator breaks the confidentiality put in him by giving out information
to a third party. Well, I will discuss later in this chapter the morality behind such
behavior.
Another gray area in this type of evaluation is the possibility that the evaluator's
reputation might be tarnished, especially when the oppressor abuses the evaluator's
participation (and the organization hiring him) in the project. This reputation can be
damaged when the evaluator is presented in the media sitting beside the oppressor (TV,
newspapers), strongly connoting to the public that they are working together and
sharing the same vision. This would negatively reflect on the cause of social justice
advocated by the evaluator and the organization s/he represents. Patton (1997. p. 357 )
expressed this nsky situation in extreme satirical reality when he reported that one of
his workshop participants eloquently made this statement: “how can we get in bed with
the decision-makers without losing our virginity?”
Political Evaluation
Evaluation is essentially political by its nature because of the issues it addresses,
as has been stated by Weiss (1972). Failing to recognize this issue would probably
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increase the likelihood that the evaluator was used unknowingly as some stakeholder’s
puppet (Patton, 1997, p. 345). Oppression Evaluation Approach, by definition, is a
political process involving power and contradicting ideologies. The ideology of the
project management (the oppressor) is usually backed-up by a dominant or ruling power
outside the project, while the evaluator speaks directly or on behalf of the oppressed
population. He is usually, in turn, backed up by a reputed organization, which works
under the same politically oppressive environment of the project.
The political agenda of Oppression Evaluation is liberal, progressive, and
definitely tends towards the left. It is not like Empowerment Evaluation with no
political boundaries, Fetterman, et al. (1996, p. 27). A problematic situation often arises
in such environment because the same Oppression Evaluation team members might be
active in a political organization, which is rallying for democracy that was stolen by the
oppressor. The evaluators’ advocacy for using different methods, which are opposed to
those adopted in the project, is always linked to their political stance against the
oppressor. An ideal example to give here is the harassment that faced the
environmentalists in Sudan, when they opposed the Jongely Artificial Canal project
because ol the serious impact it would have had on the whole ecosystem of the Sudd
area in Southern Sudan. However, their opinion was then taken as part of the opposition
movement against dictator Numeri’s regime (1969-1985).
Conditions of Doing OF,
The Oppression evaluation is different from other evaluation types in many
aspects, as it was evident in the above discussion. In addition, this approach is usually
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initiated and carried out by a group of evaluators for many good reasons, rather than a
Single one. The authoritative management would not listen or respect an opposing
viewpoint of individual evaluator if no, backed by a group, which demagogically could
be used. The whole process depends on an interdisciplinary field of expertise to support
and promote the alternative methods that is being advocated by another group. This
multi-disciplinary approach in the structure of the evaluation team is a key element in
shaking-up the fake confidence of the oppressors in their destructive methods, and also
helps to empower the oppressed voices within the same project.
Development programs under political oppressive regimes, especially in Africa,
are run in a very sectarian way. An ideal example I can here refer to is the Harmful Bird
Control Program in Western Sudan, in which I was involved in 1979 when I worked for
the Plant Protection Department (PPD). The project was applying highly toxic
pesticides, from the air, in a populated area larger than the state of Massachusetts, and
did not involve health workers, vets, water resources officers, or local community
representatives. The bureaucracy of communication within governmental departments is
so absurd in totalitarian regimes, that even if one department was located in the same
building/plaza of yours, you have to contact them through your main office in the
capital city. They, in return will call their regional office and after long and slow snail
correspondences, you may be able to coordinate with your next-door colleague!
In a typical situation like this one, an Oppression Evaluation team seeking to convince
the PPD bird control project management to adopt alternative methods would consist of
a medical doctor, an animal health specialist, a water supply surveyor, and a pesticides
pollution expert. Such a diverse team of experts would produce strong evidence against
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the destructive practice used for decades by PPD teams who were trained in one single
aspect, i.e., massive destruction of the environment. The evaluation team members
especially if they were armed with lot of high credentials and degrees, along with the
strong empirical data would definitely make strong impression and shake the
management confidence in their methodology.
The intervention of evaluators in such projects usually happens after a
preliminary study and a thorough discussion within the group planning to offer its
service to the targeted project. Intervention should be avoided in very antagonistic
situations. For example, a human rights group is not likely to suggest doing an
evaluation, based on this approach, on prisoners’ torture in Citibank Ghost House
4
.
Certainly there is a limit to expectations in working with the oppressors. During high-
tension periods in totalitarian regimes, especially in the beginning months of seizing
power, it is usually difficult to initiate such evaluation. The oppressors are full of
haughtiness, arrogance, and they may physically hurt the evaluators. After they secure
the stolen power and establish their “constitutional” legislations, then they could brag
about their willingness to listen to other different points of view, and that would be a
good moment to intervene in a project to do Oppression Evaluation.
In the Sudanese environmental movement where this concept has been
developed, the initiation stage starts by a briefnews report in the media about plans to
launch an environment-related project, or as part of pre-planned program of intervention
within any environment-and-social-justice organization (NGO). In the beginning, the
NGO negotiates with the project management an alternative method of application to
Infamous torture center located in the center of Khartoum, created by the current
regime as a paralegal prison system (HRW, 1996).
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reduce ,he negative impact on the local environment- such as using
‘'ground campaigns'
instead of aerial spraying in the case of pesticide applications. Even with the use of the
right person in the negotiation (such as someone who has a good working relationship
with the department of the project), the management would reject this alternative. In
compromise, they may invite the NGO to get involved and to do an evaluation in the
hope of using their alternative in future operations. The NGO would jump on this
opportunity, secure finding if not available, and select a good evaluation team, where a
number of factors should be considered:
a) Commitment to mission, goals, and objectives of the NGO, and to social
justice.
b) Distinction and great experience in their field of expertise.
c) Good working relationships within the oppressor’s camp.
d) Capacity to work with patience and wisdom in harassing environments.
e) Agreeable to working with minimal payment, since it is hard to find foreign
funders for such risky processes, and the NGOs end up funding it locally.
f) Understanding the cultural perspectives of the project environment is a key
point in the qualifications of the team, in order to facilitate communication, and reduce
suspicion against the team. Oppressors usually blame any local resistance and uprising
on “foreign western elements”. Simultaneously they would resist permitting a Western
evaluator into “their” project.
As can be seen in the earlier discussion, it is difficult to fit any of the
Participatory approaches to such harassing, or at least uncooperative, environments.
They may, however, work. Participatory evaluators are likely not to be in a position to
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form an evaluation task force that includes all key stakeholders. However, they can
include the organization that hired them, the fimders, and the targe, group affected by
the project activities. This is feasible task as in any traditional Participator Evaluation.
On the other side of the project, however, the evaluators do not have a free hand to
comae, all project staff (the intended users), simply because they „he evaluators) are
outsiders not fully controlled by the oppressive management (unlike the project staff). A
possible way out of this situation is to assign one of the evaluation team to maintain, a
close working relationship with the project activities, such as serving on the project task
force that supervises the activity in which the evaluation is focusing. Success in this
step, i.e„ to become close to the project management task force, is a major objective of
the evaluation process. This will enable the team to advocate against specific harmful
methodologies practiced in the project. If the team gets lucky, they may succeed in
reducing some of the negative impacts, as in the case of the malaria control project of
Khartoum state (when the evaluator team member have succeeded in stopping aerial
spraying over two migratory bird sanctuaries).
An important advantage of interacting more closely with the project staff is the
possibility of learning about some kind of corruption behind the persistence of the
project management in carrying out their controversial objective. In the Sexual
Fantasies-Focus Evaluation, Patton (1981, p. 191) has reported a similar situation where
the evaluation focus would be on “who’s making it with whom in the program?” Of
course the evaluator cannot point out or report corruption in such an oppressive
environment where seeking justice is considered an act of resistance against the
oppressor. However, that piece of information could be leaked out to opposition media
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’ simuitaneous|y becomes helpful in lobbying and nego.iating for
some benefits to the oppressed. The ethical issues behind such behavior will be
discussed later in detail.
In general, the reporting of the evaluation findings and results are similar to
other types of evaluations, even with the prior commitment taken on both confiicting
opinions. However, the evaluators must create a report of interest to the oppressor,
which might be achieved by considering a number of issues. The data analysis should
be presented in a simple, clear format (a simple bar graph is better than a confusing 3-D
cylindrical graph) to reveal basic patterns ofargument in the report. Including project
stakeholders in data analysis and interpretation is usually a difficult thing, yet it is worth
giving it a try, especially with technical staffof the authoritative management who may
welcome such an approach. Recommendations should be carefully written, and driven
from the actual evaluation process. It should be very sensitive to power relations, and
advocate for more cooperation in the future in order to be able to reduce the negative
impacts of the project activities, or any future projects under the control of the same
oppressor.
Oppression Evaluation Flowchart
In the following steps the Oppression Evaluation flowchart is explained in
Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Oppression Evaluation Flowchart
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The Pre-Start Step
The pre-start step: unlike other types of evaluation where the project
management seeks to do evaluation, here the advocacy group (usually a Non
Governmental Organization, NGO) would approach specific project to evaluate, which
usually is run under oppressive conditions. The project is seen by this NGO as harmfid
to the environment or a specific target groups, which the NGO advocates on their
behalf. How the NGO knew about this project could be through media, or a previously
planned issue that was on the agenda of the NGO. Specific conditions to be available
before initiating the evaluation:
i) Availability of a NGO that believes in this approach of evaluation, and
that it has an available qualified team to carry out the process.
ii) Convenience of time, i.e. to avoid periods where project managements
act so arrogantly (usually at chaotic times of the country).
ni) The project management in a situation of need to use the NGO for its
own political agenda.
The Starting-Up Phase
The Starting-up phase has different steps:
i) To select a highly qualified liaison, which will play later a leading role
in the evaluation, to communicate with the project management (the
oppressor). S/he should be able to work with a lot of patience and
know how to deal with the arrogance of the oppressor. A principal role
for this liaison person is to convince them of the NGO's opposing
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stance in carrying out the project, and try to sell an alternative one that
is promoted by the NGO and would help on the long run.
If the oppressive management was convinced of the proposed
alternative (unlikely to happen) that would be a great success, and the
NGO should support the project and conduct a Participatory
Evaluation.
The oppressive management just brushed off the alternative proposal
and adamantly insisted on the way they were carrying out the project.
However, the NGO liaison would spare no effort to convince the
oppressor’ to let the NGO run a Formative/Summative Evaluation of
the ongoing activity. The overt reason is to use the findings in any
similar future project.
The project management would respond positively and let the NGO
does the evaluation. This would happen only if the management,
which is a part of the political oppressive authority in the country, has
some interest in the NGO’s presence in the project. An example of
such situation is the extreme right authorities in the Third World,
which seize power and in their way to legitimize their regimes would
invite some other progressive groups to be on their puppet show of
democracy.
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The Oppression Evaluation Team Selection
The Oppression Evaluation Team is to be pieked up from qualified members
from within the NGO membership. Insider evaluators are preferable for their
commitment to the philosophy and principles of the NGO. in addition to their
understanding of the project culture and the dominated local
selecting the evaluation team special attention should be paid to the i
oppressive environment. In
mpact on areas not
covered by the project management (the oppressor). Whether it is negligence, disrespect
to target groups, or combined; the oppressive managements in the Third World are
always carrying out their projects in a very sectarian way, and do not look at the whole
impact of the project.
Stakeholder Identification
Stakeholders Identification: To determine their stake in the project, especially
the untold ones. The covert reasons behind the project is possible to dig out once the
evaluators are on the project scene, and have access to approach the oppressed voices
within the project. Financial corruption is usually accompanying projects run under
such management, which try to favor one or more of the stakeholders.
Representation in the Project Taskforce
Representation in the Project Taskforce is an important step the liaison has to
succeed in. The NGO’s presence in the project leadership is a key in trying to convince
the oppressor to reduce some of the negative impact of the project on the target group.
This is true especially in environment-related projects where a lot of damages could be
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reduced throughout the participation in the task force, and the ability to win/neutralize
some of the committee members to the NGO’s viewpoint.
Identification of Covert Stakeholders
Under general political oppression in the Third World this would be the plain-
clothed police, whose major role is to secure the illegal existence of the oppressor in
power. They will be looking suspiciously at the participation of the NGO in a project
run by the ‘oppressor’. To identify this malicious stakeholder, the evaluators may use
the diverse loyal membership of the NGO or their political affiliation to the progressive
movement. Of course this will be a covert action.
Risk Areas
To identify high-risk areas in the project and to avoid approaching them. For
example, evaluators should avoid being in places where the covert stakeholder runs
secret operations. Again, the NGO and outside progressive resources would be key in
identifying these places (such as the Ghost Houses in Sudan).
Focusing the Evaluation
To focus the Oppression Evaluation questions in the following:
i) How can we clearly prove to the oppressor that the way the project is carried
out is wrong and hurtful to the specific target group?
ii) How to convince the oppressor of the alternative method?
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iii) How to reveal the covert reasons of the oppressor in conducting the project
(not the evaluation) without hurting the evaluation?
V) How to protect the evaluation team safety and avoid being kicked out the
project?
The Design Stage
To design the evaluation according to acceptable measurements to the
oppressor. This means to focus more on the quantitative empirical data rather than the
qualitative one, and at the same time to pay attention to the limited budget of the
evaluation.
Data Collection
To collect data overtly and covertly. Covert data is not going to be included in
the final report, but for use in the right time to embarrass/press the oppressor to listen to
the NGCTs viewpoint. This will happen by disclosing some covert data to a third party
via the Zameel Network (to be explained more in Chapter VI). By no means leaking out
the covert collected data should hurt the evaluation team.
Inclusion of the Oppressed
To include the oppressed voices in the project, and some technical members of
the task force in the data analysis stage (those who appear to be neutral, and less
antagonistic towards the evaluation team). This would help in breaking up the
oppressor s camp and gain technical support from within.
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Reporting
To write the final report and recommendations in a simple, clear, and strong
language that appreciates and opens the door of cooperation with the oppressor in future
projects. Never belittle, tarnish, or bitterly criticize the performance of the oppressor.
You need to work again with them in the future, at least to convince them of your
evaluation outcomes.
Follow-Up
To form a follow-up committee to lobby the oppressor to utilize the evaluation
report in their similar projects in the future. At the same time the NGO is to continue
recruiting and advocating covertly within the oppressor’s camp using the newly gained
allies, and the created network within the project/department run by authoritative
stakeholder.
OE and Other Related Types
In Chapter 2, 1 looked at a range of evaluation types and approaches, which
share a number of issues with Oppression Evaluation Approach. In the following part.
Adversary, Investigative, Participatory, and Empowerment Evaluations are compared
with Oppression Evaluation using the comprehensive evaluation taxonomy table of
House (1980, p. 23) as a reference, with some modifications (see Table 1). The
compiled data in this table were derived from Patton (1982) in regard to the
Participatory Approach; from House (1980) in regard to the Adversary-Advocacy
Approach; from Fetterman et al (1996) in regard to the Empowerment Approach; and
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Table 1
Oppression Evaluation And Some Other Related Types
Based on the Taxonomy of House (1980)
Empowerment
Evaluation
Participatory
Evaluation
Investigative
Evaluation
Advocacy/
Adversary
Evaluation
Oppression
Evaluation
Major
Audience
Policy-makers Community
development
projects
Journalists Juries Environmenta
lists and
social justice
Activists
Major
Purpose
Improvement and
self determination
To gain self-reliance To expose a
hidden conflict or
wrong-doing
situations
To decide on
whether to
continue or
terminate a
project
To advocate
against the
project from
within
Method-
ology
Explicitly
collaborative and
self-determining
Consultative and
consensus- building
process
Exploration and
Tracking
Quasi-legal
procedures
Working with
enemy
Outcome Empowerment Involvement Exposure Resolution Empowermen
t
Major Role
of
Evaluator
Coach, facilitator,
and advocate
Facilitator Investigator Detective Advocate for
social justice
Major
Character-
istics
Democratic
environments
No political
boundaries
Collaboration Unobtrusive data
collection
Two-team
evaluation
Oppressive
environs,
covert
stakeholders,
risky,
politically
progressive,
and
multidisciplin
ary evaluation
team
Evaluation
Focus and
Questions
Training,
facilitation,
advocacy,
illumination, and
liberation of
participants
Motivates
participants to plan,
design, and apply
the evaluation
Are the hidden
acts or conflicts
disclosed?
What are the
arguments for or
against the
project?
Why this
project is
deadly
wrong?
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trom Guba (1981) in regard to the Investigative Approach. It is interesting to note here a
similar outcome in both Empowerment and Oppression Evaluation Approaches despite
the major differences in each program settings, i.e„ democratic and oppressive
environment, respectively. The following table makes Oppression Evaluation clearly
distinguishable among other evaluation types.
Problematic Situations
The most problematic and threatening factor for this type of evaluation is the
covert stakeholder, i.e., the security police of the oppressive regime in the area of the
project. Known as The Security, this feared apparatus exists in most of the Third World
countries to guarantee the security of the regime- and funny enough not the people. It
was called Savak in Iran during the Shah regime, the KGB in the former Soviet Union,
Mabahith in Egypt (or Bussassin in old Egyptian Memluke era), the House Committee
on Un-American Activities (McCarthyism)
5
in the USA, and the State Security or just
The Security in Sudan.
Since the Oppression Evaluation team usually consists of democracy activists.
The Security would most likely be keeping a close presence in the project to keep an
eye on those activists. A point for consideration to the evaluators is to keep a distance
and never get close to this covert threat, according to my personal experience. As part
of the underground opposition in the early 1990s in Sudan, I was able to identify and
locate most of the Ghost Houses- secret paralegal torture centers run by The Security in
Khartoum. This knowledge proved to be helpful to the evaluation project I was then
5
Joseph McCarthy, member of the House of Representatives in the 1950s, and known
by his pathetic hatred to progressives and leftists in the USA.
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involved with, and the team could avoid accidentally getting close to these places.
Social justice evaluation activists would be looked at differently by the security police
contpared to others had they been found near these secret detention places, and most
likely would have been arrested, simultaneously the evaluation would have collapsed.
Another problematic situation is the extent of abuse of the evaluator's
participation in the project by the oppressor. The hidden purpose of the oppressor to
lettmg the evaluators into the project is to reduce criticism, and beautify the image of
the regime in the public view. In the Malaria Control Project in Khartoum state, which
is one of the case studies in Chapter Five, TV and newspapers were extensively used to
focus on the participation of the progressive organization behind the evaluation in the
government’s project. The regime-operated media was strongly hinting to the
organization’s blessing to the oppressor’s policy in that specific project. Not all
evaluators would agree to smirching their reputations in media controlled solely by the
oppressor, and not all evaluators will tolerate and put up with the oppressor’s
arrogances. In one of these situations, the powerful owner of the project strongly
connoted his dislike of the team using the word “evaluation”. They responded tactically
and changed it to “survey”! The arrogant oppressors look at any evaluation as a power
practice mechanism, one they can use on the oppressed.
A third difficult situation is how to get to the right decision-maker within the
enemy’s camp to negotiate involvement of the evaluation in their project. One
consideration might include the appropriate hire. A woman not wearing the dress
promoted by religious fanatics in Moslem countries, for example, would make it
difficult to meet with influential decision-makers. In one of these alternative inquiry
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projects, which present an alternative to police harassment practices against women
street vendors; there were many delays in the project because its coordinator could no,
meet with the decision-maker to ge, his OK. The female coordinator was no, wearing
the requisite (so called) Islamic Dress. It was a matter of principal to her, and the
progressive NGO, which had initiated that project, despite the difficulties that followed
Strengths of Oppression Evaluation
Totalitarian oppressive regimes are dominant in most of the Third World
countries, especially in Africa, and the Middle East region. Based on my work in the
human rights field as of 2002, 1 divide the riven,y-two Arabic-speaking countries into
three categories: i) twelve countries are ruled by dictatorships; ii) in nine countries the
security police is very strong due to special legislations that make them not controlled
by the elected parliaments; and iii) in only one country, i.e. Lebanon, there is a
democracy, which is, to some extent, similar to that known in the West. Social science
researchers, who are committed to social justice issues, and principles of equality in
regard to development theories, find it very difficult to work in such hostile
environments. However, leaving the stage and fighting first to achieve democracy and
freedom was not a valid strategy. The oppressive regimes tend to stay for long periods
and badly destroy the infrastructure of the country. In Sudan, for example, military
dictatorships ruled the country for thirty-five years, since the end of the British Colonial
system in 1956, and as of 2002 are still ruling. The first military regime (1958-1964)
earned out a number of development projects with no regard to their impact on the local
population. In one case, this resulted in the elimination of a town called Haifa, one of
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the oldest towns in Africa, and enforced the relocation of its inhabitants to another
place. The second military regime (1969-1985) totally devastated the country through
mass “destructive” development projects, such as the Rahad Agric. Scheme; the
Western Savannah Development Project; the Kennana Sugar Co.; the Mecahnized
Farming, the Jonglei Canal; and oil exploration.
Social justice researchers came up with a different strategy during the short
democratic period in the mid 1980s. Getting closer and working with the oppressor, as a
policy, has proved to help in reducing some of the negative impact of these projects and
even saving some endangered ecosystems. When the third current military regime took
over the government of Sudan in 1989, environmentalists, who are one of the strongest
social justice advocates in Sudan, were sitting in the first rows of the Holistic
Environmental Strategy Conference in 1990. This conference was initiated by the
regime to get out of their political isolation. The environmentalists, knowing the hidden
agenda of the conference, were lobbying hard for an ambitious strategic plan, and did
succeed in convincing the bloody regime to adopt it. At the same time, those democracy
activists among the movement continued their struggle with the underground
opposition. They did not feel compromised in that situation as they used to feel during
the previous dictatorship periods. They have intentionally made up their minds. Under
these circumstances, Oppression Evaluation emerged, developed, and was applied in the
field. From those experiences, a number of strengths can be identified for this approach,
as outlined below:
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a) Ending the domination of the oppressors over the oppressed, during
dictatorships, by opening up a window for some kind of participation, and
having a minimal say in a project is better than nothing.
b) Negotiating possible alternatives to “destructive” development programs,
which might be accepted by the oppressors.
i) Empowering the oppressed project staff, and recruiting allies from within to
back up the alternative methods presented by the evaluation team.
c) Discovering corruption, which is most likely found in such oppressive
environments, and secretly leaking these info to the political social justice
movement, which is working to deconstruct the whole oppressive political
regime.
d) Motivating the project management to seek future planning and coordination
with other departments, which are affected by the project activity. This
motivation comes through the comprehensive structure of an
interdisciplinary team of evaluation hired by the progressive organization.
e) The team-working structure of evaluation empowers the whole process and
gives it a degree of safety in this oppressive environment, especially in the
case of extreme harassment against the evaluators. If one evaluator gets
arrested by the covert stakeholder (The Security), other team members can
continue and save the evaluation.
f) Helping to reduce destruction of the community resources simultaneously
saving the future of the oppressed.
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g) Involving covert political opponents helps the evaluation process directly by
making vital information available, such as which high-risk locations to
avoid, and at the same time provides opposition with information about
corruption in the project. This will help them in fighting back against
oppression.
The strength of Oppression Evaluation has been clearly manifested in a number
of projects and situations in the Sudan. However, a legitimate question arises here: is it
possible to follow this model of Oppression Evaluation in other parts of the world, in
particular in the developed Western World? There is a good chance for the
implementation of this approach in a number of oppressive situations within the
Western democracies, especially here in the US. For example, conservative
homophobic organizations, especially among the newcomers and immigrants, or those
promote ideas against women rights (in continuation to what women face in their
country of origin before migration, e.g., under Islamic regimes). In such environments,
Oppression Evaluation Approach can achieve the same results it has in the Sudan. It is
also seen to work within conservative educational settings in the US (and the Western
World in general) particularly in regards to tensions between new immigrants and the
pre-existing community, and the widening gap between the older generations of
immigrants, and those who were bom or raised in the US. Another prospective area for
Oppression Evaluation is Moslem women’s rights in the US. Those are violated when
legislations overlook them under deceptive assumption of the freedom of religions
principle that gives the conservative right full control of religious institutions and
mosques.
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In brief, this new approach toward evaluation is seen to work not only under
oppressive regimes of the Third World countries, but also under any oppressive
authority wherever found. This new testing area can be expected to happen when the
model get implemented in the near future here in the US.
Concerns and Limitations;
In a beautifully narrated story, Patton (1997, p. 380) recites from the Iliad, the
famous historical classic of Homer, the story of Achilles’ heel, which was the sole point
of weakness of the legendary Greek warrior. His metaphorical narrative was aimed at
the vulnerability of utilization-focused evaluation in regards to non-participation of the
intended users in the process. The Achilles’ heel of Oppression Evaluation projects that
had been implemented in the Sudan was always the covert presence of Security police
behind the scene of the project under evaluation. This risk factor could fatally hurt the
process if the evaluators were seen as a direct threat to the oppressor when they get
arrested under the common Precautionary Detention laws of the ruling dictatorship. In
less oppressive totalitarian environment, the threat comes directly from the project
management. The evaluators push the wrong button, and simultaneously get kicked out
without hesitation, since there usually is no binding contract between the progressive
organization and the authoritarian management.
Other constraints and limitations of using this model, as have been noted from
previous experiences of implementation, may be grouped in the following points:
A) The multi-disciplinary team approach is a cost burden on the
evaluation budget especially when implemented in Third World
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countries. In most other types of evaluation, one person is capable of
carrying out the whole process.
B) Commitment to social justice as a pre-requisite criterion in the team
selection narrows the chance of a search to a limited number,
especially when advocating on behalf of some oppressed minorities,
e.g. gays and lesbians.
C) The importance of the project culture factor limits the team selection
to local evaluators and excludes the broad experience of the foreign
evaluators.
D) The exclusion of participatory approaches and collaboration with
project staff and decision-makers (due to an oppressive management
environment). This exclusion leads to the decrease in decision-
makers commitment to the evaluation outcomes. From the beginning
they don’t consider themselves partners in the evaluation process.
E) The difficulty in funding such an evaluation approach since most of
the international donor agencies avoid getting in conflict with the
tyrant regimes of the Third World. This is justified by protecting
their other interests. Simultaneously, the burden of finance falls on
the tiny budgets of the local NGOs, which reflect on the low pay
given to the evaluators. Foreign funders, in particular, face lot of
difficulties, and even harassment, from the covert stakeholder, i.e.
The Security, for funding any project or NGO that advocates social
justice.
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F) The hidden agenda and secretive approach in recruiting informants
within the project under evaluation is aimed at finding out the
corruption of the oppressor or “ who is making it with whom” as
noted previously by Patton. This is especially true when these
unobtrusively collected data are passed to a third party to be used
against the politically oppressive system of the whole country. Those
who call themselves neutral evaluators would describe this agenda as
a grave serious act. This is true especially in “a litigious society”
where evaluation and lawsuits may cross paths at any time”,
Fetterman (1992, p. 27).
G ) Calling the approach Oppression Evaluation per se is considered an
aggravation to the project authority because they don’t consider
themselves oppressors, or their way of running the project an act of
oppression. In most of the Third World dictatorships, tyrants call
their regimes revolution, and angrily reject describing the way they
came to power as a military coup. For example, the official title of
former president Sadat (Egypt) was The Devout President; former
president Numeri (Sudan) was The Guide President; former Emperor
Haile Selasi (Ethiopia) was “Lion of the Nation”; King Fahad (Saudi
Arabia) The Servant of the Two Shrines; Colonel Gaddafi (Libya) is
The Great Leader; and former president Kim 111 Song (N. Korea) the
Beloved President!
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It might be a good idea to change the name to Advocacy Evaluation, as had been
suggested in a discussion at Center for International Education (CIE) when the model
was first presented in one of the Tuesday meetings. The only reservation I had was the
possible confusion with the Advocacy-Adversary approach of Wolf ( 1975 ). However,
that confusion might be usefitl in some situations. It might lead the oppressor to believe
that the model is a •legitimate" Western model, not some underground political tactics
of the Third World communists !
Ethical Issues in Oppression Evaluation
The Joint Committee on Standards for Evaluation (Patton, 1997
, p. 16 ) had
determined four features for evaluation standards: Utility; Feasibility; Propriety; and
Accuracy. Propriety was defined as “intended to ensure that an evaluation will be
conducted legally, ethically, and with due regard for the welfare of those involved in the
evaluation, as well as those affected by its results”. This is one of the gray areas that
Oppression Evaluation practices in, and it faces strong reservations from those who
have never experienced underground working for a social justice cause, or from those
who identify and label themselves as neutral researchers and evaluators. The issue of
legality and ethics in doing this type of evaluation depends on which side the evaluator
is standing on. Oppressive laws, policies, and acts are seen as bad enough to be broken
with no feeling of disgrace or guilt, if it would help the crushed community in the
project area. The hidden agenda of this evaluation approach to recruit allies in the
project is meant to find out any existence of corruption within the oppressive
management.
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This should be looked at differently from other wicked hidden agendas, for
example, the Project Camelot (Hamnett et al„ 1984). In this infamous project, the US
Department of Defense, in the mid 1960s operated an undercover project in Chile to
study the causes of revolution and techniques of counter insurgency. Another
subversive malice operation is the one currently known as the Colombia Plan (Aleo,
2000). $1.3 billion has been granted by the US to the government of Columbia in
military aid to fight the drug producers at the source before smuggled to the US. The
real intention behind the Columbia Plan is to serve the interests of the US corporates by
wiping out any opposition against their investment. The opposition is led by leftist
gorillas, human nghts workers, indigenous populations, and trade unions. A principal
part of the $1.3 billion is well known to go indirectly to arm the extreme right militias,
which according to all human rights organizations are responsible of the political killing
in Columbia. It is also known that both the military and the paramilitary death squads
are the biggest drug dealers in Columbia (Cook, 2000). Covert action is unethical when
used to oppress people, like in these examples, but not when it is used to support the
oppressed.
The role played by the evaluator in covert working to advocate on behalf of the
oppressed is so ethical, and that s/he “can t sell his/her services to whoever can
purchase them” as clearly stated by Ernest House when he debated this issue (Patton,
1997, p. 364). This activist role was criticized by a number of evaluators such as Dan
Stufflebeam (cited in Patton, 1997, p. 124) who feared that such an approach “will
undermine the credibility and integrity” of the evaluation field. Why should the
oppressor who has no integrity or credibility be awarded with such privileges?
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In my fieldwork with the Oppression Evaluation model I was able to identify
four provocative opinions in regards to the ethical concerns:
1
. The White-Collar Elites or those who metaphorically hold the stick from the
middle, with a strong tendency to move to the end where there is power, i.e. authority.
This type of evaluators, who are the malignant product of authority, would consider this
approach unethical and point out with no shame that the evaluator should only be loyal
to the authority that runs the project under evaluation. The evaluator cannot, in their
opinion, collect data without the permission of the project management, and most
importantly should not get involved in politics and hand these data to political
opponents. Those apolitical elites as they label themselves, know more than any one
that they are politically biased, the same as the Oppression Evaluation team, with one
difference: they are on the oppressor’s side. While proclaiming their “neutral” stance is
helping the integrity of the profession, they are in fact strengthening their allied position
with the authoritative stakeholders, simultaneously guaranteeing themselves more
contracts in the future.
2. The professional evaluation experts, or the traditional academic evaluators
who are usually dominant in this field, would consider the Oppression Evaluation
Approach as non-professional. This is because of the biased stance derived prior to
coming on the scene of the evaluation. Commitment to social justice, siding with the
vulnerable group in the project, and designing and implementing the process
accordingly might jeopardize their chances to be hired again, or limit their hiring to
social justice programs. This point has been expressed by a number of evaluators whose
work and clients were mostly with state and federal agencies in and outside the US.
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Another opinion I’ve patiently listened to when 1 discussed this concept within this
group of evaluators was the utility of the outcome, since the project owner (the
oppressor) usually tends to ignore the evaluation conclusion and recommendations. The
important point in this model is that the evaluation does not end at the reporting stage.
The second phase starts immediately at the point when the organization behind the
evaluation advocates their recommendations, and lobbies the oppressors to abandon
their harmful methods. An indirect utility of the evaluation is seen in the empowerment
effect on the vulnerable members of the project, and how this positively reflects on their
voices.
Another ethical concern raised by this category of evaluators was the legal
implications of the methodology in use. These are especially true in regard to “the
hidden agenda” of recruiting allies within the project, and collecting data without
consent to answer the question of who is personally benefiting from this program? The
professional evaluator would say something like “ I’m not going to risk my career, and
safety for just peanuts”. Schwandt (cited in Patton, 1997, p. 367) seems to address these
concerns, and appeared to be in support of the stance of Oppression Evaluation
Approach when he advocated and raised legitimate questions about the “morality of
programs that is not just asking if the programs are doing things right, but are they
doing the right (moral) things?”
3. The radical progressive social justice activists who work underground in
dismantling the oppressive system are looking at the concept of “working with the
enemy” with disapproval, and consider it an unacceptable tactic. They see it as
something that may help strengthen the infrastructure of the totalitarian regime, which
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should be dismantled. Also, the deceptive oppressors will take maximum advantage of
the Oppression Evaluation team’s involvement in the project to beautify their images to
the oppressed. This deceptive role of the oppressors will prolong their reign of terror
and distract the awareness program the radicals are advocating among the oppressed.
The radical progressive activists also believe that Oppression Evaluation team will
distort their cause by participation in such environment. They would be seen as
opportunists as those technocrats who, believing in their neutrality, work with the devil
without shame. An ideal example of this radical notion was the stance of the majority of
the Sudanese communists within the environmental conservation movement during the
ruling period of the dictator Numeri (1969-1985). They had strongly rejected the idea of
being close to the regime establishments in order to offer advice in the huge
development plan, which ended up being an environmental catastrophe. The
environmental communists only saw one way of dealing with the regime: to wage war
and rid the country of it and then pay attention to its disastrous development programs.
Luckily enough, most of these activists later changed their minds and adopted the
tactical approach of “working with the enemy”.
4. The Oppression Evaluation team member would sometimes question his
involvement in such a process, especially when his credentials (name, history,
achievement, etc.) are bragged about by the oppressor. It is difficult to see yourself, for
example, photographed in the newspapers sitting beside the enemy at one table. Two
incidents made me hesitant while implementing this concept in Sudan. The first
occurred when I was working in an evaluation project, which involved one of the key
characters of the ruling NIF regime, and the event was videotaped and released on
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prime time TV news. I imagined what people, whom I cared for, and who would
definitely have seen me, said when they saw me sitting, with a big smile on my face,
side by side with that immoral man who was personally responsible for a lot of damage
targeting the poor in slum areas. The second incident was even worse. In one of these
projects, I bumped into one of those pathetic security thugs, who were and still
responsible of torturing political opponents in the Ghost Houses, a paralegal prison
system created by the NIF government in Sudan in 1989. His capacity in the project was
officially as one of the management team working with the project director, yet I
identified him as the covert stakeholder when I first came on the scene. Frustratingly I
had asked myself, what kind of ethics do I have? How can I justify my work with a
person whose other job was to sadistically torture, and kill peaceful opponents like Dr.
Ali Fadul ?
It really is a legitimate ethical concern for the Oppression Evaluation
practitioners, and the radical progressive activists, but not for the opportunist “neutral”
elites, or even the traditional professional evaluators. However, the concept of “working
with the enemy” pays off in the end. It makes the huge sacrifices made by the team of
the Oppression Evaluation seem worthwhile, especially in the long run. The example of
the Dinder National Park in Sudan is another classical ideal case in which the concept
ol working with the enemy” was skillfully used by environmental conservation groups
to save the last natural habitat refuge in the Northern part of Sudan. Is it worth doing?
Should we, the social justice activists, continue our work in these humiliating
oppressive environments? The answer is definitely a big and loud YES.
6 A physician and trade unionist who was brutally killed under torture in Sudan in 1990
(http://www.intifada.20m.com).
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Another ethical issue that is linked not only to Oppression Evaluation Approach,
but also to writing about the tactics used in fighting back oppression comes to mind. By
this I mean to what extent should progressive activists write about, and reveal the
methods they used against the oppressors? I keep questioning my self, is this work,
which basically was part ofmy academic research, going to benefit the oppressor, too?
During the short democracy Sudan had lived in the 1980s after the 16-year era of the
dictator Numeri, the leader of the Sudanese Communist Party (SCP) did not fall to the
temptation of revealing some of the places where he was hiding for more than ten years
inside the country. He simply, in my opinion, did not want to empower the oppressors
by availing some of the SCP tactics and methods. On the contrary, another communist
leader in Egypt was not cautious enough like the Sudanese leader. Al-Sa’eed (1999, p.
193), a prominent leader of the Egyptian Communist Party in the 1960s has recently
published his memoir about the fight for democracy his party was waging against the
security thugs during Nasir’s regime. He revealed lots of heroic acts and useful methods
ot work, which had helped the secret cadre of the party to survive the heavy
surveillance. One would question the wisdom of making public such precious tactics
and methods, because the principal benefactor would definitely be the malicious forces.
During my underground work with a progressive political human rights
organization in Sudan I developed many simple techniques, which proved to be useful
in surveillance and documenting human rights violators in Sudan in early 1990s.
However, I totally avoided mentioning any of them in many public hearings and written
testimonies as a torture survivor to avoid making them redundant. I always question the
rationale behind reporting in details the methods of torturing political dissidents. I’m
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really concerned that one of those pathetic perpetrators would learn a new technique in
practicing horror when he reads it. This has sharply struck me when I was reading a
w'dely Published brilliant work on the psychology of this crime, and hoped that no one
from the terror machine in the Ghost Houses would read this book and learn about that
most horrifying technique of torture described by the author. Of course I will not help
the torturers by citing the name and author of that book.
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CHAPTER 5
CASE STUDIES
What do we need to examine about our selves and our methodologies in relation toour research topics and to the people who become our research subjects ’ To standpartfrom thefray andpence,ve one selfas uninvolved but somewhat highly informed
seems wrongheaded. ”
Sondra Hale (1997, p. 4)
Introduction
In this chapter I tried to take my argument into a reality of case situations and
explored the concept of Oppression Evaluation Approach from within through a project
I considered an ideal one for this purpose. At the same time, I tried to answer one of the
research major questions: Are there any similarities between Oppression Evaluation
Approach in the Third World, and other approaches in the West? This question was
tackled by reviewing the Massachusetts case and attempting to decide whether the
methods, tools, and techniques have any parallels or patterns with the first case. The
two cases were deliberately picked to serve the purpose of this research. The two
organizations, Sudanese Environmental Conservation Society (SECS) in Khartoum-
Sudan, and Save The Mountain (STM) in Massachusetts-USA share similar perception
toward defending the environment against destructive development projects. Also their
memberships resemble a majority of the progressives within their local communities in
spite of the sharp contrast between the two political environments. SECS works under a
very restrictive oppressive political environment, which is controlled by a military
Islamic government for the past thirteen years. On the contrary, STM works under a
Western democratic system that permits freedom of expression and due process.
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reasons. I was
I shed more light in this chapter on SECS case than STM for two
a key player in initiating and carrying out the evaluation of SECS, and because the STM
case will find more coverage in Chapter Six, especially through the results of the five
interviews. Also, based on the theoretical framework of the Oppression Evaluation
outlined in the previous Chapter, I attempted to draw a diagram for the Sudanese case to
fill-out the theoretical diagram with an actual project that had already been
implemented.
Case One: Save The Mountain” Campaign in
Western Massachusetts (IJSaV
The Mt. Holyoke and Mt. Tom Ranges are glacial in origin and run east to west
for almost 20 miles across the Connecticut River Valley in western Massachusetts,
rising up to 900 feet from the valley floor. They are lOOmiles west of Boston, and
approximately 200 miles north to New York City. They are a beautiful mix of rock
cliffs, mixed forest, streams and ponds, with reservoirs and related watersheds. The
geological history of the Ranges was “formed about 194 million years ago by a great
continental rift, which also formed the Pioneer Valley surrounding the Range. The
range is made up of volcanic basalt ridges that extend over 50 miles. When the last
glacier filled the valley about 20,000 years ago, its melting formed the gigantic Lake
Hitchcock. The lake encompassed the region from Middleton, Connecticut to Bath,
New Hampshire. When the lake drained away, it left sediment up to 250 feet deep in
l
The background information of STM was extracted (and sometimes copied) from the
website: http://www.savemtholyokerange.com, and other public flyers and brochures of
the group.
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places. The Connecticut River then resumed its course, eroding the sediments in its path
and cutting a path through the Holyoke Range, separating it from Mt. Tom forever”
2
.
Ecologically speaking, these mountains are also home to hundreds of plants and
animal species, with over a dozen listed as rare or endangered. They are laced with
hiking trails including the Metacomet-Monadnock Trail, a section of which runs the
length of the Ranges and was recently designated a National Recreational Trail. The
ranges are the single most prominent natural feature of the Pioneer Valley and provide a
backdrop to the daily lives of citizens throughout the region. Mt. Holyoke Range was
recognized by the Silvio O. Conte National Refuge and the Nature Conservancy
4
as a
special and important target for conservation because of the rare species found in the
region. The range “constitutes one of the largest remaining unfragmented forests in
Massachusetts”. Mt. Holyoke Range borders the towns of Hadley, S. Hadley, Amherst,
Granby and Belchertown to the east of the Connecticut River and rises again to the west
of the river as the Mt Tom Range, bordering Northampton, Holyoke, Westfield, and
Easthampton.
Save The Mountain, or STM as it is known for short, is a group of citizens
dedicated to the protection and preservation of the Mt. Holyoke and Mt Tom Ranges of
western Massachusetts. The group was initiated by approximately 70 residents of
Hadley and adjacent towns who responded to a call from activist Shel Horowitz
(interview with Mr. Horowitz, Hadley, 3/1/02) and met in his house on 1 1/22/99.
Although STM started in response to a specific direct threat of a 40-house subdivision
2
http://www.ctvalleysummit.org/culture/history.HTM
http://gorp.com/gorp/resource/us nwr/vt silvi.htm
4
— —
http://nature.org/
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development on the North Slope of Mt. Holyoke range yet it ended as a strong
grassroots movement advocating against destructive development projects in the
Pioneer Valley. The group distinguished its stance clearly that it was not anti-
development per se, it was against any development that “at odds with sensible regional
planning, conservation, and state law” as was expressed in one of the early brochures of
the group, STM (2000). It recognized and supported the rights of individual landowners
to financially benefit from selling their lands especially with the pressure of the lands
market. However, the group offered financially viable alternatives that can help
landowners in reducing taxes while investing in the ecological and aesthetic value of
their land. Very quickly the group was able to draw the support of more than 3000
citizens, mainly from Hadley, who signed STM petition to block the inappropriate
development on the range. STM considered that proposed subdivision as part of a larger
systematic tendency to put development that will reduce and diminish the aesthetic
attraction of the Range. This is true if we know that every year Massachusetts loses over
16,000 acres of open space to residential and commercial development, which leads to
destruction of natural habitat of native and rare species, as disclosed in press release by
a group of environmental organizations (Eiseman, 2001). The proposed subdivision
would have stretched far up the mountainside and would have been the first such
intrusion on the unbroken natural line of the Range, requiring large-scale tree cutting
and earth moving. Besides ruining views of the Range from throughout the region, the
site would have directly abutted the Holyoke Range State Park, including Skinner State
Park and Mt. Holyoke proper with its picnic grounds and historic Summit House.
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The group is very diverse in regard to the educational backgrounds and
professions of its membership (ecologists, lawyers, college professors, house wives,
farmers, contractors, students, business owners, etc). However, the ethnicity was almost
solely Caucasians, which regarded to the fact that most of Hadley citizens are of
European descent, especially Poland. This was very clear during the testimonial hearing
of the Planning Board of Hadley town, which drew more than 400 persons as shown in
the video clips of STM (2000). The primary strategy of STM group was to research
ways to stop the development project based on possible violations of Hadley town’s
zoning by-laws and regulations (Davenport, 2000). For this reason, and to coordinate
the organization’s activities the group formed five committees as it was mentioned in
one brochure (STM, 2000):
1) Environmental/Technical: gathers information on the biological,
geological, hydrological, and archeological profile of the Range and
analyzes the impacts ot development on these resources in accordance
with Massachusetts. 2) Fund-raising: raises or leverages funds and in-kind
services to assist with project goals. 3) Publicity: educates the public about
the proposed development issues, and the larger importance of conserving
the Mount Holyoke Range. 4) Legal: works with our legal team to
coordinate the goals of the committee with all legal strategies and tactics
available to us. 5) Legislative: ties our group’s efforts with other area
environmental groups and examines regional and state approaches to
environmental protection.
An executive committee was selected from one representative of each
committee, which met on a regular basis to discuss the progress and to liaison with
other organizations, and present to the monthly general meeting of the group. In few
months, the group helped raise awareness of the threat of the proposed development
project, and public response was tremendously manifested in the first Town Meeting to
discuss the proposal, which proved the success of the proactive strategy. STM
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membership and supporters continued to flood their officials and media (local and state-
wide) with letters and calls, attended meetings, and contributed time and money. As a
matter of fact, the Publicity Committee was very successful in spreading the campaign
all over the place. Lawn signs of “Save The Mountain” had become one of the
distinguished landmarks of most of the front yard houses of the area, in addition to the
bumper stickers, which was available for sale in most of the local businesses. The group
did not face any difficulties in raising the budget they needed to meet the required costs,
especially for the publicity and legal committees. Over $24,000 was collected during
the 1 3-month campaign period (interview with Yvonne LaBarge, STM treasurer,
2/19/02, Amherst, MA).
On the other hand, the developer used different strategies to pressure the group
by submitting different new plans to the Planning Board (which required more new
research from STM), and appealing to the Attorney General office in Boston to strike
down the new zoning by-laws suggested by STM members, and passed with a large
majority in the Town Meeting. Eventually, the good and tireless committed work of the
group had to pay off, and brought a happy end to the threatening nightmare of stealing
the ‘jewel of the crown’ or developing the ‘sacred cow’ of the valley as described by
one member of the group (interview with Dina Freidman, 2/28/02, Amherst, MA). The
hard work of the group brought the attention of one generous donor whom she had then
just moved to the area. She contributed the total purchase of the 100+ acres ($450,000)
to make it possible for a 'friendly taking' by the state of the largest and most scenic
upper slopes of the parcel, adding it to the adjacent Skinner State Park.
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Save The Mountain did not disintegrate after eliminating this specific threat
against Mt. Holyoke. They still have money in their account, which has been used
primarily to run their website, and to some extent help in some environmental studies
conducted by the state (interview with Yvonne LaBarge, STM Treasurer, 2/19/02,
Amherst, MA). The group was very active in establishing Connecticut Valley Summit
(CVS) in April 2001, which might be considered the natural development of STM after
saving the Ranges from that specific proposed project. The event was described as
follows in their website
5
;
On April 21, 2001 150 citizens, elected officials, and government
agency staff gathered together at "A Summit Conference on the Mt. Tom
and Mt. Holyoke Ranges" to pool their knowledge and energy. For the
past quarter century, Valley residents and politicians, along with local,
regional, state, and non-governmental agencies, have been collaborating
informally to protect lands in need of preservation and develop land in
appropriate places, using appropriate techniques - in short, to manage
growth, reduce sprawl, and provide a healthy environment for economic
opportunities in the region.
The new group is currently focusing on the 9 cities and towns that border the
Mt. Tom and Mt. Holyoke Ranges; Amherst, Belchertown, Easthampton, Granby,
Hadley, Holyoke, South Hadley, West Springfield, and Westfield. The Connecticut
Valley Summit is composed of a Steering Committee and four Task Forces: 1)
Recreation; 2) Habitat and Biodiversity; 3) Comprehensive Planning; and 4) Land
Protection (a subcommittee of the Steering Committee). Each Task Force developed its
own strategic plan, which consisted of long term objectives (2-3 years) and short term
one (6months-one year). For example, the Habitat & Biodiversity Task Force, which is
also known as Ecological Working Group (interview with Peter H. Houlihan, 3/5/02, S.
5
http://www.ctvalleysummit.org/
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Hadley, MA) achieved most of its goals. They developed a very professional website
filled with lot of projects and activities of the group
6
.
There were number of factors helped in the victorious success of STM and later
CVS. Western Massachusetts in general, and specially the nine adjacent cities and
towns to the Ranges were historically known for their active grassroots environmental
and human rights movements. During the Civil Rights uprise of the 1960’s the area,
especially Amherst and Northampton, was one of the hot centers on the national level.
During the strong peace movement in the 1970’s, rallies, demonstrations, and civil
disobediences were part of every day life in the colleges of the area (interview with Shel
Horowitz, 3/1/02, S. Hadley, MA). The nature of the political environment was always
very progressive, even the few Republican politicians won their seats because of their
liberal agenda, which may considered in the far left of the Republican party. Out of the
seven cities and towns nation-wide that resisted the USA Patriot’s Act of president
George W. Bush administration, three were in the area, i.e. Amherst, Leveret, and
Northampton (Hentoff, 2002)
?
.
Case Two: Evaluation of the Malaria Control Project.
Khartoum State (Sudani
At the end of 1992, 1 participated with a team of evaluators in a “survey study”
of the pesticides aerial spraying against the malaria mosquito in Khartoum State, Sudan.
The project conducted by the Ministry of Public Works and Housing in Khartoum State.
6
http://www.mtholyoke.edu/proj/cel/mhr_bdwg/
7
Also see http://www.gjf.org/NBORDC/OtherLocalEfforts.htm
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I chose this specific project as a good example to show how the approach of Oppression
Evaluation works in reality. This approach was explained in details in the previous
Chapter, including the theoretical framework, conditions, and history of its development
in Sudan. The following data compiled and gathered here mainly from the report of
Merghani, et al. (1993), which was published by SECS in Arabic language, under the
title “ Survey Study of the Environmental Impact of Aerial Control Project Against
Malaria Mosquitoes in Khartoum State”. It is important for this case to give a brief
background on the socio-political situation in this East African country, and to cover
some topics related to this evaluation project.
Background
Since independence, almost fifty years ago, the political situation in the Sudan
has been in turmoil due to failed economic policy and a mentality of racial hegemony,
which dominated the central government in Khartoum, a predominantly Arab
monopoly. The conservative mainstream political parties, and the extremist Moslems
(Moslem Brothers, National Islamic Front-NIF, and Ansar al-Sunnah) have played
major roles in the country’s instability. This was due to their responsibility in
introducing the Islamic Constitution, Shari’a laws and Hudoud (six major offenses in
Islamic law with penalties derived from the Koran), and waging war against the liberal
and left wing movements in the country. On June 1989 the NIF seized political power
through its Islamic fundamentalist military officers, few days before the Sudanese
cabinet was due to ratify a peace agreement previously reached between the rebel
movement Sudan People Liberation Army (SPLA) and the Democratic Unionist Party
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(DUP), a moderately conservative major religious party (Bechtold, 1991. p. 16). Since
then Sudan has undergone drastic change as the new military regime has sought to
replace the traditional religiously tolerant, secular, and liberal society with an extremely
dominant Islamic regime. All political parties were banned, political opponents
impnsoned and tortured, and the civil service has become prohibited to all but those
people loyal to NIF. The gross human rights violations continued for more than 13
years in Sudan as religious extremists seized power. Torture remained a serious
problem in the infamous paralegal “Ghost Houses”, where gross atrocities practiced
against dissidents (HRW, 2000; and SVTG 2000). Arbitrary arrest of any person not
loyal to the NIF regime became a legal act due to the National Security Act of 1992,
and 1995, which provides prolonged arbitrary detention of up to six months without
judicial review (HRW, 1996),
The Role of the Left in the Environment Movement
The political left in Sudan has been a major promoter of the nature conservation
movement since the rise of the Sudanese environmental movement in the late 1 960s.
The Sudanese Communist Party (SCP) has been the major political entity of the left
movement in Sudan. Since its establishment in the 1940s, the SCP has advocated for
agricultural reform based on social justice, and sustainable natural resource
management instead of the dominant mentality of a destructive mechanized farming
system. The SCP members were among those pioneers who founded the Sudanese
Environmental Conservation Society (SECS), a leading African NGO in defending the
fragile ecosystem of the East African region against the destructive governmental
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policies. An example of such hurting policies was a secret deal between the dictator
Numeri’s regime, and an international company to dump hazardous wastes in the
Western desert of Darfur region in the early 1980s. One of the SCP prominent leaders,
Dr. Izeldin Ali Amer revealed the plan, and led an international campaign that resulted
in stopping the clandestine project of the regime (personal interview with Dr. Amer, feb
1986, Khartoum, Sudan.) Another governmental “development” project that found
strong opposition from the environment and political left movements was the Jonglei
Canal. The artificial canal aimed at detouring the White Nile from the swamp areas in
the South to increase the flow rate of the river further along in the North of Sudan and
Egypt where the Arab population live. Although SCP has never won or formed a
government in Sudan, yet its presence has been strongly affecting the political arena,
especially after independence in 1956. SCP was known for siding with the vulnerable
groups in the country, and advocating for social justice. With the rise of the religious
right in the Middle East, SCP and the left movement have suffered, especially when it
was banned from participation in politics. This has impacted the environment
movement, since a large number of its active promoters were also SCP members.
Dictatorial regimes have always looked suspiciously at the opposing development
stances of the environment promoters, and either linked them to the SCP or to the active
underground democracy movements.
Features of the Environmental Degradation
Sudan has suffered over the past two decades a tremendous deterioration and
crises of food shortage, energy deficit, desertification, social injustice, political
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instability, civil wars, tribal wars, population movement and displacement. This
dilemma was attributed mainly to the environmental mismanagement of natural
resources, and development inequity especially in the rural areas. Suliman (2000)
reported that 1 8 million acres of the Mechanized Farming land are owned by eight
thousand families, in contrast to 9 million acres of Traditional Farming land owned by
four million poor farmers. The absence of sustainable development concept in most of
the governmental policies was a factor contributing to the depletion and collapse of crop
yields in mechanized farming systems. This has resulted in a loss of 40 million acres
due to soil erosion in Mechanized Farming land. The facets of deterioration were
briefly grouped by Abdelatif (1993) in the following: a) Water resources: the
irresponsible handling of water resources represented by forests cutting, elimination of
vegetation, sewage and chemical pollution, and desert encroachment, b) Forests: 82% of
the consumed energy in Sudan comes directly from forest woods however; more than 5
million acres of forests are felled annually, and only 50,000 acres replaced, c) Pastures:
The over-grazing problem is mainly due to expansion in mechanized farming system,
and seasonal fires, which had decreased the pastured areas by 26% in 1 984. d)
Agriculture: Five problems made this sector a major factor contributing to the
environment deterioration: 1. mechanized farming 2. absence of tree belts in farming
areas 3. misuse of agro-chemicals 4. mismanagement of water resources, and 5. the
impoverished condition of farmers, which is a major factor in their negative handling of
natural resources, e) Pesticide pollution: the amount of imported pesticides was doubled
in the 1980s (Elgadi, 1991) in a country where the illiteracy rate exceeds 80% in the
rural areas. Misuse and untrained management lead to fatal toxicity of human, animal.
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and wildlife every year. Pests resistant to pesticides have newly emerged especially on
cotton crop, and among mosquitoes carrying malaria, f) Desertification: It has mainly
happened due to the abuse of natural resources of fragile ecosystems, in addition to
climate change over the past few decades. Major conflicts, population displacement,
and tribal war were direct results of this factor.
Pesticides in Sudan
Sudan is considered one of the pioneer African countries in using chemical
pesticides. It was used since 1907 (Saad, 1975) in agriculture when Sodium Arsenate
was applied for the first time against the Desert Locust pest. The era of heavy pesticide
use began in the 1940s when DDT was introduced (Merghani, et al, 1993). Pesticides
were used in three major activities: agriculture; public health; and veterinary health.
The campaigns for malaria mosquito control are the major users of pesticides in the
public health field, which is the focus of this evaluation project. Spraying DDT inside
dwellings where mosquito rested on the walls after biting its victims, and spraying
water pools was very effective method until the early 1960s when malaria resurged and
became endemic in 16 villages of Gezira region (Bull, 1982). This was mainly due to
resistance developed by mosquitoes to insecticides used in the control campaigns, i.e.
DDT and Dieldrin. The resistance phenomenon of Anopheles mosquito to pesticides
was mainly regarded to the increase of agricultural pesticides application in areas where
malaria was wide spread. Because of the destructive impact of the chlorinated
hydrocarbon pesticides (e.g., DDT, Dieldrin) on wild life due to persistent accumulation
for long periods, the international campaign of ecologists had succeeded to ban it in the
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USA in 1971. In Sudan, environmentalists, led by SECS, succeeded to ban DDT use in
all agricultural activities in 1980. However, the public health authorities have continued
to use it in all vector control campaigns, especially malaria. In general, aerial spraying
against malaria was not a common practice in Sudan, and it was used only once after
g
the Rain and Floods Catastrophe of 1988”. It had found strong opposition from SECS
because of the use of unregistered pesticides, and the spraying of populated areas.
Background on SECS
The organized environment conservation movement in Sudan has started early
in the 1 960s when the Natural History Society was founded in the University of
Khartoum, and followed by Nature Conservation Society in 1970. In 1975 fifty
members from research and academic backgrounds established the Sudanese
Environmental Conservation Society (SECS). During the 1980s the membership
increased to 2000, and by 1992 it jumped to 3000 members (Abdelatif, 1993).
Currently, the number was doubled after SECS inaugurated more than 1 5 chapters in
most of the geographic regions of the country, except the Southern regions (due to
intensified war activities). The membership was developed and became
comprehensively diverse including women, students, farmers, teachers, artists, legal
advocates, politicians, etc (Abdelatif, 1993).
The goals of SECS were summarized as follows: a) Defending the environment
against violation acts, such as campaigning against dumping obsolete pesticides in
8
I witnessed more than 210 millimeters of heavy rains poured down during one night of
Summer of 1988 in Khartoum state, Sudan. It is currently known in the Sudanese media
by this name.
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Gezira region, b) Promoting awareness of environment conservation among people, c)
Lobbying governmental departments to issue strong legislations to protect and conserve
the environment, d) Strengthening work relations with national and international
organization in the environmental field, e) Encouraging research and academic studies
to focus on environmental harmony, and recording the Sudanese natural history
(Abdelatif, 1993).
Lobbying governmental authorities proved to be a very effective goal of SECS
in protecting the environment, especially over the past two decades. By contrast to this,
distancing itself from the legislation centers of the military government in the seventies
and early eighties had led to a number of environmental catastrophes in the so-called
development programs of the government. It was, and still, taking a lot of efforts to
convince the dictatorial government that the politically diverse membership of the
SECS, who are mostly pro-democracy and against dictatorship are solely dedicated to
its mission statement of environment protection and conservation. It seems difficult to
the oppressors to deal with environmentalists without linking them to the opposition
movement.
The Malaria Control Project
On the first week of Dec. 1 992, the government of Khartoum State, represented
by Minister of Housing and Public Works, announced plans to control Malaria outbreak
by using pesticide aerial spraying. A letter of invitation was received by SECS to
participate in “the environmental health project”. Though it was a very short notice (4
days before the aerial spraying date), SECS decided to participate and to present its
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argument that the proposed application technique to control Malaria in urban areas was
not only ineffective, but also damaging based on well known experiences of other
countries.
The government represented by the Minister’s Committee (MC) rejected that
argument and asked SECS to ‘prove it scientifically’ throughout the participation in the
project. To develop its own local data was the only way for SECS to convince the
government to change the destructive technique. SECS agreed to accept the challenge
and to carry out an evaluation for the aerial spraying project of the government.
As a major participant in that evaluation I witnessed a number of interesting
things. I noticed that the use of technical language has played an important role in
determining the power status and relationships in that project. The MC was implicitly
uncomfortable with the word evaluation' used by SECS to describe its role in the
project. Because of their representation of the oppressive regime, the MC considered the
evaluation of any project is a way of power demonstration. It was not acceptable in their
situation to be evaluated by outsiders, especially those commies (sic) of SECS! To
show the good intention and cooperation, SECS changed the name from evaluation to
“survey study”! Two antagonistic viewpoints were involved in the project. The MC was
strongly in favor of the aerial application technique of pesticides to control Malaria
vector. SECS, based on the global experience of other countries has strongly believed
not only the technique was a failure; it was also harmful to the local environment of the
State. SECS considered its participation a golden opportunity to produce data derived
from an on-going government project of those named or labeled by the
environmentalists as “destructive development programs.”
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Purpose of the Evaluation
Since the beginning of this project, SECS believed of the demagogic reasons of
being invited to participate in a campaign where the media was polishing the image of
the local government of the state to the public. The minister of the Public Works and
Housing, a strong figure within the NIF regime, was apparently trying to focus attention
on his department, and his own role as a “caring person” for the health of people. The
decision of aerial spraying had already been made when SECS was contacted, and they
were expected to approve that decision and become part of the other orchestrated
partners in the project. In the first preliminary meeting of the project, the SECS
representative had questioned the validity of aerial spraying and reviewed a number of
tailed examples in the USA. The head of the project committee belittled that
information, and stressed the emergency situation of malaria in the state. The message
was very clear: we want you here to agree and support on what we had already decided
upon!
Funding the Evaluation
Assessing the situation SECS decided to participate and monitor this project as
closely as possible, and build its own data, which might be utilized in similar situations.
There were two problems: 1) formulating evaluation team in three days to catch up with
the project activity, and 2) securing funding for such team. The international funder
Friedrich Ebert (FE) had strongly supported SECS programs in the past, and luckily was
able to furnish part of the modest budget, which did not reach $900 for a team of four
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evaluators who have worked for one month, including all expenses. The other part of
the budget was put by SECS.
Selection of the Evaluation Team
The target of SECS was to find, in a very short time, an evaluation team
acceptable by the management of the government project, and at the same time strongly
believe and support the tactical ways of SECS of “Working with the enemy”. This had
excluded non-SECS members to avoid long orientation time, and those who might not
believed in such controversial methods. The focus was on those well experienced, and
available evaluators among the rich diverse membership of SECS. Four major areas of
expertise were identified to pick up candidates from: pesticides and aerial spraying;
public health and malaria control; wild life of the state; and questionnaire and research
methods specialist. A highly dedicated four-member multidisciplinary team of social
justice activists was formed within the first week of the beginning of the malaria control
project.
Identifying the Stakeholders
Since the beginning of the evaluation it was important to identify those
individuals and agencies who had a potential stake in the evaluation process, in order to
put a design that works for all of them. The potential stakeholders were identified as
follows;
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Sudanese Environmental Conservation Society tSFCS)
The four-member Executive Committee of the NGO had closely supervised the
evaluation project and provided back-up support for the team. Their stake was to prove
their technical stance against using pesticide aerial spraying against malaria, especially
in populous urban areas. The grassroots NGO wanted also to establish close working
relationship with the Department of Public Works and Housing of the Khartoum State
through that evaluation.
Friedrich Ebert (FE1
The German donor agency represented by their manager of Sudan office (very
strong supporter of SECS). They had a stake in the evaluation through their funding.
The Minister’s Committee (MCI
This six-member committee was headed by the authoritative executive director
ot the Minister's Office. It was identified as a principal stakeholder for the substantial
role of the Minister in the government of the NIF, and because it was the main body
running the project.
The Contractor (C)
Another stakeholder that had been identified by the evaluation team was the
representative of the company assigned to carry out the aerial spraying. The private
company was suspected by the political opposition as being part of the financial
network of the NIF regime. This background information was gathered during the
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ongoing activity of the project through the Zameel Networking technique (to be
explained later).
The Security (St
The military Islamic regime had created a strong security system consisting of a
complex web of plain-clothed Islamist agents, to protect the existence of the NIF
government. That covert web was heavily present in almost all the localities of the
project. It was important to identify and simultaneously avoid encounters with this
ideological security since it had carried special hatred towards the “communist” SECS.
This was the only antagonistic covert stakeholder identified by the evaluators.
The Project Staff IPS!
The technical staff of malaria control program were considered principal
stakeholders to be lobbied and recruited against using such method that contradicts the
World Health Organization (WHO) recommendations.
What Did Each Principal Stakeholder in the Project Want to Know?
SECS . SECS wanted: 1) To prove to the government that the aerial spraying
was an ineffective method to control malaria, and harmful to the environment in general
and to the local fragile ecosystem of Khartoum State. 2) To see if it was viable to work
with the oppressive government.
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MC. MC overtly wanted to know the evaluation outcomes of the spraying
campaign, and covertly the cost/benefit of bringing the 'enemy', i.e. SECS into "their"
project.
FE. To watch closely SECS implementing its new strategy of “working with the
enemy”, and how it was going to use the small grant in that ambitious evaluation
project.
S. Covertly watching SECS, they wanted to know why and how these
"communists" would do the evaluation project, and hoped to catch them in acts
considered subversive.
The Purpose of the Evaluation
After identifying the Who and the What in the evaluation key question Who
wants to know What, and for what Purpose?, or the WWPs as it become known in the
evaluation field (Kinsey, 1987), the evaluation team worked on identifying the different
purposes of doing the evaluation for each principal stakeholder. The covert purposes of
SECS participation in the evaluation had not been fully discussed or mentioned in the
“Terms of Reference” contract of the evaluators. Most of the covert purposes (see Table
2) were raised by one of the evaluators who had been active member of the political
opposition of the left movement, and well familiar with the NIF tactics and their
security organizations.
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Table 2
Overt And Covert Purposes of Participants in the Project
As Seen by the Evaluation Team
OVERT COVERT
SECS +To prove that pesticide aerial
application was not valid.
+ To produce future-utilized
data.
+ To show good intention in
working with the MC
+ 1 o prove that the government was a
major violator of the environment.
+ To reduce the negative impact of the
project from within.
+ To find out the corruption within the
MC.
+ To recruit allies within the DroiectMC + To prove the decline in
malaria cases.
+To prove that aerial spraying
was a viable method.
+ To prove that the method was
not risky to human or wildlife.
+ To brag about involving an
independent evaluators in the project.
+ To present SECS as incapable partner
in the project since they did not expect it
to succeed in doing the evaluation in
that short period of time.
FE To show support to SECS NONE
S NONE
(Theoretically they were not
participating in the process).
To find out the “definite" connection
between SECS and the banned
communist party.
c To carry out the aerial spraying To avoid revealing their financial ties to
the NIF regime.
The Evaluation Flowchart
It is important to note here that when this project was carried out, the concept of
Oppression Evaluation was not theoretically identified however, it was practiced as part
of the commitment of some development workers to social justice movement. In their
capacity as professional expertise in any project run by oppressors these activists were
always trying to covertly incorporate their own progressive agenda.
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In Figure 5 the flowchart of the Malaria Project is redrawn according to the
flowchart of the proposed approach in Chapter 4.
Evaluation Flowchart for the Malaria Control Project Khartoum
Sudan 1992
Z' SECS was
( able to run OE
j
SECS Selected a liaison to
negotiate with MC an
alternative to aerial spraying
i k
Folloi
coma
fV-up
littee
Final report and
recommendations
Failure: MC insisted on
aerial spraying. SECS to
do evaluation
Four-member team
selected from SECS
membership
Stakeholders identified,
including those ignored by MC
Representation in
taskforce was secured.
The vicious covert stake-
holder identified: The
Security
Risk identified: the Ghost
Houses in the project area
Empirical method for
collection was designe
lata
d
\ r
The evaluation
Questions were focused
Figure 5. Redrawing of Evaluation Flowchart
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CHAPTER 6
RESULTS OF THE RESEARCH
“
The myths °fvalue-free inquiry and the non-normative role ofthe researcher have led
to the dehumanizing and catastrophic utilization ofknowledge. The overwhelming
obsession ofresearchers with objectivity ’ and ‘neutrality ’ has resulted in the
development ofnuclear missiles, biological poisons, and psychological brainwashing”
Rajesh Tandon (1983, p. 20)
Introduction
In this chapter Em presenting my research findings, which were gathered from
different data gathering techniques that I used in both case studies (Records, Electronic
Archives, Interviews, Questionnaire, Surveys, Direct Observation, Participant
Observation, and Still Photography). I started in the order of the most recent collected
data, i.e. first the Western Massachusetts case Save The Mountain (2002), then the
Sudanese case of Evaluation of Malaria Control Project in Khartoum State (1992).
The qualitative data gathering techniques were used to attend to the questions
posed by the research in Chapter One. Case Study records and documents (reports,
official documents, newspaper clippings, radio & TV coverage, and internet archives)
were the major unobtrusive tools to be used here. I used Email correspondence to
introduce the research project to the Case Study audiences, especially the Western
Massachusetts case and to solicit interview participants. In the in-depth qualitative
interviews I used standardized open-ended set of questions in the STM Case Study to
focus on the main six themes of the interview (see Appendix A). In the Sudanese Case
Study the interviews varied from informal to unstructured formal open-ended set of
questions. A wealth of information was collected through Direct & Participant
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Observation techniques. This was primarily because ofmy principal coordinating role
in the Sudanese Case, especially as the evaluation team's liaison with the powerful
authoritative management ot the project. Important information were also gathered
through the participation in the STM infrequent activities (group hiking, trail cleanups,
learned lesson presentations) and the observations I made while studying the physical
environments in both cases. I also used Still Photography to shed light on the physical
environments of both cases (covering the four weather seasons in the STM case) to
stimulate and improve the analysis. Same as in the interview, I used set of categories in
the photo presentations that helped me in the analysis and interpretation stage.
Results of Case One: Save The Mountain Campaign in Hadlev
Because of the qualitative nature of this study that used multiple data gathering
techniques, my sample for interviewing was purposefully selected to give in-depth
knowledge and information about the case they were involved with. Patton (1990, pp
169-186) reported seven different sampling strategies for “purposefully selecting
information-rich cases”: extreme or deviant; intensity; maximum variation;
homogenous; typical case; stratified; and critical case sampling. A combination of
number of these strategies was used in the interviews, both in the Sudanese and Western
Massachusetts cases. In particular the Homogenous and Typical Case Sampling were
utilized, especially in the STM Case, in picking up small knowledgeable sub-group to
highlight the typical core activities. The five interviews conducted with STM members
were within the most leading and active individuals in the Steering Committee. They
were selected based on word of mouth during the initial investigative survey I made
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about STM. The selection criteria depended on the active roles they played in the case
as manifested in the electronic archives, local newspaper articles since November of
1999, the testimonies & hearings records of Hadley Town meetings, coverage by local
and regional TV channels, etc.
In the interviews of the Sudanese Case I used the Extreme Sampling strategy to
highlight important information that were deliberately ignored by the authoritative
project management. These information may had been lost if the purposeful sampling
focus was only on Typical or Homogenous representative sub-group of the project
participants. The Extreme case sampling was conducted within a pool of technical
experts who had been left outside the project network of cooperation when the
management decided to carry out the pesticide aerial spraying.
STM Interviews
Five interviews were conducted with Hadley Town activists during Feb/March
2002, almost one year after the spectacular victory of STM over the controversial
development project introduced publicly for the first time in Nov 1999. A common
thread ran across the five interviewees was the progressive liberal ideology they shared
in their opinions towards commitment not only to environmental issues but to social
justice matters, too. However, four of the five activists STM was their first campaign
with intensive involvement. All their previous activism was in general campaigns that
usually took a national theme, e.g., nuclear weapons and power stations, peace
movement, etc. This was their first ‘backyard’ campaign in which they fought it on a
personal level, as it was put by one of the interviewees. All interviews were tape-
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recorded at the time and place of the activists’ convenience, which ended up being in
Hadley, Amherst, and South Hadley (the three towns that played the major role in the
rescue campaign of Mt. Holyoke Range). Three men and two women selected for
interview (all were working either full or part-time jobs). Women played very strong
role in the STM sub-committees that researched different environmental legal
legislative and publicity matters before submitting any argument against the project.
Not to mention that it was a woman who scored the final winning goal against the
proposed development project when she donated the land price for the state, which was
$450,000!
In the following part, each activist is briefly introduced by a quote from the
interview that I found fascinating and stressing an important issue. Followed that quote
a synopsis of her/his responses to the 33 standardized open-ended questions, which
covered six categories: personal activism; STM structural issue; challenges &
expectations; development and environment; methods and techniques; and human rights
and the environment. The interviews conducted in a mix of two approaches: General
Interview Guide, and Standardized Open-ended (Patton, 1990, p 280). This mix
approach aimed at guiding each respondent through similar series of questions to make
sure that all the general information needed about STM campaign should be covered
and obtained systematically from each interviewed activist.
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Interview One: Yvonne
“I’m not anti development person, but I'm anti this specific development
project.” Yvonne is a nature lover since she was very young, and she holds a strong
affection to Mother Nature and appreciates growing up and living close to a wildlife
area. She always wondered why people behave in disrespect to nature and litter open
places and public properties. In the early 1970s when she was in the Junior High school
she started to pay serious attention to environmental issues, such as the Clean Water
Act. She focused in her high school studies on conservation projects, and later
continued the same in college and got a Bachelor degree in Science from UMass.
However, she admitted that she was not like a real activist rather than donated to
number of environmental movements through magazine subscription. She never
participated in an activism event until the STM campaign. Her previous dormant
activism was because she felt that all these actions were happening allover the world
and US where she couldn t do much about it, but STM campaign was close here to
where she lives. She felt she could do something with a direct impact on her own
Hadley community that embraced her family for generations since the 1 700s. Yvonne
has a very good memory of tracking down the beginning of this grassroots community
movement. She recalled that Friday on Nov 5 th in 1999 when she saw the shocking
headline news on the front page of the Hampshire Gazette about the threatening
proposed plan on her beloved mountain. That same night she sat down at her desk and
started composing a letter to the Gazette, which she emailed four days later and
published on 1 1/13/99 in the Weekend Edition of the Gazette. Apparently her letter to
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the Gazette, which resulted in many responses, was the first reaction from Hadley
citizens to the Gazette news.
Yvonne was one of the first individuals who responded to the appeal of her
neighbor Shel Horowitz to meet on 1 1/22/99 to discuss the proposed development
project and to Save The Mountain! She left flyers at each house within a mile-distance
from the mountain encouraging people to come to that important meeting which started
their group Save The Mountain (STM). She was so thrilled about the response of people
who seventy of them showed up in the meeting while another thirty could not attend but
sent their support to the idea. She recalled that lot of local influential names and
characters, including Terry Blunt of the Department of Environmental Management
(DEM) were represented at the meeting, and most of their staff continued to show their
open support to the efforts of STM. Yvonne admitted she was a very shy person, not
vocal in her opinion sometimes (not like her father as she stated), and hated going door-
to-door to talk to people about STM, but she was so upset about that proposed project.
That was the most motivation behind leaving her personal feelings behind and joining
STM. In addition, as a native citizen of Hadley who spent all her life there, even though
she did not participate in the Town Hall meetings before, she knew that she would help
very much in convincing people to join STM campaign. Most of the people she visited
gave her very positive reaction and response however; sometimes she got upset when
found few people who had no opinion on the heated issue.
In regard to the way Yvonne identified STM, whether it was Community-Based
Organization (CBO), research group, lobby group, NGO, etc she stated that they did not
register STM as “501 (c) (3)” non-profit organization because of the strict rules of
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recording funds. In addition, all “501 (c) (3)” organizations can't lobby government
officials, which was a focus ofSTM campaign especially the Department of
Environmental Management. STM, for Yvonne, was a voluntary CBO, lobbying, and
researching group, which broke up into different sub-groups after the second general
meeting. STM used to meet in various places until they got a constant meeting place at
the Pioneer Valley Performing Art School (the first Monday of the month). There was
Legal Committee; Environmental Committee; Fundraising Committee; Legislative
Committee, and Publicity Committee. Everybody was volunteering his/her time, and
there were always enough people to do the work in each committee. As the treasurer,
Yvonne was involved in the work of all committees. She tried to join the Environmental
taskforce but found it beyond her scope of knowledge (lot of expert jargons). She was
also partially involved with the Publicity Committee in regard to the bumper stickers
and lawn signs. She also participated in the Biodiversity Day where they counted more
than 300 species of plants, animals, birds, reptiles, etc on Mt. Holyoke Ranges and
along the river coast. She was asked to be the treasurer of the campaign immediately
after she attended the first meeting of 1 1/22/1999 (apparently people were impressed by
her dedication and experience in this field). She agreed to take this difficult task
“because I wanted to be an important part of this campaign to save Mt. Holyoke range.”
Yvonne kept to her word. She set up the mailbox for STM in the post office, and a
special bank account with no interest so they don't have to file annual tax return.
Yvonne recalled exactly when the first contribution came by mail on Dec 7 th
,
1999 and
“then started to come like a crazy” as she put it. The Fundraising Committee put their
target at $12,500 then raised it to $15,000 to face the extra legal expenses. By Feb 2000
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(Planning Board meeting date) they had $3000, and by April of the same year it was
$13,000. In over a year they had over $24,000 eame mostly by mail and also some
collected during tabling activities. Later, we decided to give the state a $900 donation to
do an assessment study for the project land (the total cost of the study was $3000) and
Friends Of Mountain Holyoke Ranges (FOMHR) donated some money, too. We helped
the state, which had no conservation money for Western Mass at that time. We decided
to donate after it turned out we did not need to raise money to buy the land. Yvonne
laughingly said, “I'm not good in asking people for donations, but I'm good in keeping
track of it.” A woman activist used to have a weekly table at Thom’s Market in
Northampton to get signatures and donations. Yvonne kept a very organized system of
tracking all donations that she received and deposited in the bank (she made 60
deposits). She, with help from a couple of other members, sent each single donor a
'thank you' card, which was designed and made by a local artist (she donated 150 cards
to STM).
Regarding of the challenges and frustrating moments that faced STM campaign
and activists, Yvonne said there were many yet; getting signatures to the STM petition
was a tough one. They had to go door-to-door in 4-5 days to get 200 signatures of
registered Hadley voters in the cold weather of Dec for the Planning Board meeting of
Jan 2000. The meeting was postponed to Feb 15, which gave them another chance to
collect more signatures, but it also meant another month of working in the extreme cold
weather of February. With a help of a couple of STM activists she managed to collect
another 200 signatures “because we wanted to make sure that at least 200 were
registered voters.” Another tough moment was when the proposed sub-division
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developer challenged the vote of the new bylaw that restricted to create a new building
lot on parcels above 350 feet in elevation within a mile of a state park (introduced by
Beth Epstein). His argument was based on legal, and technical issues (e.g. not posted
according to the state law regulations) yet; the Attorney General to their relief after
looking at the situation finally did approve to allow passing the vote. It was ridiculous,
as Yvonne put it, that the developer tried to challenge even the Attorney General
decision, which is a final in cases like this one.
A frustrating moment, which personally upset Yvonne, was the description of
STM by the Selectman as “a special interest group” and that it should pay for the legal
expenses of the developer for his challenge of the vote in the Attorney General office.
She was extremely upset of that statement of an elected person to represent the town,
he did not only say that but never signed the petition or contributed a penny to the
campaign. This same Selectman dared to say two years later (when the town voted to
remove him from office) that he did everything he could while in office. “This was not
a special interest group, and it was not an STM issue; this was the large majority of
Hadley citizens saying no to development on the mountain” she emphasized. So,
Yvonne had a plan to carry out on the 4th of July of 2000! Her plan was to get as many
Save The Mountain lawn signs as possible and putting them up there. “I went on my
bicycle-it is better for the air in the valley than the car- and I asked every house if
possible to have their permission to put a lawn sign. I got 60 people to say yes allover
the town; especially on Rte 47” within a week of the 4th of July there were more than 75
lawn signs up there. “Every body thought it was a great job. I’m not bragging here, it
was a wonderful feeling to feel empowered, to feel you have done something that had
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direct impact. People were wondering about where these signs came from anywhere
they drove.” That was Yvonne’s plan, which she said was angrily motivated by the
Selectman and developer questioning of the STM representation of the town opinion on
the proposed development.
On another level, Yvonne’s full immerse in the campaign had impacted her
personal life. She was then working part-time and looking for another job yet; she could
not find a moment to leave the campaign “It was very emotional time, we were living
under the threat that the developer was gonna get it.” She convinced her sister and
brother to support the campaign, and also drew a pretty painting used in the campaign
about the rich diverse habitat of the range (Appendix B). She participated constantly in
tabling activities such as these in Amherst during the Bright Moments and Taste of
Amherst weekends, and spoke extensively to people especially children, about the STM
campaign. She spoke with a police officer in one of these tabling activities and he
informed her that somebody had vandalized and knocked over the developer’s real etate
signs in North Hadley. Yvonne reiterated the strong stance ofSTM against any
vandalism or other illegal acts, and that the Legal Committee kept reminding every one
to be very cautious and not to write any material that might be considered legally
damaging to the campaign. It was part of the challenge to keep our mouths shut about
his insensitivity. Even though most of the government officials (including the police)
did not show any sympathy with the developer for his arrogance in the way he ran his
business. Number of developers and builders who spoke with Yvonne said they would
never work again for the developer because he won’t pay you until you agree to do
another job!
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In regards to the strategy used by STM to pursue its agenda, lobbying the
hunters was one option. “We addressed and hit the hunting crowd since the proposed
project would have negatively affected the hunting area” although most of the mountain
defenders were against hunting. They sent letters asking the help of the Governor;
Senators; Congressmen and State Representatives. Every politician in the state knew
that there was something happening in Western Massachusetts, it was no longer only a
Hadley issue. They also sent letters to the Office of Environmental Affairs in Boston
with a donations ear-marked for the preservation of Mt. Holyoke Ranges. They also
recruited many government officials to their side, which proved to be very useful
strategy. A person who did not want his name be known technically helped STM by
advising to use the Migratory Birds Act to oppose the development project in the
Planning Board. It was one of the reasons that the proposed development did not go
through because of the conditions outlined by this Act, which requires an
Environmental Impact Assessment study before removing bird nests or eggs in 50-acre
parcels. Yvonne was very proud of that “secret” research project of her acquaintance
that resulted in rejecting the proposed sub-division.
Yvonne did not think that politics and political polarities made any negative
impact on STM campaign. She confirmed that even though there was number of
Republicans and Democrats within STM but people agreed not to let political
differences separate them in their target to save the mountain range. The Republican
members were equally against the proposed development like the Democrats. STM was
not anti development per se; it was anti this specific project because of the
environmental susceptibility of the mountain area (erosion, etc) and because of its
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impact on the endangered species. “This is a recreational area as well wildlife habitat. It
is extremely used as recreational and hiking area. People need this area. It is for the
people not only wild life. This area produces oxygen for the other parts of the valley.
There are a lot of rare species of plants, snakes, reptiles, etc.” Yvonne agreed that the
developer project was one of those “destructive development” models known in the
Third World countries. He, the developer, was not from the area “he was just planned to
build and leave the problems he creates to the town to deal with. He was just interested
in making lot of money.”
Yvonne stated that many people became more involved than before in
conserving the mountain after the STM campaign. A lot of good work has been done
over the past year “We are keeping our eyes open for any kind of proposed
development in the area. We have one person in the group who is keeping his eye open
on private properties that are susceptible to development on the Mt. Ranges. They hope
to talk to the owners about the future of their lands. In South Hadley there are lot of
lands are being purchased by the state for conservation. The South Hadley side of the
Range will be soon totally preserved.
At the end of the interview, Yvonne expressed her feelings towards the range in
“the unique dark expanse of that mountain range at night as different from all the lights
of the cities around it provides a place to view stars with telescopes and also a place for
owls to hunt for prey as they have for thousands of years. My favorite sound at night is
the hoot of a Great Homed Owl.”
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Interview Two: Dina
"People held a common value that this land was a community resource.
Everybody felt that Mt. Holyoke was the ‘Sacred Cow’ that you don't want to develop.
It was symbolic for the whole community." Dina is an adjunct instructor at the School
of Management (UMass-Amherst), and also at Mt. Holyoke College where she teaches
in the Speaking, Arguing & Writing program. She is a writer and community activist.
Her activist life goes back to the anti-nuclear and peace movements. She is a co-founder
of the Middle East peace Coalition (MEPC), which Dina described as outgrowth of
people who wanted to continue from the New Jewish Agenda. She also was involved in
the "1492-1992 native American Rights.”
Dina recalled how she got involved and became a key person in the Save The
Mountain campaign. Basically, one day in Nov 99 she and her husband saw an article
on the front page of the Gazette about a proposed development in the Skinner State
Park. Shel (my husband), and I have been community activists for a long time. She
remembered her husband telling her "Let's see if we can do something about it,"
because the article quoted a number of people in the state who were saying it was sad
and tragic, but there was nothing to be done about it. So, her husband suggested having
a meeting, and he started calling people. They expected the 1 0 activists they know to
show up. It became very clear over a week before the meeting that they had raised a lot
of interest because they started to get a lot of calls. When they actually had the meeting
there were 75 people in their house!
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Dina was certainly interested in the work but her husband did the first initial
push. He bicycled around the neighborhood putting flyers in mailboxes, and calling
people he knew in the surrounding towns. He got a lot of information. People
immediately began to call them from everywhere to give information about what to do,
e.g. environmentalists, land trust people, activists, etc. Every body wanted to come to
the meeting. Every body was upset about the news in the Gazette. Because Dina had
better facilitation skills, She suggested to her husband to facilitate the meeting. “I sat on
my wood stove with 75 people literally cramming every comer of the house. Almost
everybody who played a key role later in the successful campaign was at that first
meeting. That was pretty much how I became member of STM.”
As a community activist Dina and her husband were involved in different
activism campaigns since the anti-nuclear power movement in the '70s. Yet, this was
the first local community action she was involved with. Neither of them had much
knowledge of environmental science. She did not know much about plants, nature, and
wildlife habitat. Even though they had lot of experience over the last 20 years, this
campaign immediately seemed different to her because, first of all, it drew from people
who were not necessarily activists. A number of the people who came to that first
meeting didn't necessarily have skills in organizing and knowing how to coordinate
groups to be effective. It really drew from a large cross-section (such as Democrats,
Republicans, Greens). People held a common value that this land was a community
resource. The Hampshire Gazette newspaper was very supportive. They printed
everything STM sent to them. "I think everybody felt that Mt. Holyoke was the 'sacred
cow' that you don't want to develop. It was symbolic for the whole community—on that
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level it hit a lot of nerves.” The Gazette, Dina think,
like that on the front page than world news. They ar<
lk was more likely to put something
e very much interested in what is
local and what could be considered a threat, and definitely the proposed development
was clearly a threat. On the community mobilization in the initial stage of STM
campaign Dina thinks that the door-to-door recruitment plan played a major role in their
success. She admitted being a shy person she did very little of talking to her neighbors
and other people she knew. Yvonne, as a native person of Hadley who grew up in the
neighborhood and knew everybody did most of the work, and she also organized a crew
of college students to campaign door-to-door, but not everybody was active in doing
that piece. We tried to meet as many people as possible and listen to their concerns.
There were very few people who were not receptive.
Dina defined STM as a Community Based Organization (CBO). There was a
research component, too but it was only a piece. STM was a good model for community
organizing. There was a problem in the community and they brought the community
together to solve that problem. “The reason I describe STM as a CBO is due to the
amount of support we had.” They had 2000 signed the petition, and 450 people who
went to the Planning Board meeting. "We were not a group of 10 people who wanted to
change the world. STM was clearly the majority opinion in regards to the development
issue. They were the big majority. They were able to get the government processes to
work on their side because they had the community support. Dina reiterated, "If we
really were just a few environmentalists we wouldn’t have been able to succeed.”
STM was not a coalition. Yet, they got a lot of people and other groups involved
and joined their efforts. They did some work with many, thanks to their members in the
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Audubon Society, Kestrel Trust, The Connecticut Valley Watershed Council the
Environmental Round-table (which meets on the fourth Wed every month, and it is
basically a place where people discuss environmental issues, which we went a couple of
times there). One of the things that came out of the STM campaign was the Mt.
Holyoke Summit. So, that kind was a draw from a number of environmental
organizations. Basically after these first couple of meetings where they had a large
number of people, Dina put up a proposal for a Steering Committee of 10-12 active
people, which included chairs of other committees yet; after a while it just included the
key players. It included people from Publicity, Legal, Fundraising, and Environmental
Committees. Those were the active committees. The S.C would basically make most of
the decisions and report on them to the monthly General meeting. The S.C also
coordinated efforts between the monthly General Meetings, in addition to other sub-
committees. The Steering Committee started first very formally structured then became
informally structured as things got going. Dina gave an example of how these
committees worked. For example, in the Publicity Committee they really did not talk
about development, they talked about developing the ranges. They tried not to say
anything negative about the developer and talked about development on the range. "We
tried to keep a positive message out that really these ranges were for the entire
community (and that why I argue that STM is a CBO), and the interest of the developer
in making money shouldn't negate the interest of thousands of people who use that piece
of land, not to mention the wildlife habitat.” That was the kind of public message
activists in the Publicity Committee sent out. And because it was a big issue, the
newspapers picked it up "and we did not have a lack of publicity" she said laughingly.
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STM members were all the time on Radio, TV, and newspapers. Dina was on the
Fundraising committee, in addition to her facilitating role in the S.C and General
Meetings. The people on the S.C were pretty involved with everything.
There were a lot of challenges that faced STM. The first one, the situation itself
was a big challenge. There was a Purchase & Sale Agreement already signed and they
did not know how it could legally be negated. They had to leam very quickly about
what government could do and what government could not do. For instance, they got
information before the Planning Board meetings that they couldn’t just have a million
people say, “I love Mt. Holyoke and stop this tragedy.” They had to do research on
sewage, drainage, traffic impact, habitat impact, etc. They had to deal with the
conflicting value issues, which there weren't many of them. But the biggest differing
perspective was that there were some people (probably a minority, as she thought) who
lelt that yes, the Mt. Holyoke range development was a tragedy, but the value of private
property was more important than the value of what Dina called community
responsibility. So, they had to look at those two values in a town that was pretty
committed to the values of fair economics and private property. They had to be
respectful of that opinion but also show where those two responsibilities converged.
Even if everybody in town thought that was a bad idea, they did not know there was a
real way out of it, i.e., to get the developer backs off. But they were resolved to stop
him at all aspects in the Planning process; and to build community support through
intensive outreach.
Dina remembered some of the frustrating moments they went through during the
campaign. There was a healthy tension between the people who saw a value in building
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a large community base, and people whose style was working behind the scene. One
specific frustrating moment was after the town passed the bylaw that restricted housing
above 350 feet, and the developer challenged it at the attorney General (AG) office. The
Selectman described STM as a special interest group, and that he was not going to use
the town money to defend it. Luckily the AG office upheld the bylaw. But the way they
handled their frustration of the Selectman statement was through what they called "the
Fourth of July Operation.” The day after the Selectman made that statement, more than
new 60 STM lawn signs appeared in Hadley to say that STM is not a Special Interest
group. Environmental policy plays an important role in the political agenda of all
candidates, especially in Western Massachusetts that is considered a center for
environmentalists and progressive activists. However, Dina thought it was inappropriate
to consider STM as a group composed only of leftists. Hadley could be described as a
conservative town, rather than Republican because there are few Republicans in
Massachusetts, as Dina put it. There were big discussions about what should and should
not be on the email list-serve of STM, e.g., there were a lot of events that might interest
some and disinterest others. She was advocating focusing on the environmental issues
but some people were listing other political events that had more clearly leftist leanings,
which were inappropriate in her opinion. "We felt that everyone was welcome, and
focused on the clear goal of saving the Mount Holyoke Range from development.”
They made a choice very early that they were not a political organization. They did not
endorse any of the candidates running for Selectman in Hadley because they were an
apolitical organization even there were many of them had very clear political leanings.
"My husband and I are probably among the more liberal people in our neighborhood.
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but that didn't stop us from working with others. There was an atmosphere of mutual
respect.”
Regarding the proposed development site, and the argument used by STM on
why it should be protected, Dina gave her Perspective very clearly. She said that in
Hadley there has been a long-time planning committee for the range, which was doing a
3-year project to figure out people's different views about what should be developed and
what should not. In Hadley, one of the issues that came up was whether they could
restrict development only to Route 9. They already had Route 9 as a commercial area.
In terms of housing development, another value was that Hadley considered the best
farmland in the state, and both liberals and conservatives agree about preserving
farmland. There were some good technical reasons why that land on the range shouldn't
be developed (drainage, habitat, endangered species, archeological significance,
historical significance). And also it has a recreational significance not only to the
residents of Hadley but also to the greater Western Massachusetts communities. So, it
was for all these issues, and also the safety issue (ice on the road, school buses). "It just
seems to me it would be a travesty to do so.” There was no talking about building
houses at the bottom of the mountain, which she didn't think anyone would have major
problem with. They were talking about clear cutting of large chunk of that mountain. So
when driving on highway 91 you would not be seeing the mountain, you would be
seeing the house. The view shed is the landmark of everywhere in this valley. They
were strongly against the proposed project in STM for those reasons. Also Dina thought
there were still other places you can develop. "One of the things I would love seeing
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people start talking about is cluster housing. We need to look at development in a larger
perspective.”
Dina reported that STM put lobbying strategies through its work. Yet, they tried
to stay clear from the developer in any personal way. They tried to stop him through the
Planning Board meeting. She didn t think that the developer used any strategy to
pressure STM. He might have put some pressure on the Planning Board, but with no
success because he had no particularly good relationship with the board. However, he
did continue submitting preliminary plans.
She also confidently responded to the traditional claim of the pro destructive
development promoters that environment’s defenders are putting trees, mountains,
birds, animals, etc before the urgent need of human beings, and that they are the enemy
of development.” Yes, I do like the trees, birds, this and that.” But she also did feel that
the range was not only a resource to animals and wildlife. It was also a resource to
people. So the question in her opinion: is it OK to be a resource to only one person to
make a lot of money from selling houses? She believed the Range were voted in the
Valley Advocate as the most place to take your parents, aunt, or visiting friends. It is the
most popular place to go out. It is really the Sacred Cow. This is a really beautiful spot
of wood. It is very historical.
Dina was not much involved in the investigative research conducted by STM to
oppose the proposed development. However, in general, there was number of people
researching legal issues concerning all the planning regulations of the proposed project.
There was one person, a hydrologist, who did a lot of work on specific issues on the
site, which were very crucial to the Planning Board decision. There were people who
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did research using Mass Wildlife Habitat, which if it conforms to certain kind of things
it would require the Natural Heritage to come in. To draw parallels between the
environmental activists ofSTM and activists of SECS in Sudan who found themselves
in a compromising situation to separate between defending human rights and saving the
environment, I asked Dina whether they faced any compromising moment during their
campaign. She thinks that there was no such dire situation here compared to the
Sudanese case. However, for some of them who had a broader perspective that was
somewhat difficult because they wanted to involve with lot of other issues such as Mt.
Tom, Walmart. Yet, the big issue for us was to save Mt. Holyoke range. As a
community organizer you should pick something winnable, you win it and keep your
focus there. She was wondering, if the “9/1 1 attacks” had happened before this problem
was resolved, whether they would have ended in a different place.
Dina expressed happiness and excitement that STM drew research institution to
focus on their campaign.
One of the things I struggle with a little bit is that with all this horror in the
world why should I care about putting those houses on the Mountain or
not? With people dying and war. Ultimately should it matter? In a peace
movement you feel powerless with all these atrocities, where here at least
we felt like we brought people together, we made people feel that they
could take responsibility for their lives and we won something even it was
a small issue, it felt very highly successful and with all the organizing it
had done it felt like the most empowering organizing that had done.
Interview Three: Shel
"Because of what we have done, people saw that it was possible to change other
issues, too. So, now we have in Hadley progressive candidates coming for Selectman;
the town is passing a number of environmental legislation in the town meeting, which is
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great and exciting." I interviewed Shel in his house, which is located at the bottom of
Mt. Holyoke Skinner State Park in Hadley. He works from his home as a free-lance
writer and in helping to promote small business through media advertisement.
Shel has a long history of activism goes back to 1969 when he was only a 13-years old
kid and he walked in a demonstration! His grassroots activism and involvement did not
stop to the moment "I have been involved since then until last week when we had
election and I was the one who wrote the brochure to the one who won.” He was
strongly affected by his mother in choosing and following this path. The mother was an
active member among a group of Whites who worked with the Blacks in the Civil
Rights movement to fight racism. Her involvement was specifically in investigating any
hidden discrimination in apartment rentals to the African American community, "we
don't have a vacant apartment, it was rented" the landlord would tell a black person. So.
Shel’s mother will go and check that situation as a possible white tenant, and then those
people will end up in court for discrimination. But Shel recalled, "she was not a core
activist, she was more liberal than radical" yet; still he was raised in a house that valued
community activism especially in the anti-war and peace movements. He smiled and
remembered that “actually before I knew what I was doing I helped her in Eugene
McCarthy campaign, the peace presidential candidate of the Democrats in 1968
election” although at that time he was not yet politicized. Shel has been involved in the
local grassroots movement since 1981 when he moved with his family to Northampton
from Philadelphia and NYC. Sometimes he was involved in environmental issues and
sometimes in the anti-nuclear power movement, and that was mostly because of the
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school projects he had done in 1974 on these issues and “got me scared from what I
found and when the opportunity came I became part of that movement.”
In regards to how Shel became a member of STM, he laughed and said: “I
founded it!” When the headline news came on the front page of the Daily Hampshire
Gazette, everybody appeared depressed of doing any thing “Everybody we talked to
said this is terrible but there is nothing we can do,” and at that point Shel knew he
should step in and do something with the community to save Mt. Holyoke Range. So,
he used all his personal resources and skills in media campaigning, which is part of his
professional career. It was noticed that STM campaign had tremendous media coverage
over the 1 5 months period when it occupied the local media of the Pioneer Valley. “We
had a lot of media materials, flyers, wall coverage, continuous press releases, and a lot
of behind the scene organizing.” He did some door-to-door canvassing especially in the
most difficult part of Lauren Lane, where the Town Selectman lives yet; he admitted
that Yvonne was the key person in this area of the campaign and that she got the lawn
signs up all over the town. Also they focused on petitioning to mobilize the town around
the campaign goal. They collected around 3000 signatures; “we wanted to impress the
Planning Board when we go to the meeting with a pile of petitions in our hands.” They
had another legal petition, which had only addressed Hadley registered voters.
Shel described STM as a community-focused group that had a component of
research and other things, too. The group had no official status with the government.
Actually it was not even a membership organization. “We had a membership list,” he
reiterated. The active people were in the core, and they used the technology to serve the
campaign goals. They set up a discussion group and a website within the first week ol
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the General Meeting. STM website was first hosted and built in Shel's web page, then it
was moved to a separate electronic page.
STM succeeded in building good network with other environmental groups in
the valley, such as the Connecticut Valley Watershed; the Mass. Audubon Society; The
Kestrel Trust; and a group in Easthampton, which was working on Mt. Tom
preservation. “We had so many people giving so generously to the campaign.”
Typically they had 7 people in the Steering Committee, 30 people doing the legwork of
the task forces, and 70 people coming to the monthly meeting! The Task Forces or
Committees were as following: Publicity, Scientific Research, Legal, and Fundraising.
Shel worked in the Publicity Committee, and in the Legal committee (until they hired
legal firm). The Executive or Steering Committee facilitated the work between monthly
meetings and task forces. When I asked Shel on the difficulties, and frustrations
moments that faced the campaign and the work of task forces, he laughed his
distinguished giggle and said: “This was the smoothest campaign ever! It was really
hard to think of frustration.” There were really not a lot of conflicts. But there were
some moments of frustration. There were certain people who wanted to go much more
slowly and privately with campaign issues, and others who wanted to go much more
publicly and quickly. “I think that was fundamental tension within STM yet; it was not
a big tension.” People who had preferred working behind the scene did not want to
share their tactics with the others publicly. But again that was a minor issue and was
not developed to be a conflict within the campaign work. Shel thinks that the broader
goal of any campaign is to focus on its mission:
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Dina and I, with our particular large blend of activism would certainly
have a broader view than many people whose environmentalism was the
only thing they were involved with. We were involved with many things.
One of those structures I like to use is 'as fast as possible, and as slow is
necessary.’ So, you bring people to the level that they can handle, and may
be you push them a little further to achieve something they would never
have been able to achieve on their own. But you don't blow them up across
the field to some place where they have not developed the context to make
a stick.
Campaign participants respected each other “now after the end of STM
campaign still we get together sometimes on a bottle of wine or dinner because we like
each other. We built strong relationships. A major challenge in STM organizers was to
change the perception in that what they were doing was not impossible. Because Hadley
was not like Amherst or Northampton, as Shel stated, it was known that everything
could not be done there different from the status quo. So, they very quickly changed
that around and “I feel a lot of change happened in Hadley over the last 2 years.
Because what we did, people saw that it was possible to change other issues, too.” So,
now to the excitement of Shel, Hadley have progressive candidates coming for
Selectman race, and the town is passing a number of environmental legislations in the
Town Meeting.
On the question whether the local and federal politics affected the campaign in
any way, Shel responded that did not affect STM in a negative way. They never saw
STM as a left-wing coalition. It was seen as a group came together to save this
particular community asset. “We had people working who were conservatives, who
disagree with me in a dozen of issues, and we were all able to work together
proactively.” Basically they managed to have every body supporting the campaign
issues. “This campaign was the closest thing to consensus that 1 had ever seen. Every
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body except like 5 people in town wanted to save this Mountain. Even Mr.
Mieczkowski, the Selectman, is now trying to claim credit for the victory.” Shel was
referring to the political debate in regard to the Selectman race on the local radio
stations “but that was a lie because he tried to stick us with the legal bill when the
developer challenged in court the bylaws that we did pass in the Town meeting.”
However, in general, the local and state authorities were very supportive to
STM. “We had support from the town clerk, we had support from the Planning Board,
we had support from the Zoning board, the board of health, etc.” People who did not
agree on other issues, but on this issue they were right down the road in total agreement.
“Nobody in the town government wanted this issue, because this is their town, and Mt.
Holyoke is the jewel of their town,” Shel strongly confirmed. In regard to the few
number of Hadley citizens who were defending the proposed development project, STM
activists patiently explained why they should protect that site.
When you interrupt 8000 acres of natural habitat by tripling density of the
neighborhood it would be by any measure a “destructive development,”
and it would also change the demographics of the neighborhood.
Always STM members reiterated their stance that they were not against
development. Whenever they been accused that they were the enemy of development,
and they put trees, mountains, birds, animals, etc., before the urgent need of human
beings; “we came right back with the argument that the developer had built houses
across the street from the proposed development project, and we didn't object to that.”
So their oppositional stance was not about development as such, it was about this
development scale, location, and the inappropriate method of this particular
development. They were consistent in their message about that. It was not about
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stopping development period. It was about stopping a very poorly planned
environmentally destructive development. They distinguished between good
development and bad development. Shel summarized their objections in the following
points:
a) The development was right by the state park
b) The developer was going to put 40 houses there. Well, if you counted the
houses from Chimura Rd to the town line on Rte 47 there are only 26
houses. He was going to triple the neighborhood! Fifty years ago there was
about probably 1 5 houses.
c) That area was the jewel of the valley, which most people take their families,
friends, and visitors to see the valley from the Summit House. To ruin that
view will be quite something.
d) This proposed project would probably have impact on 8000 acres of
continuous rich natural habitat.
e) There were all these issues about Rte 47 quality. It is fine to the traffic it
carries right now not three times as much, and it floods, it ices, and also
there was the issue of safety for police, fire, and ambulance to get to the top
of the houses there in case of emergency.
So, there was a number of appropriate reasons for not to develop the land, and Shel
agreed totally with the Third World term of ‘Destructive Development’ to describe the
proposed project on Mt. Holyoke range.
In order to show their strong opposition against the development project, STM
activists were very public about the statement “that is not acceptable” as Shel put it.
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They went to interfere and made their presence clear wherever the developer went with
his proposal to show the community’s rejection to the idea. “We used the lawn signs,
bumper stickers, letters to the editors, etc.” To show the widespread of the campaign,
Shel said that the developer’s wife was walking on Amherst college campus and when
she saw one of STM tables; she screamed “God, you people are everywhere!” And that
was exactly the message they wanted to send. There was a lot of support they got
through this widespread campaign.
We got more than 3000 signatures of support compare to 70 people who
were actually working on the campaign. It looked very impressive when
we walked to the Town Meeting with that large stack of signed petitions.
Shel confirmed that it had a strong impact on elected politicians who sensed which side
they should be on. There were very few on the other side!
In addition to the strong politics and lobbying, STM had used its membership
resources very well. For example, Shel’s background was media coverage including
newspapers. Chris did sound systems for living, which helped a lot in setting up sound
systems when they had public hearings (some people who were at the end or outside of
the room could manage to follow the hearing through TV screens or just through
microphones). Yvonne, Elizabeth, and John Sinton had lot of technical expertise, which
helped a lot. Peter Johnston from South Hadley was the expert on behind the scene
work. “He had lot of skills, which I knew nothing about in my whole years of
organizing.” Lynn was a master fundraiser. So, This diverse membership and
combination of expertise was very strong and helpful, especially when the threat was so
immediate that people felt motivated to give their time. One of the compliments about
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these people, Shel stated, they were not only from Hadley. They were also from
Northampton, South Hadley, and Amherst.
As tar as the research conducted Shel said he was not involved much more than
getting a copy of the Sub-division bylaws of Hadley town, and went through it marking
up all the places that he thought might be used against the proposed project. Other
members, like Beth and her husband Jeff, were involved in the environmental research
group. Shel confirmed that there was no any discussion of doing radical illegal stuff like
sabotaging the developer's equipments on site. “There was only discussion of the
possibility of doing non-violent civil disobedience if they started construction.” They
never needed to go that far because they had to use off the legal channels before that.
“So, we were not even started to think about organizing that civil disobedience.”
Apparently on the other side of the fence, the developer was not expecting and not
prepared for such fierce opposition to his destructive proposal. “I think we did not give
him a chance. Every time he came for a revision of his development plan, he was going
down with his house numbers: 40, 31, 12, then the State bought the land!” In fact, the
first activists who started STM were not also expecting to generate such opposition to
the proposed project, as Shel stated laughingly. “When we had the first meeting here,
we were 70 people in this room! We had people sitting on the bay window, on the wood
stove, people hanging in this doorway and that doorway.” STM was planning for a long
way strategy to go for every single Planning Board, and Zoning meetings. “We were
figuring it would take probably five years to defeat that project not only one year and
one month! Things happened very much quickly.”
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In regard to the strong connection between human rights and environmental
movements, Shel thought it was a crazy idea of tyrannical regimes to link
environmentalism with communism “for example Russia in the 1970s used to be the
most polluted place in the world.” In fact, Shel considered that STM was not a socialist
membership group because “we had number of involved people who voted to business.”
He said with a big laugh “I think if the state authorities across the country realized how
much support the environment organizers are getting they will cut down on the
movement.” Shel was personally concerned about the current climate on the federal
level after “September 1 1, 2001 Attacks,” and that the mechanism of repression is being
moved up quite some. “I personally feel fairly powerless about how that is going down.
I'm concerned about that, and don't want to see the return of McCarthyism time again.
Unfortunately I see that momentum is building up.”
Shel appeared very optimistic about the future of his town after the successful
campaign of Save The Mountain.
Hadley was seen as only for the old boys, people who have been always in
power, and who were using what you call 'strong man tactics.’ I think
because what we've done the entire town became empowered. We went
from single selectman to 5-member Select Board. We passed something in
the legislation, which is a coalition between environmentalists, and
business owners that allowed them to develop more densely on Rte. 9 in
exchange for preserving more lands uptown.
And that Shel considered “a win-win position” for the whole community and the
environment.
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Interview Four: Peter H. Houlihan
One of the motivating factors in my life to participate in saving Mt
Holyoke range is that I have a 5-years old daughter to think about. I
imagined when she goes to Hadley High school and she sees the
development project from that side, and asks me: why, why they did that,
why people didn't stop them?”
Peter Houlihan is a Post-Doctorate scholar and researcher at the Center for
Environmental Literacy (CEL) at Mt. Holyoke College in South Hadley town. His life
history in human rights and environmental campaigning was always to keep low profile
and does the needed research from behind the scene. “I don't have any direct
involvement, I always was someone who has followed environmental issues and
became aware of them but never been very involved in a grassroots environmental
organization.” His definition of activism led him to pick the scientific research career to
focus on gathering information to help other activists in their campaigns. “To me that is
a sort of activism in itself, it is a different way of approaching activism.” He was not
directly involved in the local politics yet; he participated a lot, as a Hadley citizen, in
the town meetings to pass bylaws of environmental importance, signing petitions,
occasionally wrote a letter to the congress or senate, and always voted politically to
whoever support the environment. Peter said that “for someone working in science
there is some way of reluctance to become politically involved.” He believed that
involvement might reflect on people's judgment of the scientific work he was
conducting. “I show some caution on how I act politically. There is a fine line between
advocacy and objective scientific work, and people in conservation have to try to
maintain their scientific credibility.” He reiterated “I see my self more as someone who
creates information and put it out there. There are some other people who have more
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skills in other sort of things.’' His role as a post-doctorate is to research things of
personal professional interest where his position allows to spend half of the time on, and
the other half is to work on a number of programs at the college that involve tying
locally collected environmental information and integrating that into campus curricula.
Part of the work conducted by Peter is to set up environmental monitoring assessment
information program that monitors the natural environment on campus. The campus of
Mount Holyoke College actually has some 400 acres of undeveloped lands (forest, wet
lands, streams, lakes). They are, Peter's team, measuring water quality, information on
water chemistry, doing macro-interpreting surveys, working on the invasive terrestrial
shrubs and forest around the campus. Also, part of his current research job is to do with
monitoring in the local environment, making an assessment of its ecological health, and
then making recommendations for restoration as part of best management practices
programs with a hope, “that these data will be written into curricular modules.” For
instance, Peter was writing a module on watersheds and how could be managed by
using information collected on our watersheds including GIS data layers that upgraded
and some modeling loaded into the system based on changes and the land use overtime.
The students, peter explained, will have a real connection between the environmental
lessons and learning and where they live. There is often disconnecting in the academia.
Everybody is speaking about somewhere else, and there is no connection between the
personal environment and the scientific research.
When I asked Peter on how he became connected with STM, he said he was not
sure whether he was actually an official member of STM.. He has been doing work on
the Mountain Holyoke range for a while, and as a citizen of Hadley he got very
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interested in the campaign issue. He became interested in the range as a conservation
biologist because it is relatively a large area of contiguous forest that surrounded on
three sides by development and there are very few connections to the other landscapes,
which one of them is the Quabbin reservoir. As part of a class Peter taught last spring
(2001) he had students to work on a community-based project, that did focus on Mt.
Holyoke range to build conservation need assessment. He explained the outlines of that
assessment:
We took data layers on the biological value of Mt. Holyoke range and
their protection status. So, for the biological status we had a database like
streams; the contiguous areas of frosted land; the locations of vernal pools,
and the areas were threatened endangered species. We built up these data
layers that we over-layered on each other to come up with a ranking of
how biologically valuable that land is. So, if run of pool, threatened
species, or within stream course or in the middle of a forest block, it is
ranked as high value; and if it was a part of forest that is near of
development that is of a lesser value. And then we took that layer and
over-layered on top of it to show how well the landscape is protected.
Then we also looked at the stewardship type. What is it conserved for? Is
it conserved for any use whatsoever? Can you do anything on that land
you want, including riding ATV, Mt. Biking, or is it preserved specifically
for biological conservation? So, that way we weighed each parcel we had
in the property boundaries, and assessed how well it was protected. We
put the protection on top of the value and we came up with these gaps
where you have a very high biological value but very little protection.
That is something I'm currently finishing with one ofmy students, and we
will have a first draft soon.
Peter has a specific approach to working with preservation on Mt. Holyoke range. “I'm
trying to play that sort of academic role that is providing knowledge and information
that people can trust.”
Peter did not think there was a formal link between Connecticut Valley Summit
and STM. However, there were some of the same people who were involved in these
different groups. A lot of people in the Summit were from STM, in addition to local
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developers, environmental officials, etc. “A bunch of working groups arose from that
Summit. As part of that I became involved with this group of people and we called
ourselves the Ecological Working Group.'’ One of the projects that this group started
was to set up a monitoring program on the range to do conservation assessment. One of
the Ecological Group’s objectives was to prove that part of the landscape is a corridor
connecting Mt. Holyoke range to other landscapes, and animals use that to move back
and forth, and so it should be zoned in a special way. For instance, if someone was
going to build a house over there, why not build it over here instead?
Peter reported that Keeping Track, Inc., a leading conservation monitoring
organization in New England was another group that involved with their Ecological
Group work.
Keeping Track is run by Suzanne Morse up in VT, we had her come down
here to give presentation on Hope Program, which trains citizen scientists
to observe, interpret, record, and monitor evidence of wildlife in their
communities, especially on the presence of mostly medium to large size
mammals something like bob cat, bear, coyote, fox, moose.
Hope program is using a protocol that is considered scientifically valid in running a
total of six workshops trainings that will help the Ecological Group in continuing the
conservation assessment on the range.
Four times a year we will have this group of volunteers who will be
assigned to different areas on Mt. Holyoke Range, and will go to collect
information on wildlife movements throughout the course of a whole year.
The collected data will be incorporated into a GIS database that has been developed by
the Center for Environmental Literacy at Mt. Holyoke College, and to map the
landscape of natural communities in regards to where and what are these mammals.
This GIS mapping, to begin with, will focus on natural areas between Mt. Holyoke
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Range and the Quabbin Reservoir to determine the status of wildlife corridors between
these two key natural landscape areas.
Peter defined Mt. Holyoke range to include part of the watersheds. There are
two major watersheds on each side of the range: the Elmer Brook, and Fort River on the
other side. So, the analysis that Peter so far has done with his students included part of
the landscape that people don't usually think of as part of the Mt. Holyoke range. “As
you know, Mt. Holyoke range has been identified as biodiversity hot spot. It should not
be just seen as recreational value but also as a biological value.” Peter felt satisfied of
the impact of the scientific research he has been doing on STM campaign. Although he
did not have a real way to measure that impact yet, raising the environmental awareness
about the range was definitely very tangible. This was represented in the presentation
they organized on wildlife, which brought more than 150 participants. His landscape
map analysis system was exhibited and explained to the participants. Peter thinks that
by 2004 a complete GIS mapping, and conservation assessment would have be
available for use by the Zoning Board, Planning Board, and Conservation Commission.
Our plan is to make this information very accessible, at the same time
maintaining a high standard for collecting that is very objective. That why
we use this Keep & Track protocol because the protocol has been used by
dozens and dozens of other groups throughout the United States to collect
information that should be actually stand up scrutiny in court.
On the structure and objectives of the Ecological Group and other task forces
stemmed out of the Summit, Peter said there was no much communication due to the
informal structure of the groups. The interesting fact about his group was they were
collecting environmental information while educating the public at the same time. A lot
of experienced academicians were involved with us. “I guess we made attempts to
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communicate with other groups, but there wasn't lot of interaction. I'm not sure why.”
However, even with this less interaction with other groups, Peter believed they were
getting a lot of work done in their group. They were pretty focusing now on Mt.
Holyoke Range with narrower objectives. “We feel as a group we’re doing this on a
volunteer basis that setting up this assessment monitoring programs; we’re actually
getting some of the stuff done.” He suggested that I look up the development of their
work in the strong scientific website they put within Mt. Holyoke College site,
www.mtholyoke
.edu/proj/cel/mhr_bdwg/.
Peter did not think that the political polarization that dominated the state and
federal election had any impact on the local campaign to save Mt. Holyoke Range. This
was true, at least to Peter s work, which he said was doing it in academic framework as
conservation biologist. It was pretty apolitical, based on objective scientific methods,
and he didn't really get that sense of direct impact of politics on the campaign.
However, on a personal level Peter felt that some of the stuff that was going on in the
general situation of environment made him “more committed to do what I'm doing to
get that information out there” in order to help people make well-informed choices in
their decisions.
On the negative impact of the proposed development project, Peter strongly
believed it was a bad idea for a couple of things: a) it would have set a horrible
precedent so whatever the damage from that project, it wouldn't be the first on the range
(many would follow it), b) If you have protected strips and unprotected strips (run up
and down the Mt. top) by this you start to fragment these large contiguous forest blocks,
and that would have led to the fragmentation of the landscapes there, and ruining the
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beautiful view. He confirmed that the local government was by large opposed to the
proposed development, including the zoning board, and the conservation commission.
In regards to the unfair accusation that environmentalists were putting trees,
mountains, animals, birds, etc before the urgent need of human being, Peter thought it
was absurd accusation. He said that one of the odd statements he read in the media was
the one made in the Advocate by the town Selectman when he claimed that people are
being “the endangered species.” That statement stood out to Peter as “kind of ludicrous
because Hadley had incredible building during the last ten years.” He suggested that
considering any negative impact of environmental protection on the growth of Hadley
economy is ludicrous. The increasing development on Route 9 shows how successful
the business in Hadley is.
At the end of the interview, Peter referred to his personal motivation to get
involved in saving Mt. Holyoke range. He said he always takes his 5-year-old daughter
on hikes on the range to teach her about wildlife in nature. He wondered what would to
say to her when she goes to Hadley High school and sees the development project from
that side, and ask him why they should not have stopped that before. So, that always
kept him involved in the town meetings, made sure to sign petitions, to vote, etc.
Interview Five: Chris Dixon
It seems truly it has to be literally in your backyard before you get
involved. I can't honestly say if we hadn't lived right here that we would've
been involved this much as we were. Yes, it was very personal for us.
Chris has lived in the area since 1975 when he came from Cleveland, Ohio, for
the first time to go to Hampshire College. His mother was a Smith College graduate.
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and this how he knew about the area. Chris admitted that even though he had strong
political belief towards the environment he didn’t have that kind of organized activism
before joining STM, and he never really had gotten involved.
My parents were kind of conservatives in politics but my wife’s parents a
little liberals. We used to engage in discussion but we never really joined a
group like this before either environmental or political.
He became interested in STM campaign in November of 1999, when he saw the
headline in the Daily Hampshire Gazette newspaper about the proposed development
project, which was supposed to be literally in his backyard. “Of course we were not
only concerned about the impact of the project on our personal quality of life, but also
concerned for the Holyoke Range in general,” he corroborated.
It is easy to be concerned if something like this happened in your
backyard. Literally it would've been in our backyard. For instance, if
someone wants to develop houses down there in the Mt. Holyoke Range in
Amherst side I can't honestly say I would have jumped there the same way
I did here. I would have had my concern, though. Yes, it was very
personal for us.
But he was also motivated by the concern of other people who were not even close to
the Mt. Holyoke Range: “Like I say, we were very happy to find some people very
concerned even they were not living right there like us.” And this is how Chris and his
family got involved when saw the headline about what the developer planned to do with
the mountain. “We were not sure what to do to stop it” and when, in a week or so, they
got the “Save The Mountain” notice from their neighbor Shel, they knew immediately
that they wanted to be a part of that campaign. “He didn't think about a name for the
group and he just said Save The Mountain meet at my house,” Chris referred to Shel
laughingly. It was just two weeks after the initial headline in the newspaper when STM
started!
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Chris was the designer and builder of the informative website of STM. The
aerial photograph, which makes the background of the homepage of the site, was
constructed from two photos given by one of his neighbors. “They go back to the early
1960s when the state was surveying the area for possible land purchase for
preservation. He did lot of changes in the website since every thing is now (2002) in
the past tense, after the happy end of the campaign. For Chris, STM was a community-
based NGO and also a lobbying group. It was also a grassroots movement, ad hoc, and a
loose group of citizens with specific purpose “we just kind felt our way as we went.” He
confirmed the leadership role of Shel as an old activist by nature in designing the
campaign and getting the issue out there in the valley. Chris portrayed the lobbying part
of the campaign in the following:
getting letters to Bob Durand, Secretary of the State Executive Office of
Environmental Affairs. We really did get on the stage right on time and
started sending letters to Senator John Kerry, Senator Kennedy,
Congressman Olver, and many other legislators.
They got letters back from Kerry's office, and Olver's office, etc. They expressed their
strong support when people talked with their offices. “I think we worked good behind
the scene. Maybe the developers or the powerful people they were kind of watching
their steps, that is part of the politics” he said laughingly. They also sent letters to their
state representative Nancy Flavin (State Representative of Easthampton) and she
positively responded back. Their Congressman, Richard Neal, was also supportive, and
when I asked him how come that he was representing Hadley all the way from
Springfield, Chris replied with a laugh “this because back during the Republican
administration they did redistricting to get liberal Northampton off their way!” Chris
emphasized the key role played by Representative John Olver (Congressman of
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Massachusetts’ First District): “He helped a lot even he was technically not representing
us, but he was representing Amherst. He was instrumental in helping on the state level.”
However, he did not think they reached the point that they needed the state action on a
legislative level other than getting the support from Office of Environmental Affairs to
try to purchase the land. “There was nothing the state legislature could do about it.”
In regards to other environmental groups in the valley who supported and
worked with STM, Chris said there were number of them. However, he stressed the role
of two of them: Massachusetts Audubon Society, and Friends Of Mt. Holyoke Range
(FOMHR). Both organizations were involved and lobbied local politicians to save the
mountain. “We tried to help each other by making links from our website to each other
group in the valley, and we also did share info/petition tables with some of these groups
during tabling activities to distribute information to the public on the campaign issues.”
The Sierra Club magazine highlighted the STM campaign though there was no direct
contact with their local chapters in Western Massachusetts.
The structure of STM just evolved after the first meeting. A number of
committees evolved: Publicity; Environmental; Fundraising; and Legal committee. The
environmental committee was concerned with doing research in case STM should have
to fight the proposed development project and to present strong evidences why it should
not be there. The legal committee hired lawyers through a word of mouth and a
recommendation from an old area activist who recommended that lawyer. People kind
ofjumped in committees according to their interests and experiences. “We wanted
people to know what they can do.” A flood of writings to newspapers and politicians
was organized by STM before the targeting date of hearing in February of 2000. The
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fundraising committee sent pledge cards in the mail explaining what they were doing,
and suggested to send money to the Conservation Trust earmarked for the Mt. Holyoke
Range. The response was very good. Instead of only writing to the Environmental
Affairs Office, checks would speak out loud better than only a letter!” Chris confirmed
that the donation letters sent to the Environmental Affairs office had exceeded any other
donation fund, and the enthusiasm was tremendous among people.
The Publicity committee played a very important role since the beginning of the
campaign, and tried to send a clear message to the public instead of the angry loud
messages citing the developer by name and saying terrible things about development in
general, which sent by many people in the beginning. Many people wanted to have
vigils, marches, protesting rallies, etc. “We tried to be compromising and ended up to
tone down the language a little bit and avoided to attack the developer or to make it like
a personal thing.”
In regards to the difficulties that faced the work of committees, Chris recalled
there were no major ones.
There was a little resistance when we tried to do petitioning at the Post
Office; they did not want us to do that, also near Media Play and Bread &
Circus Store where the managements were resistant to this kind of
activism, but that is to be expected.
There was no organized counter campaign from the developer side except once in a
while he wrote an article in the newspaper stating something like “I am gonna build
these houses no matter what.” Also once in a while when the publicity activists were
tabling they had encountered a person saying, “it is a free country - let him build what
he wants.” Anyway, the developer did not have big group of followers.
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As a way to give a hard time to STM activists, the developer got “no
trespassing” warrants to keep them off the land. He put Shel's name on the warrant and
added “other members of STM,” and since STM had no any official status “so the
warrant had no legal weight except to Shel,” Chris said smilingly.
Later on in the spnng, when the town passed the bylaws that prohibited any
building above 350 feet elevation, the developer went to the Attorney General trying to
strike it down on technical grounds that it was not properly advertised or something like
that. One of the issues, Chris remembered, that, after all that exhaustive research and
studies done by the Environmental committee, it turned out there were no need and use
for it since the problem was solved by the legal means with the land owner “but any
way that was one avenue we were doing that happened to play out.”
The executive committee was set up in a way to be represented in each
subcommittee, and did meet on a regular basis to touch base and liaise work among
other sub-committees. Each group had its own set of goals to achieve within a frame of
time, and actually did not need to be supervised or checked on by any one. I think some
of the people who were more used to setting up groups like these decided it will be
good to have executive committee, which met separately on a regular basis and mostly
involved in negotiation with the lawyer.
There were almost two separate worlds of STM per Chris: the executive
committee which was kind of keeping tabs on all this stuff; and the legal committee,
which knew very specifically what was going on in back channels. And the executive
committee could not really much talk about that in the general meetings, which was a
little frustrating “especially to those people, you know, who wanted to get up in arms
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and take up the streets' metaphorically speaking. “It seems to me that the problems with
land issues they almost always solved in some quite negotiations. In time like that a big
protest or loud movement is actually counter productive.” Chris reiterated that there
were times when people needed to make a lot of noise (letters, hearings, petitions), and
other times when they had to be quiet and let behind the scene negotiations resumed. “It
was always that kind of mix, and it did work like this all the time.” As a result of this
strategy, the landowner had had a change of heart since she had not then finalized her
deal with the developer and the negotiation team succeeded in striking a better deal for
the landowner with the state. "We did not want anything to go out to the developer
during that negotiation, and it was kept very closed to the vest.” Chris strongly believed
that was the way controversial land issues get resolved.
As I said, it was a kind of mixed strategy. If at any given point the quite
negotiation could have broken down, we would have jumped down with
public loud or if it could have passed that stage the environmental
committee would have jumped with their studies and research about the
slope, the habitat, the safety, etc. Yes, it had to be a mix of work especially
on the publicity arm.
In order for the state to buy the land from the owner they had to use Eminent
Domain, which legally will supersede the buy/sell agreement that the landowner had
with the developer. Chris said that was part of the legal committee research they were
doing. “When the whole thing came down, we took to the select board to get their stamp
of approval and give their blessing that the state can take the land.” The board was
consisting of only three people at that time and they were the kind of the old guard of
Hadley, as Chris described them. “They were very into the land and rights stuff, we
prevailed on them to support that, and luckily we had the board elections at that time.”
They had all the candidates to come out and support preserving the Range. Even some
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of the guys who were more like the landowners who would say they could do what they
want with their land. The tone of the town was very supportive to the Range “we
actually got the candidates on record supporting the Mt. Holyoke Range and that came
very handy when we had to vote to settle this deal with the state.”
One of the old buddies of the select board questioned whether the hunters would
still be able to hunt on snow mobile. Motorized vehicles are not allowed on state lands.
but snow mobile is one of the gray areas, they are allowed if they don't damage the
trails. So there was been a lot of that discussion. Chris did not think the hunters were
backing the development any way, every one seems happy even some of the old guards
which are the most conservative in Hadley joined in too.
Because, you know, even the hunters are considered the most conservative
people who would be saying people should be able to do whatever they
want with their lands. They certainly appreciated having the land to hunt
on.
It was a win-win situation for everybody, as Chris smilingly put it.
Although STM, for Chris, was mostly made up of liberals and pro-environment
activists yet, there were some conservative people within the group. “The feeling was so
unanimous we tried to keep it apolitical on the federal level and spent more time
focusing on the local political level.” However, STM did not endorse any of the local
political candidates. “We did not even want to be labeled as anti development in
general, we were just against this development.” And this was true; because when the
developer proposed and built few years ago number of houses across the street from his
other controversial project there was no objection. Although the developer was not that
popular among STM but they tried to keep it impersonal “because that would work
against us.” They tried to keep their focus very narrow, as Chris said.
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STM made their stance in regards to development very clear, it was not against
development it was against this specific “destructive” kind of development. Developing
and building 40-60 houses on the Northern slopes of Mt. Holyoke would have
interrupted the whole face of the Range by cutting down the trees and putting roads and
terraces, as Chris reiterated. “I think his plan was to scare the people and the state by
what he was planning to do, so he can make a lot of money. He was quoted asking the
state to make him an offer, but he denied that was his plan.” On another level, Chris
noticed the frustration the landowner, a local activist, went through and the hard time
given by the town when she tried to build a house on her property, then her decision to
sell as if she was saying “fine, I am gonna sell it to a developer to build dozens of
houses instead of one. Luckily, she did not finish the sale agreement. But even if the
developer bought the land from someone who did not care about the Range, Chris
believed it would have also been a long fight “because we would use all the ammunition
we had.”
In regards to whether STM activists had faced any harassment like what
environmentalists are usually facing in similar situations of some of the Third World
countries, Chris said laughingly “there is nothing like that scale of human rights abuses
in Hadley.” He said that they tried to compromise a little on the scope of their protest in
terms of not be seen as anti development or ‘tree huggers’ as he put it. “We wanted to
keep this big patch of Holyoke range from being destroyed.”
After the immediate threat was removed, some of STM members who were
involved with the “Summit On the Range” made efforts to bring people together to
think about the future of the Range. “And I think, rightly or wrongly, probably because
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STM got kind of a reputation as an environmental radical group.” Chris thought that in
terms of the ongoing dialog maybe some politicians, definitely developers, may be a
little reluctant to start talking with STM about the future of the land. He thought the
new Summit on the Range was slowly replacing Save The Mountain. “Yes, I can see it
as a second phase of STM I think it has a lot of people thinking pro actively about
development and planning.” People moved from talking about specific development
threat to what they wanted to see on the range over the years. The Summit on the Range
did similar structure of STM, by breaking up into sub groups to study the Range “and I
think that is going pretty well.”
Chris said there was a lot of thinking and change started in Hadley government,
which used not to do any planning as exhibited on Route 9. They started to think ahead
10 to 20 years from now. A number of environmental bylaws passed by the planning
board for the first time (350 elevation, the 10% steep driveway). That was one of the
more environmentally conscious bylaws. People became more alert and pay a lot of
attention now
I watch the planning board meetings on TV and even I read those little
legal notices in the back of the paper about hearings. The radar in my
mind is just got alert to look at these things, so we don't got by surprise
again like when we saw the headline in November 1999.
He appreciated the efforts of all people who participated in the campaign every time
when he steps out of his back door to the wood “there is nothing like a quiet wood.” He
said the Range is rich with wildlife. During the Biodiversity days, the environmental
committee counted more that 600 species of wildlife, including half of a dozen of
endangered species.
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In my walks in the range I saw deer, fox, and all these small animals I
think I have seen bobcat trails (some large kills like deer kill traces on the
snow) which convinced me there is a major predator out there that I feared
for my dog.
He has heard also of bear there but did not see one, and a week ago (from this
interview), Chris saw white tail deer, at least a half dozen of them and he hoped they
would be hiding through the hunting season.
People should stay vigilant, Chris reiterated. Even if another development was
proposed like half mile away on the range in Amherst STM would probably be able to
call us very quickly. He said there was a loose structure right now and they don't have
meetings. “But with the e-mail list that keep us together one e-mail message will bring
us vigilant again.'’ He hoped that development won't happen in a way that threatens the
range and the town will think ahead in these kinds of things.
STM Electronic Archives
This was really a rich source for the data I collected about STM. It was instantly
captured my mind, when the campaign became public and known, that they had a
website put on the lawn signs spread all over the Valley (www.smtholyokerange.org).
The founder of the group, as media specialist, knew the importance of the Internet era in
spreading the word and motivating local activists to come together to participate in the
campaign. He set up the first website within the first two weeks of the campaign start,
and hosted it within his personal homepage until later on the group managed to build
and design it professionally. The information gathered through this electronic outlet is
divided here below into different categories:
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Save The Mountain Website
A brief introduction is given about the group and how they came together to
protect and preserve Mt. Holyoke Range in Western Massachusetts. The group was
initiated in response to a proposed development threat on the northern slope of the
Range in Hadley, which was announced in the newspapers in Nov 1999. Because Mt
Holyoke Range considered the “single most prominent natural feature of the Pioneer
Valley and provide a backdrop to the daily lives of citizens throughout the region” the
sub-division proposal raised lot of concern and anger. This concern was not only
confined to the residents of the eight towns bordering the Range (Hadley, South Hadley,
Belchertown, Granby, Amherst, Holyoke, Easthampton, and Northampton) but also
most of the other Western Massachusetts communities. “Hundreds of citizens flooded
their officials and media with letters and calls, attended and testified at hearings,
contributed time and money, and helped in countless other ways.” Mt. Holyoke and Mt.
Tom Ranges were named one of ten 'Last Chance Landscapes,* defined as natural
wonders with both pending threats and potential solutions, for the year 2000 by the
national Scenic America Organization.
Although STM Internet site is not that fancy one like those of the “dot com” era
yet; it was designed to contain every thing you need in this area. The “Calendar of
Events” link meant to bring membership and interested site visitors to the related events
of STM and local legislation bodies, which a list of how to contact officials is provided.
A very important FAQ link was set up to inform the site visitors about STM stance in
1
Scenic America is the only national organization dedicated solely to protecting natural
beauty and distinctive community character, and that the country can grow and prosper
without losing its beauty (www.scenic.org)
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regards to controversial issues around this proposed development project. An example
of FAQ in this link is this one :
Q: Is 'Save The Mountain' anti-development?
A: No, STM is only against this development. Responsible development is
part of what keeps this area fresh and vital. We do not believe that putting
houses on the slopes ot the most beautiful and prominent natural feature of
our valley, the Mt. Holyoke Range, is responsible development by any
stretch of the definition!
The Archives’ link contains photographs, old newspaper articles, letters to the
editor, and other related materials in the media from Nov 1999 to Dec 2000. The site
also has a link to another related sites such as Department of Environmental
Management, where you can directly fill out electronic donation form for land
preservation. Another important related sites are those of other groups that are working
to protect and preserve Mt. Holyoke & Mt. Tom Ranges, which will be covered in
another place.
Other Electronic Sites
If you used any of the electronic search engines of the Internet (such as Goggle,
Yahoo, etc) looking for links to Mt. Holyoke your search would end up with dozens of
sites. However, number of sites would capture your attention for the wealth of
information in this regard.
2 http://www.savemtholyokerange.com/faq.html
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Friends Of Mt. Holvoke Ranee tFOMHRl
This is a non-profit organization dedicated to preserving the environment, but
more specifically the natural and cultural history of Mt. Holyoke Range
3
. In addition to
links similar to those in STM site, this site has links that take you in virtual tour on the
history of the Range. The “Memories” link is another interesting feature in this site,
where people share their old memories and social activities on the mountain, such as
this one from last century:
1924 - Every Sunday night we used to go up to the house for supper. We
could have anything we wanted and I used to have chicken. There was an
orchestra. It was so lovely there. Then we used to go to Mountain Park.
We never asked our boyfriends how much it cost for dinner. There were
uniformed waiters all dressed up. I was about 1 8 years old. I lived in
Willimansett and took the trolley to Holyoke and transferred from there.
The boys used to stand on the outside of the trolley and the girls stayed
inside. And the boys flirted with the girls outside. I was afraid going up
the cog railroad because it was so steep. It was beautiful! It was an open
car. I held on to my boyfriend because I was so afraid
4
.
Connecticut Valiev Summit
A very fancy and very informative site for professionals and activists as well.
The Summit was established by 150 citizens in a conference held in April 2001, after
the immediate threat of development was removed from Mt. Holyoke to, “share their
visions of the Valley's future, find common views, uncover common viewpoints and
help resolve incompatible uses of land and resources” . In this site, the geological and
social history of the Range is eloquently written in a simple, yet scientific language. The
3
http://fomhr.tripod.com/
4
Mary Warren (87 years) July 22, 1988: http://fomhr.tripod.com/memories.html
5
http://www.ctvalleysummit.org/intro/index.html
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geology of the Range goes way back to 20,000 years during the last glacier age in the
valley, and the social history covers since the first Colonial settlers in 1637.
Another important feature of this site is the Task Forces and Action Groups, which
make it easy for volunteers to pick and start the kind of work that suit them. Six Task
Forces and Working Groups were set up: Recreation; Land Owner Options; Appropriate
Development (to create master plan for sustainable development for the Range and their
surroundings); Biodiversity Group; Land Preservation; and Comprehensive Planning
Task Force.
Center for Environmental Literacy (CEL)
A very professional and scientific site created and maintained by Dr. Peter W.
Houlihan at Mt. Holyoke College in South Hadley. One of the impressive projects run
by CEL is the Environmental Monitoring, Assessment, and Restoration Program
designed for the watersheds, wetlands, and uplands of the Ranges
6
.
Kestrel Trust
The Kestrel Trust is a regional land trust organization serving nine towns:
Amherst, Belchertown, Hadley, Granby, Leveret, Pelham, Shutesbury, South Hadley,
and Sunderland. Since 1970, the Trust has played a leading role in open space, farmland
and trail projects in collaboration with other public and private organizations and local
. .
7
conservation commissions .
6
http://www.mtholyoke.edu/proj/cel/emar/index.htm
7
http://www.massland.org/pages/neartrust/landtrusts/kestrel.html
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Email Discussion Group
Since its inception in Nov 1999 STM established an email communication
service to its membership within the free Yahoo Groups service'. The List is described
in the Yahoo Directory as: “To preserve the land surrounding the Mount Holyoke
Range and Joseph Allen Skinner State Park (Hadley, Amherst, South Hadley, MA) in
the face of development pressures.” The available information on the site showed that
there were 93 members in this discussion group, and the activity of the group in
exchanging emails varies from 3-157 messages monthly. During the first two months,
the email correspondences showed that the group focused on logistic issues such as
setting up fundraise bank account, and regular meetings for different sub-groups. At the
same time, arranging meetings with legislators was planned ahead of time (with John
Olver, Ellen Story, Nancy Flavin, etc). The month of Feb 2000 was the heaviest
communications of email posted due to preparation of the public hearing of the
Planning Board meeting of Hadley Town. The group was well prepared, and equipped
the hall with sound systems for the huge crowd, which was estimated by one town
official at 475! In one of the emails sent by the group coordinator, Shel Horowitz, he
confirmed that not a single speaker during the hearing said a supportive word to the
proposed project. Bumper stickers, and lawn signs were discussed and agreed upon
during this time, and were sold during the first Planning Board meeting. Tabling
activities were frequently advertised and volunteers would typically step forward and
fill table shifts. The email archives showed that the developer had changed his proposal
from 60 houses, to 40, to 12, and then the state took the land parcel by “eminent
8
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/savemtholyoke/
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domain." The group considered that victory “was not a victory against the developer, it
was never about him personally but was a victory for the Mt. Holyoke Range and the
citizens of the valley to whom it is such a treasure” as expressed in one of the emails.
In one of the email exchanges the author summarized their learned lessons for
the next step of STM future work in a number of Dos and Don’ts. She confirmed the
importance of putting in the group's Mission Statement the number of acres needed to
be preserved so they can track their progress toward the goal. Another important learned
lesson was to hire a professional help to create a database of all STM resources and put
it in one place accessible to membership, which will help “strengthen one of our major
weaknesses.” Her “don’ts” advice focused on avoiding to get involved in the politics of
local government in regards to zoning issues “a bunch of ‘tree hugging know-it-alls’
telling people what they can and can’t do isn’t a winning strategy.”
In general, the email list was used to focus on local issues related to the
campaign of saving the mountain. However, in number of cases the list used to support
other similar campaigns (e.g., to save Mt. Greylock), or to oppose specific government
projects, which was seen as a threat to the environment (e.g.. President George W.
Bush’s Comprehensive Energy Policy).
STM Documentation and Records
In this section, I review relevant data from documentary records such as reports,
official Hadley Town meetings, documents, newspaper clippings, TV news, etc.
9
Message # 727 (1/28/01) in the previous URL signed by Andy, and titled “Re:
thoughts on the future”
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Newspapers
" There is a chance lhal the leadership ofHadley will stand tall and this storm.
too, will pass (Paul Schneider, The Boston Globe, 3/18/2000)
There was a very wide coverage of the controversial development plan of Mt.
Holyoke Range in local newspapers (Amherst Bulletin . Hampshire G^ettP The Valiev
Advocate), regional ones (Springfield Union New. The Greenfield R^pr ) and
nation-wide newspapers (Boston Globe ). The Hampshire Gazette was the first to report
the plan on its front-page headline news on 1 1/5/99 in which it focused on the possible
opposition to the project from the abutting landowners. In the same article, the reporter
sought the opinion of number of individuals on that plan, and their replies were against
it yet, they seemed hopeless of doing any thing “It’s too bad, we can't do anything to
prevent it, it’s private property.” Even chairman of the Friends of Mt. Holyoke Range
quoted saying similar thing. The developer was quoted saying “That wooded area isn’t
good for anything. It's only good for building houses.”
In less than a week after the Gazette news, the resistance against the project was
announced in another newspapers (Union News . 11/1 1/99) in a good coverage with
Shel Horowitz, who formed Save The Mountain as a citizens’ group to fight the
proposed development. An organizational meeting for STM was set at his house, which
was expected to attract 30 people as predicted by Shel in the same article. “We were
expecting resistance” quoted the developer in the weekend Gazette (1 1/13/99-B3). The
first meeting of STM (1 1/22/99) drew more than 70 residents, officials, and scientists
from the area colleges. The Gazette covered the meeting and reported that the meeting
was hoping to block the development through legal maneuvers or by buying the land.
“This is one of our crown jewels in state land” the Gazette quoted the director of the
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state Department ot Environmental Management in that meeting. The group
acknowledged the primary difficulties that faced them in the fact that the land was
privately owned and zoned for residential use, and was under a “purchase-and-sale
agreement,” however, they insisted to fight back and start STM campaign. “We feel like
we ve got a good hope of stopping this thing flat through the permit process” Shel was
quoted in the Gazette (1/10/2000, p. B3).
The developer appeared confident of his plan and that he had no intention to
stop it even if presented with an offer to purchase the land simply because “they can't
make me an offer large enough to buy that land” (Gazette . Feb 14, 2000). More than
400 residents attended the Hadley Town meeting on Feb 15, 2000, while a petition
signed by 2800 local residents against the proposed project was also submitted. The
Planning Board rejected the preliminary plan of the developer and gave him until June 2
of the same year to correct the 30 problems found in his first set of plans, and to file a
definitive plan. A proposed bylaw was passed by the town Planning Board that
restricted commercial and residential development above an elevation of 300 feet over
sea level. In order to buy himself more time, the developer submitted new plan and
scaled back the proposed project from 60 houses to 33, and promised not build on the
mountain ridge. The new preliminary plan of the developer gave him another seven
months before filing a definitive plan and had “effectively grand-fathered himself out of
being affected by that zoning change, were it to pass,” as reported by Davenport (2000).
The developer tried to downplay the strong public opposition of the people to his
project during the town meeting, when he was quoted in the Gazette (2/16/2000) saying,
“I don’t think many of the people here tonight are from Hadley.”
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Student groups in the local schools participated actively in the campaign against
the proposed project. They attended the town meetings and presented their testimony by
Hopkins Academy Senior Class president (Gazette , 2/16/2000). He testified “I represent
the future of this community, should this proposal pass, history will be lost and identity
will be forgotten. Another student from Pioneer Valley Performing Arts (PVPA) High
School in Hadley worked hard in collecting signatures on petitions, and called the
project ‘disgusting. ’ The students at PVPA have written a letter to the state Department
of Environmental Protection and asked him to consider the impact of the project on the
animal habitat. They also collected money at the school to use toward the state’s
purchase of open land. Hadley Selectman John Mieczkowski made STM very upset
when he decided that STM should pay the legal expenses stemmed from the bylaw that
restricted development over 350 feet of see level. The Gazette quoted Shel Horowitz,
founder of STM “This is a town matter. The town passed the law.” The fact that made
STM members more upset at Selectman Mieczkowski was because he came to office
based on his support to save Mt. Holyoke. The ‘retaliation’ ofSTM did not take long. A
number of those who were very active within STM were also very active in the
campaign that ousted Mieczkowski in the town’s first use of its authority to remove a
selectman (Amherst Bulletin . 3/1/2002).
Town Meetings
The important meeting of the Hadley Planning Board of 2/15/2000, which was
held in the Hadley High School Cafeteria (Hopkins Academy), was documented with
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great help from STM members (interview with Chris Dixon 3/20/02). In the following
part, my data is solely extracted from the videotape produced by Trueswell (2000)
The meeting was almost completely devoted to the discussion and hearing on
the proposed 40-60 units subdivision on Mt. Holyoke range. The video camera moved
around the meeting hall to show how fully packed it was, to the extent that some people
stood up at the back and side corridors. The preliminary hearing mainly listened to the
concerns of Hadley citizens, and some adjacent towns (two minutes each) in regard to
the impact of the proposed project on their lives. In addition, the board listened to and
received number of testimonial letters from other citizens who could not attend the
meeting. When Shel Horowitz, the founder of STM, took the podium he was especially
received with enthusiastic applause from the audience. He spoke about the legal duty of
the Planning Board to reject that project based on a number of local and state
legislations. Chris Dixon, another leading member of STM said, “we are not against
development per se, but we simply think the mountain is the wrong place for
development.” Suzanne Dixon focused in her 2-minute testimony on the
pesticide/fertilizer chemicals to be used in 40-60 houses on the whole organic nature of
the Mt. Holyoke Range soil. A testimony of one specific child was so powerful because
it focused on children as the future successor of this community: “being a child you
might not listen to me but I would at least like to keep me and other children in your
mind.”
One of the local business owners spoke about the negative impact of the
proposed project on the wilderness of the Mt. Ranges, which is the major attraction that
brings his clientele. Anne Awad, Selectwoman of Amherst Town, advised the Planning
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Board in her testimony not to fall into the trap of this specific developer, that his project
would bring more taxes. She spoke about another project executed by the same
developer in Amherst, which left the town with the burden to fix the drainage and
sewage systems of the neighborhood. Mike Smith, another state official, gave a
testimony in his capacity as the Supervisor of Mt. Holyoke Skinner Park, and requested
that the Board reject the proposed development because of the destruction it would
bring to the Range environment, in general, and in particular to the state park. Isaac
Ezra, another elected legislator from Amherst, spoke on how he became a refugee in his
former hometown in New Jersey when it was taken over by similar destructive
development projects. He encouraged the Board to have an immediate moratorium on
the proposal, and ended his testimony by “this is a beautiful place, let’s save it.” The
last testimony was given by Jean Beard of Amherst who stated that she had arrived in
the area recently, escaping the over-crowded and polluted New York City, and appealed
to the Board to save the mountain from that proposed project (she was the one who later
donated the $450k to purchase the land).
Local TV News
Local and regional TV stations did prime time coverage on the controversial
proposed development project, including the 2/15/00 Town Meeting, interviews with
STM members, interview with the developer, and special historical reporting on the Mt.
Holyoke Range. Eight video clippings were compiled by Chris Dixon (2000), an active
STM member, into one videotape. Local TV Channels 22 and 40 in Springfield, and
NECN from Boston ran number of live cameras prior, during, and after the 2/15 Town
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Meeting. Specific testimonials were covered in the news, such as Anne Awad, Shel
Horowitz, Michelle Friedman (Channel 22), and Chris Dixon (Channel 40). Channel 40
and Channel 22 also interviewed the developer, Ron Bercume. In both interviews, he
brushed off the paramount opposition and appeared to be arrogant in the Night Cast
News 40 - “This is how I make my living,” - and on Channel 22 the second day
following the Town Meeting: “We’re gonna win no question about that. They have
1 700 signatures. They can have 1 7000 signatures. It is not going to have any
difference.”
Views From The Summit House Documentary
Ron Nester and Amherst Community TV (ACTV) produced a one-hour video
documentary in 2001 in recognition of the local grassroots movements’ role in saving
the Mt. Holyoke Range from the destructive proposed development. The documentary
is divided into three parts: historical tour in the 19th century in the golden times of the
Summit House atop Skinner Park; STM roundtable discussion; and short presentation
on the outcomes of the ‘Summit on the Range’ event. In the first part, a Department of
Environmental Management official reviewed the history of the Skinner Park from
1 840 until 1 942 when it was donated to the state, including the tramway, which was
horse-powered when started in 1854!
The second part of the video, which took most of the documentary time, covered
a roundtable discussion on the learned lessons from STM campaign. The participants
were four key players in Save The Mountain campaign: Shel Horowitz (publicity
specialist and founder of the group), Chris Dixon (Media specialist), Yvonne LaBarrge
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(Biologist), and Judy Eiseman (from Kestrel Trust). Shel reviewed how the group came
together in the first week after the proposed project disclosed by the Gazette on 1 1/5/99.
An email list, website, and flyer were created before the first meeting on 1 1/22/99,
which was held at Shel house and drew more than 70 persons. The discussion focused
on the strategy used by STM in bringing experts from different walks to work
collaboratively and prove that the proposal was in violation of all local and state
regulations. The strategy was clearly manifested during the Planning Board hearings, in
which each speaker focused on a specific area. The STM campaign drew people from
different political perspectives and age groups. Supporters of 2000 presidential
candidates Ralph Nader, A1 Gore, and George W. Bush were on one side working
together in STM campaign. Activists from age 6 to age 90+ were soliciting petitions
and attending Town Meetings. The STM grassroots movement became very strong and
optimistic, and started to reach out across the river and gave support to another
movement that began earlier in Easthampton to save Mt. Tom from another specific
industrial project. Many organizations participated with STM in saving the Range and
“we all worked cooperatively not competitively” as Yvonne put it. In addition, many
other people worked quietly behind the scene, and “their contribution was really useful”
as reported by Chris. Due to STM campaign two new legislations were produced by
activists and passed by the Planning Board to help protect the local environment of the
Mt. Holyoke Range.
The third part of the video was a short report by the director of Center for
Environmental Literacy at Mt. Holyoke College on the Summit on the Range
conference. The event drew more than 150 activists, experts, and legislators, including
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the mayors ot Holyoke and Easthampton. The Summit broke up into different task
forces, such as recreational, planning, development, wildlife, etc. A major objective of
the Summit was to bring and network between all groups that use the Range to work
collaboratively.
STM Direct & Participant Observation
I benefited a lot from living in one of the adjacent towns to Mt. Holyoke Range
and used this Direct Observational method to collect data and evidences for STM case.
Throughout my routine hiking on the trails of the Range I was able to watch and
monitor the diversity of the wildlife habitat in the four seasons. Early in the spring,
water snakes would come out of its winter hibernation and lie down on dead tree trunks
near ponds and swamp areas to sun bathe and mate. I kept seeing a small colony of 10-
15 different sizes of Northern Black snakes in the spring of 2001 for almost 6
consecutive weeks in the same spot (near Brickyard Conservation area on the
Norwottuck Rail Trail in South Amherst). Using field binoculars, I was able to watch
and identify many birds on the range such as the Blue Heron, Bald Eagle, Scarlet
Tanager, Baltimore Oriole, Cardinal, Red-Winged Blackbird, Warbler, Wild Turkey (I
saw a flock of 40 birds!), and many other local and migratory birds. Only once I was
lucky to see 2 males of the colorful Ring-Necked Pheasant, which is a delight to see for
bird watchers in this area.
White tail deer and regular deer were seen at least on three different occasions.
Two years ago a wounded black bear walked to downtown Amherst during the day and
stayed for hours on one tree until police interfered! Apparently due to restrictions in
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Massachusetts on bear hunting there was quite an increase in their population that
frequented Hampshire County’s populated towns, according to Mitchell (2002). Other
small mammals are abundant, such as beaver, opossum, ground hog, coyote, red fox,
'°
etc. Once again, I was lucky and spotted a porcupine on a tree, and it was news for me
to know that porcupines climb trees.
In the fall of 2001, 1 participated with a group of STM activists on a 2-hour
cleanup hike on the trails adjacent to Skinner State Park. The hiking activity was to
commemorate the second anniversary of founding STM, and the first anniversary of the
state taking the land title. It was very interesting to watch the group closely while they
were involved in one of their routine activities to document wildlife habitat, and record
notes on any changes noticed. The group that showed up that day, which was guided by
Chris Dixon, an expert of the Range trails, consisted of biologists, botanists,
archeologists, housewives, journalists, writers, and many other activists.
Another chance to watch STM activists at work came when the Center for
International Education at University of Massachusetts at Amherst sponsored a lecture"
that brought together local human rights and environmental activists on one panel. Shel
Horowitz represented STM on the panel, and he gave a powerful presentation on
mobilizing and organizing grassroots movements. He announced that his third book (he
is a writer, too!) to be published soon would be on the story of Saving The Mountain,
and grassroots organizing in general.
I saw one red fox three times in one week in April 2002 during the day at Colonial
Village housing Complex, where I work in Amherst.
The lecture took place on 4/23/02 from 10-Noon at 287 Hill House South, UMASS
(Amherst).
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STM Still Photography
It was important for me to document the vividly natural scenic views of Mt.
Holyoke range as visual representation, in order to bring my audience to the natural
environment and habitat where STM group initiated and victoriously accomplished their
campaign to save the mountain.
I have taken all photo shots included here (except one) using an automatic 35-
millimeter camera, during the period of 2000-2002. The photographs are arranged into
different groups: natural scenic views during fall, winter, summer, and spring; local
activism around the Range; some wildlife photos; and recreational sites. The scenic
view shots were taken during the distinct four seasons ofNew England region of the
United States where the camera can draw a sharp image for each season. The first group
of pictures (Figures 6, 7, and 8), was taken from atop Mt. Sugarloaf in South Deerfield,
some 20 miles to the north of Mt. Skinner State Park. It gives a panoramic
representation of the fertile farmlands of the Pioneer Valley that encompassed by Mt.
Holyoke Range. The group of photos (Figure 9) was taken in the late summer/early fall
from South Amherst where Mt. Holyoke Range is shown in back of the apple trees of
Atkins' Farm. The photo group (Figures 10 and 1 1) is a visual representation of the
gorgeous New England colorful fall season. Figure 10 includes a photo taken from atop
the Campus Center at UMass to show the pretty colorful trees of the campus that
extends all the way to the Range in the background. The long cold weather season of
Western Massachusetts is marked by heavy snowfall, which varies from year to another,
and is represented by the photos in Figures 12 through 14. It’s worth noting the big
variation in the snowfall between 2000 and 2001 seasons, which is shown in this group.
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Figure 6. Mt. Holyoke Range is part of the Pioneer Valley in Western Massachusetts
(pictures taken atop Mt. Sugarloaf in South Deerfield, some 20 miles to the North)
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Figure 7. The Connecticut River was formed 20,000 years ago when the last glacier
melted and it separated Mt. Tom from the eastern part of the Range (photos taken atop
Mt. Sugarloaf in South Deerfield, MA)
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Figure 8. The Mt. Holyoke Range is made up of volcanic basalt ridges that extend over
50 miles from the east to the west (photos taken atop Mt. Sugarloaf in South Deerfield)
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Figure 9. Apple Farm in South Amherst, Massachusetts.
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Figure 10. The fall season in New England in the Pioneer Valley. Trees are covered
with colorful vegetation on UMass Campus and Mt. Holyoke Range.
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Figure 1 1 . Mt. Holyoke Range in the fall season, pictured from Granby, MA (top) and
Hadley, MA (bottom).
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Figure 12. Winter season 2001/2002 was low in snow accumulation, which could not
provide winter sport for the people of the Valley. Mt. Holyoke seen from South
Amherst was barely covered with snow in that season.
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Figure 13. The winter of 2000/2001 was exceptionally stormy in the Valley, and people
had to dig their way out of homes during one blizzard that dumped more than 20 inches
in one day.
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Figure 14. Quabbin Reservoir is considered a natural expansion of Mt. Holyoke Range,
and the “wildlife corridors” between the two areas are under study by the Ecological
Working Group of the “Summit on the Range.”
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The winter season of 2000-2001 was extremely eold and stormy to the extent that one
of the two major branches of Connecticut River near Northampton was frozen and
became accessible for pedestrians (Figure 15)! On the contrary, the winter season of
2001-2002 was the warmest one on the record, that the bike path in south Amherst was
barely covered for cross-country skiing (Figure 12). Part of the wildlife that enriches the
Range is documented in the photo group (Figures 16 through 19). This includes:
endangered plant species Pink Lady' Slipper (Figure 17); colorful butterflies (Figure
1 6), water snakes camouflaging on dead tree trunks near Brickyard Conservation Area
in South Amherst (Figure 18); Red-winged Blackbird near the UMass pond (Figure 19);
and a group of large oak trees freshly cut down by the sharp teeth of beavers in S.
Amherst (Figure 19).
Another group of photos (Figures 20 through 23) gives an idea about the
recreational activities that bring a lot of tourism to the Range every year. These
activities are ranging from hiking the trails, cross-country skiing, and ice sport such as
skating, hokey, and ice fishing.
The last group of photos (Figure 24) represents grassroots activism around the
Range that took place in the area during the time of this research. Figure 24 shows the
place on 16 Barstow Lane in Fladley where STM started in 1999 by its founders Shel
Horowitz and Dina Freidman. The 150+ lawn signs covered most of the front lawns of
Hadley houses, and scattered all over the adjacent towns during the campaign in 2000 is
12
represented in the figure. Activism around preserving the Range and public lands is
This photo was taken by LaBarge (2000) and used here with her permission.
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Figure 15. Calvin Coolidge Bridge on Connecticut River connecting Northampton and
Hadley, and Mount Holyoke Range at the back (top). The River froze in the winter of
2000 (bottom).
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Figure 16. Wildlife is very diverse in the Mount Holyoke area. Gorgeous colorful
butterflies are familiar visitors in backyards.
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Figure 17. Ladyslippers flowering plant (top), an endangered North American species,
was reported on many trails in the Mt. Holyoke Range. The wild vines (bottom) are a
good free source for the famous Mediterranean dish, “Stuffed Grape Leaves.”
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Figure 18. A nest of water snakes was spotted near the Brickyard Conservation Area on
the Norwottuck Rail Trail in South Amherst. Different types of snakes are part of the
Holyoke Range wildlife.
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Figure 19. Beavers are one of the abundant animals in the Range, and caused a lot of
damage (above), while birds of different colors are noticed all year round.
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Figure 20. Mt. Holyoke Range State Park in Amherst, and Skinner Park in Hadley are
two major tourist attractions in the Range.
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Figure 21 . Trails in Mt. Skinner State Park are very attractive. A monument for a
military plane crash on the mountain in the 1940s (above), and this huge volcanic rock
(bottom) fascinated these hikers.
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Figure 22. The Bike Path that connects Northampton, Hadley, and Amherst is a
favorite skiing trail during heavy winter seasons, especially near Mt. Holyoke.
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Figure 23. Recreational activities during winter include ice hockey, ice skating, and ice
fishing in Easthampton, Massachusetts.
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Figure 24. The founding home ofSTM in Hadley, MA, is located at the bottom of Mt.
Skinner State Park. Lawn signs played a major role in mobilizing people to save the
Mt. Holyoke Range (photo courtesy of Yvonne LaBarge).
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represented in Figure 25, which documented an activity organized in Downtown
Amherst in 2001 by MASSPIRg'
3
.
Figure 25. Grassroots activism around Mt. Holyoke Range has increased in the Valley
after the successful campaign of STM. A group of college students rallying in
downtown Amherst, MA.
http://www.pirg.org/masspirg/
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Case Two: Evaluation of the Malaria Control Prnj ert,
Khartoum State
The data gathering technique that had been used in the Sudanese case was a little
different trom the Massachusetts case. This because the latter was conducted under
authoritative project management, which was not welcoming the evaluation per se.
Quantitative and qualitative tools were used in collecting case evidence, i.e.
questionnaires, field survey, formal and informal interviews, and still photography. In
addition, the unique Zameel Network was the major covert data-gathering tool.
Questionnaires
This method had been designed to check opinion and behavior of populations
toward the aerial spraying in selected areas, and to check their environmental awareness
in general towards pesticides. There were two questionnaires designed for this purpose:
The first one was distributed in four areas representing the major sites of spraying as
had been decided by the Operation Room of the Malaria Control Campaign of the
project. These areas were Western Geraif (on Blue Nile River), Kalaklaat (on White
Nile River), Kaddarrou (on eastern bank of the Nile River), and the Green Belt in
southern Khartoum. Random samples were taken in these areas according to the
population density in each one. Distribution and filling out questionnaires were
conducted by SECS members in Kalaklaat, People’s Committee in Western Geraif
(where the covert stakeholder Security had strong presence), and by the evaluation team
in the Green Belt area among milking cows laborers. The questionnaire itself contained
approximately 30 questions covering: prior knowledge of the aerial spraying operation
in that area, any precautions taken prior to spraying, any negative impact of the spraying
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on human, domestic animals, or plants, symptoms of pesticide poisoning, and additional
open questions to seek respondents opinion on the aerial spraying whether had negative
or positive impact on their lives.
The second questionnaire was designed to explore and hear the voice of nurses
and health workers in the Health Centers along the aerial spraying map, and whether
they were informed of the operation, and if any precautionary measurements were taken
in their infirmaries. In addition, important data on malaria cases in the two months prior
to the aerial spraying and the month after spraying were solicited.
The collected data from the two-level questionnaire were drawn from the
original report of SECS (1993), and briefly summarized below:
1 ) Precautionary procedures taken by ordinary citizens to avoid negative impact of
pesticide aerial spraying was very low in such method of application. It was
generally below 50% as shown here:
Table 3
Precautionary Procedures
Protection of women + children 49%
Protection of drinking water 57%
Wash vegetables before consuming 39%
Milk protection 45%
Protection of animal and poultry food. 52%
Protection of Meat at butcheries 37%
2) Negative impact of pesticide aerial spraying as reported by respondents in the
random sample.
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Table 4
Negative Impact of Pesticide Aerial Spraying
Death of birds and bees 1 32 3%
Plant leaf burning 2 32 6%
Negative impact on children 4 5 44%
3) Sickness symptoms reported after aerial spraying
Table 5
Sickness Symptoms Reported
Headac
he
Vomitin
g
Runny
nose
Eye
redness
and tears
Dizziness Skin
rashes
Asthma
attacks
Tot
al
9% 6% 15% 9% 9% 9% 3% 60
%
4) Degree of readiness for pesticide poisoning in the health units within the aerial
spraying zone of the project.
Table 6
Degree of Readiness for Pesticide Poisoning
The Health Unit does have: Yes No % of Yes
Knowledge of the aerial
spraying operation.
3 4 43%
Knowledge of pesticide
poisoning symptoms
1 6 14%
Pesticide poisoning
medicines
0 7 00%
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5) Decrease rate of malaria cases in Khartoum State
Table 7
Decrease Rate of Malaria Cases in Khartoum State
Month October November % of decrease
Area
Khartoum 9015 8193 9%
Omdurman 9680 8905 8%
Eastern Nile 17866 12209 32%
Total 36561 29307 20%
Table 8
Malaria Cases as Reported by Health Centers in the Project Area (1992)
Month— October November December
(Projected)
% Oct/
November
% Nov/
December
Health Unit
Kaddarrou 95 113 135 19% (+) 20% (+)
W. Geraif 1 580 600 390 3% (+) 35% (-)
W. Geraif 2 396 437 381 10%(+) 13% (-)
Umm osher 150 250 180 67% (-) 28% (-)
Kalaakla 1 481 584 180 2 1% (+) 69% (-)
Kalaakla 2 457 398 330 13% (-) 1 7% (-)
Kalaakla 3 461 421 300 9% (-) 29% (-)
(+) Indicates increase in malaria average.
(-) Indicates decrease in malaria average.
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Interview Findings
Technical opinions were recorded including experts from the government side
and the non-governmental organizations who were closely related to the aerial project,
in addition to number of ordinary people who lived in the affected area.
1 ) The medical entomologist whom had been assigned to work with the malaria
control project reported that the aerial spraying decision was made before
consulting with him, and in order to be effective it should have been
accompanied by ground spraying. He added that his department had not carried
a survey to estimate the insect population density before the aerial spraying, and
that they were going to evaluate the process depending on the decrease in
malaria cases. He admitted that the pesticide in use (Decis 12.5%) was not the
appropriate one, yet it was the only available one to them.
2) Other medical entomologists of the Public Health dept, who were not involved
in the project stated that there had not been a single logical reason to carry out
that project, and it had been a waste of time, effort, and resources because
during the time of spraying the insect was non-active and resting inside the
rooms or under plant leaves. They also added that there were some skin rashes
reported among children when Decis 12.5% had been used before in ground
spraying campaigns in Omdurman city. They added that the governor of Gedarif
had listened to their opinion and did not conduct aerial spraying in his city.
3) The World Health Organization (WHO) consultant had strongly rejected the
aerial spraying project because it was not the appropriate season for the insect.
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inappropriate time of the day, and technically aerial spraying in the populated
areas had been impossible at the recommended flying heights.
4) The pesticide specialist of Plant Protection Directorate (PPD) reported that there
was no coordination between their department and the Malaria Project except
for their participation by one Micronaire-equipped plane. The pesticide used in
this project was only registered for agricultural use, and there was another
chemical registered by the same company as Kothrin, yet for malaria control.
We do not recommend using ULV application in populated areas because the
nsk of drifting. All aerial spraying campaigns should be preceded by media
awareness campaign as we use to do here in PPD.”
5) The assistant manager of the Green Belt forest (7000 acres) reported that they
were not informed by the aerial spraying to take precautionary measurements as
it used to be the case in similar situations in the past. “We noticed some sudden
deaths in the wild life and fish the next day of spraying.”
6) The director of Natural Resources Protection, an NGO works in the field of
integrated pest management had not been informed however, his organization
was carrying out a pilot project depended on plant minimal pesticide exposure.
7) A fish farm's guard had confirmed her lack of knowledge of the aerial spraying,
and that she had not noticed death in the four fishponds. However, she reported
that the mosquito numbers remained the same after the spraying.
8) The owner of milking cows shed in the Green Belt area said that he had seen the
low-flying plane during the milking hour before sunset, and that he had not
covered the milk containers because wind was blowing the opposite direction.
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9) A young child reported that he and his friends were running after the plane each
time i, has come into their direction near the canal, and it was spraying a very
bad and strong-odor material.
Zameel Network'
4
This tool of data collection was primarily used to gather information around the
invisible yet tangible stakeholder, i.e„ Security that had formed a major threat to the
safety of the evaluation team. Security elements were present in every governmental
department including this Malaria Control Project since 1989 when the military
Islamists seized power. They were looking suspiciously at the evaluation team because
of the other role played by the members of the evaluation team as democracy activists.
In order to be able to continue the evaluation, the team needed to know when and where
to be alert for any possible direct threat they might be faced with during conducting
their evaluation. This was primarily to avoid getting closer to places run or operated by
the notorious Security Apparatus, which included unknown number of secret detention
centers infamously known as Ghost Houses'
5
. The ‘Zameel Network’ depended mainly
on connecting with underground opposition groups to obtain information on locations
of the Ghost Houses, and spots ot heavy security presence within the Project designated
area. I was the person who initiated, solicited and channeled the information to the
underground human rights group, before planning any field activities. At least three
As it was mentioned in Chapter III, this term created by this writer. The Arabic word
‘Zameel/ which means comrade in English, is commonly used in Sudan by communists
and the left movement that is closed to the Sudanese Communist Party.
Human rights groups have identified more than 30 Ghost Houses in Khartoum
(SVTG, 1995).
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Ghost Houses, and four posts of heavy security presence were identified within the
aerial application of the project. After getting the information these areas were either
avoided by the evaluation team or extra precautionary measures had been taken.
Another important usage of the Zameel Network tool was to check out the
backgrounds of each member of the Minister's Committee responsible of carrying out
the aerial spraying application of the project. Important information was channeled to
the evaluation team from opposition groups about 'who was making it with whom’
within the authoritative Committee, and revealed the strong favoritism and corruption in
selecting the aerial spraying contractor for their commercial ties with the ruling
National Islamic Front (NIF).
Field Survey of Wildlife
The 1935 law of Wild Life protection (amended in 1985) states that no one shall
hunt, or practice any human activities that lead to pollution of the water surfaces in the
“protected areas.” These protected areas in Khartoum State are: a) Sabalouga area in the
Northern parts of the state, b) The Sunut forest, which is located in West of Khartoum
city and considered a bird sanctuary. There were other areas, which were not protected,
yet it contained rich wildlife, such as Jebel Auleya dam (migratory birds). Green Belt
forest (rabbits, foxes, ducks, gees), and Western Omdurman desert (desert gazelle).
A survey of the birds found in the aerial spraying areas was resulted in fifty-seven
different types of birds such as white pelicans, egrets, cormorants, heron, godwits,
common snipe, bulbuls, etc.
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Photography
Different colored photographs (Figures 26 through 30) were taken to document
a number of aetivities related to the aerial spraying. Two pictures to cover the Green
Belt forest in Southern Khartoum, two pictures of farms adjaeent to living compounds,
two pictures offish ponds in one fish farm in Southern Khartoum, one picture of wild
lifC <birdS)
’
a"d tHree Pictures devoted to sh°w the impact of aerial spraying on the poor
milk industry owned by individuals in Southern Khartoum.
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Figure 26. Animal production farms were located within the designated aerial spraying
area of the project. They were not informed of the spraying time to take precautions.
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Figure 27. Aerial spraying was conducted during the time when goats were returning
from grazing, and direct exposure was reported in some places. Few birds were found
dead; however, lab analysis was not carried out.
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Figure 28. Water pumping (above) continued during the aerial spraying since farmers
were not informed. Houses adjacent to farms were exposed more to drifting chemicals.
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Figure 29. The aerial spraying jeopardized the growing fish farm industry in the state,
and they, too, were not informed of the operation.
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YFigure 30. The staffs of the state-operated Green Belt Forest were not informed about
the aerial spraying. The Rangers were showered by pesticides during their afternoon
nap!
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CHAPTER 7
RESULT INTERPRETATIONS, CONCLUSION, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
“
Th°Se who try to septate theaterfrom politics try to lead us into error- and this is a
political attitude. ”
Augusto Boal (1985, p. ix)
Interpretation of Results
Introduction
In this chapter I tried to answer those major questions of the research came in
Chapter 1, throughout analysis and interpretation of the rich data I compiled in the
previous chapters. These questions in particular are: Why this new approach has
emerged within the Sudanese environmental movement? Are there any similarities
between Oppression Evaluation Approach in Third World, and other approaches in the
West? Why and how the New England STM case launched, and what kind of methods
used to defend the local environment? Why some evaluators would reject the
Oppression Evaluation Approach? What are the ethical considerations in using such
approach in the Third World and the West? I depended here on the results gathered
throughout the different techniques I adopted in this study, namely: Interviews, Case
documents, Media, Electronic archives. Observation, Participant-observation, and still
Photography.
Oppression Here and There
Oppression and oppression resistance are the main theme of this research
through the different compiled data in the previous chapters in view of the fact that it is
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the everyday struggle of social justice activists over there in the Third World countries
and over here in the West. However, the Third World suffers more. The paintings in
Chapter 2 said it all, especially the fact that the painter could not reveal his/her name for
fear of revenge of the fanatic religious regime in power.
Evaluation as a tool of oppression is a real fact in the Third World, and it was
implicitly expressed by the NIF director to SECS during one meeting of the Sudanese
Case. Because evaluation is a political activity with a potential political impact on
people involved with its activities, as noted earlier by Cohen (1972), the authoritative
oppressive management could not stand being judged by the oppressed, and implied
their discomfort of using the word ‘evaluation.’ SECS responded and changed the word
to “survey study” since they wanted to pass on their own covert agenda.
In Chapter 2, the strong relationship between evaluation and oppression was
reviewed in a number of strong examples (under evaluation purposes section) that
explained this abuse in the Third World and the West. The Nazi era had revealed how
academic research was usually misused/abused this field, thanks to the Nuremberg
Tribunals, and showed us how research (including evaluation) could be used as a tool of
oppression. In addition, we also noticed the similarities between the method of
oppression used there and here. This manifested when this study attempted to bring
different purposes of doing evaluation with examples from the developing and
developed worlds. Image distortion, misleading, diverting, and scapegoat purposes were
some areas where evaluation is heavily used by political and religious groups in the
West and the Third world as well. There was no difference between the black fanatic
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Moslems in Sudan and the white fanatic Christians in USA in abusing evaluation to
oppress other groups.
Covert and subversive actions were shown in heavy use in resisting oppression,
the same as oppressors were using it. The first-hand testimony on how the Moslem
Holy Book
-Koran' has been abused in the Ghost Houses is a good example to show the
covert actions of both the oppressor and the oppressed. Moreover, the whole evaluation
project of the malaria control in Khartoum clearly showed how these covert actions
were played on both sides (this will be discussed more later).
Oppression was also manifested in non-ideological settings when carried out by
some evaluators who scared program staff and focused on negative findings and ignored
all other aspects. The satirical “season of arson fire” as described by the Egyptian media
exemplifies how some scared program staff in departmental stores might become due to
routine annual stocktaking. The oppression against SECS in Sudan was of the blatant
one, which manifested on the macro and micro levels. SECS operated under very
oppressive political environment, and were directly harassed by security police of the
regime. On the other hand, STM were indirectly oppressed by the threat of such project
on their local natural heritage represented by Mt. Elolyoke Range. This fact was
confirmed by all interviewees, and the reviewed media materials in Chapter 6. In
interview # (1), Yvonne LaBarge frustratingly expressed this condition: “People need
this area... it is extremely used as recreational and hiking area. It is for people not only
wildlife. This area produces oxygen for the other parts of the valley”
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Oppression and Progressive Grassroots Movements
In attempt to find out any similarities between the two case studies reviewed in
the previous chapters, one fact kept floating up was the active history of members of the
two organizations within the progressive political movement in their countries. SECS as
one of the largest membership organizations in Sudan were part of the environmental
movement history in the country. As it was reviewed in Chapter 5, the environmental
movement was always linked to the progressive political movement because a majority
of its membership was always part of the political movement that struggled against
dictatorships. This situation has always put SECS in problematical positions since
authoritative regimes in power did not distinguish between the environmental mission
of SECS and the political ideology of its membership. This was clear in the harassment
faced the organization whenever expressed or proposed different opinion than the
regime’s in regards to any development project. Even when SECS decided to work
closely and offered its expertise to the oppressive regimes, it was suspiciously looked at
by the regime’s Security Apparatus, as it showed in table (2). SECS strategic plan of
working with the enemy was not of course to sustain oppression but to save the
irreplaceable natural resources from the destructive development planning of the
regime. Within this perception the Oppression Evaluation Approach has emerged to
challenge the vicious circle of continuous oppression imposed on project participants by
authoritative managements, and the isolation of progressive social justice activists from
being close to those who needed their support and help. It was completely different
from political reconciliation that some opportunistic politicians sought to achieve
personal gains.
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On the other hand, we noticed that most of the active membership of STM were
progressives and politically active within the civil rights and peace movements. This
was confirmed in the five interviews and during direct observations of the group
activities. In interview #2, Dina said:
We were involved in different activist campaigns since the anti-nuclearpower movement in the ‘70s. I was also involved with the Middle Eastpeace movement for number of years.
In addition, the results of the Interviews, Direct and Participant Observations
showed the similarities of progressive agenda shared between STM and SECS. Two of
the six categones of the Interviews were about the relationship between the
environment, and development and human rights. Both organizations clearly stated they
were not against development per se, they advocated for sustainable development.
Commitment to human rights was expressed in the educational panel at UMass that
brought STM and local chapter of Amnesty International, a leading grassroots human
rights organization in the US.
The oppression facing the progressive grassroots movement here in the West is
different. It is not blatant and it is not direct like that facing Third World activists. It
was targeting their natural heritage and local environment represented by Mt. Holyoke,
which was considered their “sacred cow” that should not be developed, as described in
interview #2. A success area counted for the tireless work of both progressive members
of SECS and STM symbolized by attracting even conservatives to their cause.
Conservative groups like hunters in Hadley stood by liberal activists ofSTM to defend
the environment, and conservative members of the regime’s Popular Committee in
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Sudan stood by leftist researchers who investigated a secret pesticide graveyard in their
community.
The attack on progressive grassroots movement was especially aggravating
towards the left movement in Sudan as reviewed in Chapter 5. Different shades of the
right wing political parties monopolized power over the last half-century, and shared
one policy: suspicion towards progressives and labeling them with the banned
Communist Party. This suspicion included most of the civil society NGOs especially
those worked in the environment and social justice field. It seemed it was the same story
over here in the US in regard to the suspicion look towards the progressive
environmental movement. Neiwert (2001), a journalist specialized in investigating the
radical right “patriot” groups in the US reported that these groups look at the
government environmental policies backed by progressives “as part of the conspiracy to
oppress Americans.” This was always very visible especially with the rise of the
political right, e.g., during the McCarthyism era in the 1 950s, President Ronald Reagan
in the 1 980s, and currently during the Bush administration in 2000, which became
infamous for its anti-environment policies. Both progressive environmental movements
(Sudan and US) were never against development per se, as it was reported in the STM
interviews and other documentaries “I’m not anti development person, but I’m anti this
specific development project.” Development that catered for the environment and dealt
wisely with irreplaceable natural resources was always welcomed and supported by
STM and SECS.
An interesting parallel between the two cases is represented by the unique covert
data gathering technique of Zameel Network used in SECS case. At the first look, this
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technique appeared as an invention of the social justice researchers of the Third World
to provide needed information within the harassing environment of their work.
However, the Zameel Network can also be traced back to the Underground Railway
Road known in the history of American liberation movement of African slaves.
Although this covert tool was not directly used in STM case yet, it was tangible in the
wide network of support that linked STM with other progressive groups in the area.
This was especially true in the wide coverage of local media, e.g., Hampshire Uayetie
Amherst Bulletin
,
ACTV, etc. All interviewees confirmed that a number of the media
staff was part of the campaign and they used newspapers, in particular, to cover the
daily activities of STM. The Daily Hampshire Gazette and Amherst Bulletin were
instrumental in defending the Ranges. The interviewees #2 stated:
The gazette was more likely to put something like that (STM campaign
news) on the front page than world news. They were very much interested
in what is local and what could be considered a threat.
Covert Advocacy Approach
In Chapter 4, the approach ot Oppression Evaluation was described as using the
evaluation process to advocate for the adoption of alternative methods in the project
under evaluation. In the Sudanese case we saw how the evaluators were committed and
advocated this alternative method, and used the evaluation process to convince the
authoritative management of the project to adopt it. The advocacy piece has its overt
and covert faces that aim at empowering the oppressed. This advocacy should not be
confused with the Advocacy Research Approach reported by Hondagneu-Sotelo (1993),
in which it is realized through overt political action; or confused with the advocacy of
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the Adversary Approach discussed in Chapter 2. While the overt agenda of the project
participants as seen by Oppression Evaluation team are not different from other project
agendas, the covert ones make this approach very distinct. We noticed in the Sudanese
case how the authoritative management of the Malaria Control Project was
manipulating SECS participation to achieve its hidden agenda. As part of the oppressive
machine of the political regime, the authoritative project management wanted to
manipulate and brag about permitting the liberal SECS to participate in the project,
which would polish the image of the regime at least within the international NGOs
community. The Security Apparatus, as an important covert stakeholder within the
project management wanted also to keep a close eye on how SECS works and its
possible ties with the banned opposition forces. This was not different from the hidden
purposes of evaluation discussed in the Literature Review chapter.
On the other side, SECS accepted to do the “eye wash’ evaluation because
implicitly it had its own hidden agenda, too. They wanted to get solid data from inside
to prove that the project management was a major polluter, and practiced corruption in
selecting sub-contractors. In addition, SECS wanted and succeeded in reducing some of
the negative impacts of the project on the local environment, which would have been
difficult to achieve had they opted not to participate in the project taskforce. A major
hidden purpose of participation was achieved when SECS succeeded in recruiting
number of allies within the management side, especially technocrats.
The literature review supported the covert findings of SECS case especially as
shown in the evaluation purposes in Chapter 2. Postponement, Ducking responsibility.
Public Relations, Image-distortion, Misleading, Scapegoat, and Diverting are just some
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of the covert purposes of doing evaluation as documented in the literature review. In
addition, the covert actions of the CIA in central and southern America, which was
discussed in Chapter 4 showed how maliciously these covert actions could be. The
SECS case proved that positive covert actions not only possible but should be
considered by social justice development workers in situations like that one faced the
organization. Oppression can be gradually dismantled from within by recruiting and
giving support to the crushed voices within specific project, as SECS case proved this
point. The strategy of an Oppression Evaluation team, in cases where there is an
imbalance in power relationships and a dominant oppressive ideology as in the
Sudanese case, the tactic is to avoid confrontation and blatant antagonism, and to try
diplomacy, lobbying, and advocacy with the oppressive management of the project
under evaluation.
The covert advocacy of SECS from within helped in gaining trust of number of
staff who were either misinformed by their project management about the technical
control methods, or were desperate of raising their voices against the management. This
advocacy proved that when you work from within, you can even help the
misguided/misinformed to rethink their positions. The story of Sudan Development
Association (SDA) mentioned in the introduction of Chapter 1 proved this point when
some members of the regime’s political organization started to question how “their own
regime” lied to them while those “commies” ofSDA revealed the hidden truth of the
pesticides graveyard.
It is true as Freire (1996) noted, “The radical, committed to human liberation,
does not become the prisoner of ‘circle of certainty’ within which reality is also
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imprisoned.” Evaluators committed to social justice do not imprison themselves in a
fake circle of neutrality some mainstream evaluators believe should encompass the
evaluation field. Those evaluators who are concerned about the “credibility and
integrity” of evaluation field because of the hidden agenda imbedded in the Oppression
Evaluation Approach should reevaluate their positions and see how many times their
evaluation methods/results served, directly or indirectly, the oppressive powers in the
community and sustained the status quo. What this evaluation approach is suggesting
here that social justice activists should take advantage of any situation to promote their
agenda and help in dismantling oppression from within.
Similar Methods?
In the previous paragraphs we found number of similarities between the two
case studies of Massachusetts and Khartoum in regard to the environmental philosophy
and membership activism. I attempted here to respond to the question raised earlier in
Chapter 1 on whether there are any similar methods to the Oppression Evaluation
Approach used by social justice activists in the West. Although the two distinct
different political environments that surrounded the work of SECS and STM might lead
to reject the assumption of any similar methods yet, in a second look we find some
similarities.
The direct political oppression on SECS deprived them of lobbying their
legislatives. They replaced this by indirect contact with the banned political opposition
as an alternative source of lobbying and sharing information they couldn't get it through
the oppressive project management. On the other hand STM lobbied local and state
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legislators (such as state representatives Nancy Flavin and Ellen Story, and
Congressman John Olver) as it was reported in the interviews, and mentioned many
times in the media reviewed earlier. They even went further during local election and
pressed the candidates to make a clear stand in regard to the STM campaign. The
similarity here comes from contacting progressive legislators who share the same
environmental concern of STM, which was also the case when SECS contacted the
banned opposition. It is worth mentioning here that the Zameel Network technique was
a brilliant way to survive in the face of blatant oppression that confronted SECS
activists.
An area that could not be used on equal basis was to utilize the overt support of
other organizations. As it was reported in most of the interviews, media, and especially
websites, STM succeeded in building a strong coalition of other environmental groups
such as FOMHR and Kestrel Fund. Attempting to build any similar coalition in Sudan
would have put SECS in serious situation in regards to the regime’s ban on all NGOs
networking outside the government channels.
Both organizations depended on long-term planning in their work, which gained
them respect even among those who do not share their philosophy. STM managed to
mobilize the majority of the conservatives of Hadley town including the wildlife
hunters. SECS built a good reputation locally among other NGOs and regionally as a
pioneer African environmental group that earned her advantage within donor
organizations. This was reflected here in two things. The political regime wanted to
involve SECS in the project to polish their own image, as shown in Table (2). The other
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thing was the immediate sponsoring of the evaluation project of SECS by the German
donor agency, which usually takes longer period.
Another interesting point of parallel between the works of the two organizations
was the use of secrecy in their work. It wasn't unfamiliar for SECS to use this tactical
method; as a matter of fact it was a necessity to survive especially when recruiting or
digging information in a harassing environment. STM also needed to use this tactic at
some point in the campaign. Interviewee #f,ve stated that sometimes the campaign
intentionally went loud in the media, and sometimes “ we did not want anything goes
out to the developer.” The “Summit on the Range” documentary was another method to
reevaluation the campaign and making future plans for the Ranges, which the Sudanese
case could not follow for the obvious reasons of political oppression.
In general, the two cases, literature, and the abundant materials reviewed in the
previous chapters showed that grassroots activists in the West and the Third World are
sharing lot of similarities in their social justice work. Of course this was an expected
outcome of the study since the political right in the West used the same horrific
methods that used by Third World pathetic dictatorships. The disgusting similarities of
Nazi and CIA experiments (Chapters 2 and 4) are reviewed with those practiced by
religious fanatics in Sudan (see the paintings in Chapter 2). No wonder that the political
left and progressive movements are sharing similar techniques to fight the same enemy
everywhere.
The use of demonstrating images was a key issue for both organizations. In most
of the works, especially evaluation repots, of SECS you would find a lot of photos that
vividly reflect the reality of the project (see photos). STM also used photography (both
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electronic and still illustrations) in all their activities, including their logo, brochures,
bumper stickers, and lawn signs.
A New Evaluation Approach
The major theme of this study is oppression in general, and how can be fought
by academicians and researchers. The study reviewed a new emerging approach dealing
with this problem in the evaluation field and called it Oppression Evaluation Approach.
In attempt to build the theoretical framework for this approach, the literature review
focused on definitions of evaluation, purposes, and some models and types that shared
some similarities with the new approach. This was examined in details in Chapter 2 in
which supported the argument of the new emerging approach in Chapter 4. The
definition of the Approach added a new dimension when suggested using evaluation as
an advocacy for change in programs run by harassing managements in exasperating
macro political environment. None of the definitional approaches reviewed in Chapter
2, which covered most of the classical and contemporary textbooks, have discussed
evaluation from the angle of advocacy. Advocacy has been used in evaluation only
when Robert L. wolf introduced the judicial model in his dissertation in 1975. However,
his advocacy-adversary method was something far different from that of the Oppression
Evaluation Approach, as it was explained in Chapter 2.
The acronym of this approach O.P.P.R.E.S.S.I.O.N. reflected the very distinct
characteristics of the process. Harassing and oppressive environments are pre-condition
tor adopting this approach, which answered the study question of why this new
approach has emerged within the Sudanese environmental movement that according to
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SECS it has lived the past five decades under political oppression. Under such difficult
circumstances, power abuse becomes frequent in the absence of democracy, and the
macro political oppression would expected to reach the microenvironment of the
project. It makes sense that none of the Western evaluation textbooks considered
oppression as a serious issue in deciding what type of evaluation to adopt since none of
the Western evaluators recognized the need of using such approach to reach out to the
oppressed within a specific program. One of the reasons behind this lack of inclusion is
what already mentioned in Chapter 4 about the cultural barriers that limit using this
approach among native people who live under such harassing environment. In addition,
the degree of unconcealed oppression in the West is usually do not reach that extent of
the tyrannies of the Third World. This blatant repression necessitated that the
environmental movement, which also in Sudan dominated by democratic political
forces, had to find an alternative method of operation to reduce the impact of this
repression on the irreplaceable natural assets, and at the same time empower the
oppressed. This oppression, combined with the covert malicious stakeholder was clearly
manifested in the SECS case of Malaria Control project evaluation discussed in Chapter
5.
The risk situations that confront evaluators when involving in such process are
not exaggerated by the Tom & Jerry story-style narrated in Chapter 4. As a matter of
fact the paintings of the anonymous artist, the Ghost Houses, and security check points
made this feared covert stakeholder strongly present in the SECS case.
The covert actions are another distinguished area of this type of evaluation. As it
was reviewed earlier in Table 2, both the management of SECS project under
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evaluation, and the evaluation team had their own undeclared agenda for quite different
reasons. This is not the case in any other evaluation type or model discussed in the
literature review, where allegiance to project management is expected from evaluators,
and full mutual cooperation is usually the theme between both sides.
Another area that clearly distinguishes this evaluation approach is the pre-
commitment of evaluators to opposing one or more component in the project before
even getting on the scene. The example of SECS case is an ideal one of opposing a
shortsighted view of the arrogant management, which in attempt to solve an immediate
problem was creating another one, and this simply because of the adopted application
method and technique. The evaluation team, before coming to the scene had already
made a commitment against that application technique, based on the inter-disciplinary
knowledge and experience they had and the background information they got from their
employer (SECS). So, before they started their process they had known there was
something wrong with that project, and they designed their evaluation to prove this
point.
One may ask, what is the difference between this approach and the adversary
technique of the Judicial Model of Wolf (1975) in which Patton (1982) critically
reviewed earlier? A major difference here is that there is one team in the Oppression
Evaluation works collectively and collaboratively to prove the stance of the team
against the erroneous technique in use by the project management. On the other side,
the adversarial approach of the Judicial Model is only one side of the two dichotomies.
The evaluators in that model can switch sides and opt to become either advocates or
adversaries. It has nothing to do with commitment to social justice, taking side with
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marginalized, or the oppressed. The evaluator in the Oppression Evaluation Approach is
committed philosophically and professionally against the project management’s way of
running the project. S/he won’t switch sides.
The Oppression Evaluation Approach has been initiated and emerged within the
progressive evaluators of the Third World to slowly undo oppression from within. The
Judicial Model is just another Western approach in evaluation was not meant to only
serve the oppressed, and could be used in any situation.
In Table 9, the major characteristics of Oppression Evaluation Approach are
compared to those of other typical types of evaluation. The table is self-explanatory and
when combined with the other comparable areas in Table 1 in Chapter 4, it makes the
framework of the evaluation approach stands very distinct among other ones.
In conclusion of this section, the theoretical framework of the new emerging approach
of Oppression Evaluation (or Advocacy Evaluation) has been supported by this study in
different ways. The literature review chapter, especially the definition and purpose
sections gave abundant support to answer part of the study questions on the
characteristics ot the approach. Chapter 4 in itself might be enough to answer number of
questions about the new approach. The Sudanese case study (Chapter 5) showed how
the new approach worked actually in reality, and how the evaluators managed to
continue the process under such difficult conditions. The few similarities between the
way activists of SECS and STM worked can’t come to the level of considering that a
similar approach was used in both cases.
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Table 9
Characteristics of Oppression Evaluation
Item OE Other Typical
Evaluation
Definition
To advocate for alternative goals, methods, and
outcomes.
Advocacy is the focus.
To determine the
merit of a project for
decision-making
purpose.
Type of
organizations
involved
A progressive one, and another repressive one Any organization.
Initiation
Independent organization would propose the
evaluation of a project owned by another one.
The same
organization can run
the evaluation or hire
outside evaluator to
do it.
Pre-starting
Conditions
Willingness of an oppressive organization to
let the progressive organization do the
evaluation.
No such condition!
Who would do it?
Evaluator’s role
Progressive and committed to philosophy of
the organization hiring him/her.
Any evaluator
Covert Agenda
Both organizations who are involving in the
evaluation have undeclared agenda.
Every thing should be
overt
Power relationships
on the scene
One organization dominates the scene due to
macro political environment.
Mutual relationships
Macro Political
environment
Blatant oppression directly impacts the project. Not a direct concern.
Type of generated
data
Project management does not respect ‘soft’
data (sic). They need solid quantitative one.
Qualitative,
quantitative, or a
combination.
Special Data
Gathering
Technique
Covert “Zameel Network” Regular overt
technique
Stakeholders Harassing covert parties hinder the process. All stakeholders are
overt
Risk Factors Very risky process. Evaluators might get
arrested or kicked out of the project.
Not an issue since the
contract is abiding
both sides.
Limitation Evaluators are preferred to be familiar with
culture/language of the project.
Any capable
evaluator can run the
evaluation.
Cost Requires an interdisciplinary team of
evaluators.
Usually one person
can perform the
process
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Ethical Considerations
The issue of covert actions in social research has a long ethical debate in the
field and found great attention, especially from those strongly believes in the fallacy of
neutral social research. Paulo Freire confirmed that there is no any form of activity in
the field of social change can be neutral. It is either used to control or liberate people
(cited in Hamnett et al„ 1 984, p. 1 00). The Argentinean social justice activist Augusto
Boal (1985, p. ix) reiterated Freire’s stance in different field “those who try to separate
theater from politics try to lead us into error- and this is a political attitude.”
One should doubt the naivete of those label themselves neutral researchers/evaluators
while working with oppressors and claiming that their work has nothing to do with
oppression based on the fact that they were on the scene to do the job per the contract's
terms of references.
Rajesh Tandon (1983) exposed the fake obsession of some researchers with
neutrality that ended with the development of nuclear missiles, bio-weapons, and
psychological brainwashing. Many evidences support the viewpoints of Freire and
Tandon. Project Camelot of the 1 960s(discussed in Chapter 4) is an ideal example, and
most recently the fabricated news of the radical right-wing Moslem factions that
September 1 1 , 2001 attacks on the United States were a Jewish conspiracy (Levitas,
2002 ).
The Social science and politics are strongly interrelated and the issue of
neutrality is a complex one that “should be thought out in terms of one’s underlying
assumptions and ideological presuppositions” according to Hamnett et al (1984, p. 54).
The hidden agenda of a number of research and evaluation projects discussed in
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previous chapter are evidences to the link between political power and the field of social
science.
The new proposed evaluation approach in Chapter 4 dedicated a detailed
discussion on the ethical concerns related to the Oppression Evaluation Approach.
These concerns are quite understandable in view of the legal consequences if the
approach used (with no amendments) under Western democratic conditions. However,
when using this model under oppressive micro and macro political environments, these
ethical concerns become minimal. The “public relations evaluation” role assigned to
SECS by the repressive management of the Malaria Control project in Sudan (Chapter
5) proved how it was ethical for the evaluation team to adopt covert agenda in response
to the unethical actions of the religious fanatics who seized power and became in
control of every thing. Siding with the vulnerable majority of the project is a major
target of the social justice activists who find themselves with no other options to
pressure the arrogant project management besides using these covert techniques. The
covert actions had been most needed to literally protect the evaluators by gathering
information on areas and locations to be avoided. SECS had to work on gathering
information on the vicious covert stakeholder, which in any ethics-oriented situation
should not be on or behind the scene of evaluation.
Future ofOE Approach
The previously discussed ethical considerations were part of the concerns raised
when I presented the preliminary framework of this approach in a number of academic
workshops. A legitimate question is also raised in Chapter 1 on how Oppression
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Evaluation Approach can be applied in the West, especially that this research study is
claiming the need of an alternative evaluation approach in any authoritative setting.
The hidden agenda, clandestine methods in recruiting allies from behind the
authoritative stakeholders, and especially passing on data to a third party seem to bring
a series of legal issues if one attempted to carry out in the West. Yet, who said that this
approach should be copied after the Third World one, without any modifications?
The controversial hidden agendas and dissemination of information to a rival
party are adopted only because of the absence of due process of law and the democratic
environment in the project. Social justice evaluators of the Third World invented these
covert actions to overcome these obstacles. In a western democratic setting, the
authoritative project management would not be able to silence different voices or
physically harass the evaluators. One may ask what would the difference be with other
approaches? Advocacy is the simple answer.
Progressive activists hold a different holistic viewpoint toward most of the
social and development programs than conservative and traditional forces in their
communities. One way to advocate change in these programs is to conduct
Oppression/Advocacy Evaluation where it is appropriate. Again, why a conservative
group would want to invite a progressive organization to interfere with their project?
The answer would depend on the degree of conservatism within the organization and its
authoritative management staff. A very conservative institution may not take this step
unless find itself endangered by external power threatening its survival. An ideal
example of this situation was the recent reaction of the conservative Islamic institutions
in the US after “Sept 1
1
th
,
2001 Attacks'' when they found themselves facing a lot of
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harassment from hate groups, and the suspicion of the FBI. The rigid conservatism of
these institutions started to loosen up and they opened up the mosque doors for every
one to come in, and invited even progressive organizations in their local communities to
rally with other groups in protection of their mosques. This would be an ideal
opportunity for a progressive organization to approach the conservative mosque
committee and suggest conducting this evaluation approach (of course would not use
the word Oppression!).
In a less conservative situations, this model can also be applied to
establishments that adopt traditional concepts in running their programs. For example, a
school committee that imposes “banking'’ education might be curious to see the results
ol such evaluation for any future planning to enhance the system.
A promising area of this approach in the West is the new immigrant and refugee
communities, as it was pointed out in Chapter 4. United States accepts more than
100,000 immigrants and refugees every year, which most of them come from Third
World countries where bashing Gay, Lesbian, Bi-sexual, and Trans-gendered people
(GLBT) is a normal thing practiced by law. Although they know very well such
behavior is illegal in their new home country and considered a serious hate crime they
discretely practice it whenever they feel safe in so doing. A progressive organization
within these communities would offer to run such evaluation to any program run by
such conservatives to prove that such attitude would harm their own community and put
them at risk of persecution.
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Conclusion
In the previous chapters of this study, I reviewed most of the evaluation
definitions as presented by the gurus in this comparatively new field of research, and
added my own definition of this new approach. Oppression Evaluation is not a process
of determining the merit or worth of a project, as in the traditional definition of
evaluation, because that merit has been determined before the evaluators would have
come on the scene. This emerging evaluation approach is conducted with overt and
covert agendas aiming at lobbying, advocating, and recruiting for change within an
oppressive setting.
The purposes for doing program evaluation, acknowledged as well as
unacknowledged, were also reviewed, such as those reported by Weiss (e.g..
Postponement, Ducking Responsibility, and Public Relations evaluations. In addition,
the research study succeeded in identifying another five illegitimate purposes with
examples drawn from oppressive situations in Third World countries. In the same
Literature Review Chapter, I reviewed twelve models of evaluation, which are currently
considered the major ones in the field, according to the available evaluation texts. I
pointed out and made it clear that all these twelve models were developed in the West,
and specifically in the United States, which raises legitimate concerns about the
“intentional exclusion of the other world, including Europe, in the American
evaluation research. For example, Ernest R. House, a remarkable reference in
evaluation, has only cited thirteen foreign texts (1 1 from UK, and 2 from Sweden)
among the 1 80 texts he consulted in his landmark book Evaluating With Validity
(1980). On the same trend, in Michael Q. Patton's popular text Utilization-Focused
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Evaluation (3
d
edition, 1997) there were only 10 references cited (from UK and
Australia) among the most comprehensive bibliography, which lists 579 works in
evaluation! The point I emphasize here is the importance of diversifying the Western
evaluation research field, especially in the United States, to include the experiences of
native researchers from other parts of the world.
In Chapter 4, the focus of this research dissertation. I’ve discussed the concept
of practicing evaluation under politically oppressive regimes in both the macro and
microenvironments, and how the Sudanese environmentalists developed this new
approach in the 1980s. The major characteristics of this approach were reviewed
through a number of examples derived from actual experiences in Sudan. A number of
characteristics made this evaluation concept very distinct when compared to the 149
types known in the field (Patton, 1981,1982, 1997). These included the covert agenda
on both sides, the covert stakeholders of the project under evaluation, and the overt
biased role of the evaluator.
The problematic situations ol implementation were also reviewed and identified,
such as the risk impact of the covert stakeholders, the abusive propaganda in regards to
the participation of the evaluators in the project run by the oppressors, and the politics
behind getting to the right decision maker in the “oppressor camp.”
The strengths of this approach were also highlighted in regards to curtailing the
negative impact of the oppressor's project, empowering the oppressed, and, to some
extent, convincing the oppressor to adopt interdisciplinary approaches in implementing
the project. The limitations of using this type of evaluation were also thoroughly
discussed in the previous pages, and found to focus on: the high cost of a team approach
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rather than using one evaluator; the risk factor of the secretive approach; the importance
of mastering the language and culture of the project people; and the difficulty of
funding (these were included in Table 3).
The ethical issues in regards to the implementation of social justice evaluation
approaches were always frequent concerns in the field, especially in regards to its
impact on the credibility and integrity of the evaluation - as has been expressed
previously by Dan Stufflebeam. The major ethical concern raised in the discussion of
this approach was the prior commitment and biased stance of the evaluators regarding
the project under evaluation.
In this research study, I made it crystal clear that this approach is a very political
process that works towards deconstructing oppression from within. I also adopted
Ernest House’s stance (cited in Patton, 1997, p. 363) who believes that “evaluators are
ethically obligated to consider the interests of the less powerful in society, and to
advocate on their behalf.” In addition to the important argument of Thomas Schwandt-
cited in Patton (1997, pp. 366-367) - in questioning the values under girding projects
and programs rather than only focusing on the process.
This research study achieved its purpose in introducing and developing a
theoretical framework for a new emerging evaluation approach. I documented one of
many non-academic educational research tools developed by progressive activists of the
Third World, in their non-stop struggle for social justice and their efforts to resist the
ugly destruction caused by the political right wing factions.
In this era of corporate patenting, one would have legitimate concern that one of
these greedy capitalist firms may patent these social research methodologies and claims
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its exclusive rights of use! They have patented number of indigenous natural resources
in the Third World.
Recommendations
When Ernest House published his important text, Evaluation With Validity
(1980), he included only eight models in that comprehensive evaluation taxonomy. He
excluded some potential models because they had not been then employed enough at
that time to “constitute a school of practice.” House’s argument is applicable to the
proposed Advocacy/Oppression Evaluation Approach in this research study, although it
has been used tor more than a decade under one specific environment, i.e., the Sudan. In
order to be accredited and recognized by the Western gurus of evaluation, it seems that
this emerging approach needs to be tested under different oppressive systems.
The questioning of applying “a pedagogy from the Third World to the First
World is legitimate in this case, as has been pointed out by Shor and Freire (1987, p.
2). In this regard, I plan to carry out some modifications to this approach, and apply it to
conservative religious programs, especially among Moslem immigrants in Western
communities. In particular, the unjust treatment ofwomen in these Moslem
communities (as in all other Moslem communities elsewhere), which is based on
dogmatic interpretation of the holy book Koran of Moslems, could be evaluated by
using this model. As pointed out earlier, these conservative institutions are becoming
more open after the “Sep 1
1
th
,
2001 Attacks.”
In regards to the ethical concerns raised earlier, except those of some
opportunist evaluators who run false neutral evaluations, I want to open wide the
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discussion about the morality of working with a hidden agenda. This discussion is to
focus particularly on the prior commitment to social justice outcomes and gearing up
the process toward this end without fear ofjeopardizing the integrity of the evaluation.
Another issue I plan to pay more attention is the scarcity of foreign funding in using
such approaches in Third World countries, due to fears of risking other projects of the
funding agency in the same country. In my experience I found number of brave flinders,
such as Oxfam UK&I, Fredrich Ebert, Oxfam America, who were open to support
social justice programs. These funders should be applauded and publicized in order to
encourage other funders to follow in their footsteps, and to not engage in work that
strengthens oppressive policies, practices, and structures.
A final word on the name of this approach needs to be said. The Oppression
Evaluation name is very hostile to the oppressor whose approval is essential to start this
type of evaluation, not to mention it would embarrass any funding agency. The other
name Antagonism Evaluation (Ibrahim, 1998), which was originally suggested and
presented at the Center for International Education at UMass (Amherst), seems less
offensive to the oppressor. The name Advocacy Evaluation is the most appropriate
name to describe this approach, and at the same time gets the approval of the oppressor.
Although this proposed name, to some people, might get confused with the
Adversary/Advocacy Approach (as Patton called the Judicial Model of Wolf) but it
should not be an issue here. The difference between this advocacy and Wolfs one is
quite huge for any perplexity, as reviewed in the previous chapters.
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APPENDIX A
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
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1)
Interview Questions
HI Personal Activism
1 ) It would be interesting to know how you became a member of STM
2) What previous experience do you have had in environmental campaigning and
activism, and how has it helped in your work with STM?
3) Some people have concerns to participate in such grass root, door-to-door
campaigns. What particular things were concerning you during your work?
4) What reasons stimulated/motivated you much in your decision to join the STM
campaign?
5) How do you feel now about the work you have done during STM campaign?
6) What do you hope personally to gain from your involvement in STM work?
7) What feelings do you have about being part of STM?
8) Based on your past experience with any environmental movement, how do you
see yourself fitting into STM?
[Ill About STM
9) How do you describe STM (e.g. CBO, NGO, research group, lobbying group.
10) What are the other environmental groups in the Valley that have similar interest
of STM?
1 1 ) What are the characteristics of STM that distinguish/describe its work in regards
to Mt. Holyoke range conservation [comparing to other CBOs]?
12) Can you elaborate more on the structure of STM? How and why it was created?
13) The Organizing Committee ofSTM have created number of Task Forces.
Describe how your Task Force works to achieve its goals?
14) How Task Forces liaise with each other? Give an example.
1 5) What are the major difficulties that face your Task Force?
Hill Challenges & Expectations
16) What are the challenges STM have faced during the campaign?
1 7) To get a sense of what STM members went through before securing the
protection of Mt. Holyoke ranges; describe to me a difficult frustrating moment
of your work (e.g. negotiation with the developer, landowner, etc)?
1 8) The politics of the environment became a major issue in any local, state, or
federal election. How this affected/affecting the STM campaign?
1 9) What concerns or lingering doubts you currently having about the future of
STM?
20) What are your expectations of the current work/plan of STM?
21) What change do you hope to see in the local environment of Mt. Holyoke ranges
and to STM plans?
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IIVI Environment & Development
T !?f8 he pr”p"sed development site, why you think should be protected?23
M,
y
„ f
P™P°sal of developing and building homes on the Northern slopes ofMt. Holyoke would have had negative impact on the established habitat of the
area?
24
’ Whatstrategies STM have used to put pressure on the site developer to stop
25) “You put trees, mountains, birds, animals, etc before the urgent need of human
beings. You are the enemy of development!" This is a proto type statement of
pro development advocates against environmentalists. How you and your grouD
would respond to such accusations?
26) Destructive development” is a term frequently used by Third World
environmentalists to describe projects that do not cater for Mother Nature in the
long run. To what extent can this label fit the proposed housing project of
developers on Mt. Holyoke ranges?
[V| Methods & Techniques
27) What investigative methods and activities STM have used to support its
argument against the proposed development project?
28) What kind of lobby and pressure STM have used to stop the development
project?
29) What strategies the project promoters have used to carry out their project?
30) What was the role and stance of the local/state authorities in regards to STM
campaign?
fVIl Human Rights and The Environment
31) Where human rights movements are banned (under oppressive political
regimes), activists usually switch to environmental movements. What other
human rights activism you have had in the past or you currently involved in (e.g
women's rights, anti-racism, anti-discrimination, peace movement, etc.)?
32) In a similar campaign that took place in Sudan in the 1990’s to save one of the
largest National parks in the country, the grass-root environmental movements
had to close their eyes of the horrific atrocities of human rights violations
committed by the government authorities and focused only on their target, i.e.
Dinder National Wildlife Park. During your past successful campaign to rescue
Mt. Holyoke ranges, what kind of compromises, if any, did you or STM in
general, go through while negotiating/working with the “development project”
promoters to reach the current situation?
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[VIH Other
33) What other issues you would like to add to this interview that you think wouldhelp more in my dissertation project?
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APPENDIX B
STM HANDOUT
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This handout was one of the methods used by the Publicity Committee ofSTM to
mobilize the community around the campaign issues (courtesy of Yvonne LaBarge).
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